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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Pre-Hearing Statement (“Statement”) is submitted by STANTON-EASTBANC LLC
(“Applicant”) on behalf of the District of Columbia, owner of the subject property, in support of
applications for the consolidated review and approval of a Planned Unit Development (“PUD”) and
corresponding amendment to the District of Columbia Zoning Map (collectively, “Application”)
for property located in Square 901, Lot 801 (“Property” or “Site”). The Property is located within
the Capitol Hill Historic District. The Site consists of 3.16 acres (137,614 sq. ft.) of land. The
development project proposed for the Site will preserve and enhance the overall character of the
neighborhood by razing the abandoned Hine Junior High School building (“School”) and by
developing a vibrant, transit-oriented, mixed-use residential, office and retail project (“Project”).
Executive Summary of Significant Actions Taken, and Revisions to Plans and the
Development Program Made or in Process, Subsequent to Submission of Application in
November, 2011
The Applicant has engaged in a very extensive and wide-ranging engagement process which
has involved ANC 6B, the Capitol Hill Restoration Society, Eastern Market Metro Community
Association, Eastern Market Merchants Association and many other community organizations,
stakeholders and individual neighbors. To facilitate this community outreach, ANC 6B established
a 12-person Subcommittee and, in turn, the Subcommittee established three (3) working groups to
deal, in depth, with transportation and construction issues (traffic, parking and loading), retail and
open space. The full Subcommittee is addressing amenities, benefits and design matters. In
addition, the Applicant has met on numerous occasions, subsequent to the submission of the
Application in November 2011, with the Office of Planning (“OP”), the Historic Preservation
Office (“HPO”) and the Department of Transportation (“DDOT”).
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With respect to employment and training opportunities, the Applicant has partnered with a
District based Certified Business Enterprise (“CBE”) firm that specializes in monitoring, tracking
and reporting of compliance programs. The Applicant’s CBE compliance partner is developing a
detailed employment and training plan to ensure compliance with contracting, employment and
community participation goals and requirements.
In response to concerns raised in the community or by OP, the Applicant has revised the
Project to eliminate several items for which zoning relief was requested in the Application.
Specifically, the Applicant no longer requests flexibility or relief from (i) the size requirements
applicable to many of the courts and court niches, (ii) the roof structure height requirements for the
mechanical penthouse on the South (office) Building, and (iii) the requirements of the Inclusionary
Zoning (“IZ”) program1. One minor aspect of zoning relief, from 11 DCMR Section 411.1, has
been added. This requested flexibility will allow the Applicant to provide handicapped-accessible
unisex bathrooms on the roof of the office portion of the South Building.
A significant number of programmatic and design changes have been made to the Project
subsequent to the submission of the Application, including the following:
•

the optional use of the Plaza Building as a hotel has been eliminated; as a result this

building will become a residential building containing 42 units on floors 2 through 5 with groundfloor retail uses;
•

the proposed below-grade optional retail uses have been reduced to three (3) use

categories (grocery store, drug store or gym/health club) and the below-grade space has been
further detailed and developed as to entrances, interaction with loading facilities and layout; and
•

numerous and significant design refinements have been made, including the design

of a water feature in the Plaza, a greater setback of the 6th floor on the 8th Street residential portion

1

Elimination of relief from the IZ program resulted from a determination made by the Zoning Administrator.
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of the South Building near D Street, a reduction in the size and height of the office component’s
mechanical penthouse, greater detailing of all storefronts and further development and detailing of
all facades.
In addition, as a result of the community engagement process described above, a number of
plans, proposals and studies have been developed and draft agreements have been prepared to
address stakeholder issues and concerns. These plans, proposals, studies and agreements include
the following: (i) draft retail plan, (ii) draft open space plan, (iii) draft compliance plan for
employment and training, (iv) draft construction management agreement, (v) noise study, (vi)
shadow studies and (vii) draft loading management plan.2
Finally, in response to specific requests by several members of the Zoning Commission for
an explanation of the neighborhood and historic context of the Project, such a discussion has been
included in this Statement as Part II(B) below. See “Historic and Neighborhood Context” on pp. 713.
Executive Summary of the Project (as Further Refined, Revised and Updated)
The Project will consist of two buildings that will contain approximately 466,247 square feet
of gross floor area. The Project will contain 158 residential units, neighborhood-serving street-level
commercial uses, a public plaza, the reintroduced C Street carriage-way3, completely-enclosed
loading facilities, optional below-grade retail uses and an underground parking garage.
The Project has been designed to incorporate the best principles of New Urbanism and
Transit-Oriented Development, to enliven and make Pennsylvania Avenue and 7th Street pedestrianfriendly and teeming with activity, to concentrate the mass and the greatest height of the Project
2

Some of the plans or agreements that are in draft form are required to be submitted to the District in final form prior to
closing. The Applicant will continue to discuss these plans with the community through the ANC prior to closing.
3
The carriage-way portion of C Street between 7th and 8th Street, which was closed when the Site was developed and
used as a public school, will be reintroduced and will become subject to an easement that ensures general public
pedestrian and vehicular use when not in use by the weekend flea market and farmers’ market or other community
events. Such new carriage-way will be privately constructed, repaired and maintained by the Applicant. For purposes
of this Statement, such area will be referred to simply as “C Street.”
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across from the Eastern Market Metro Station plaza on a very wide avenue, to bring the loading and
truck activities under cover and into a building, to encourage public transit use and eliminate traffic
and parking spillover on nearby residential streets, to reduce the building’s actual and apparent
height along residential 8th Street, to provide the maximum amount of landscaping and other
“green” features feasible and to provide a vibrant mix of office, retail and residential uses in order
to accommodate community needs and amenities and to support the Eastern Market. Twenty-nine
percent (29%) of the residential units in the Project (46 units) will be reserved for households
earning 30%, 60% and 80% of the Area Median Income, 17 of which will be reserved for seniors.4
In addition to the request for approval of a consolidated PUD, the Application requests a
change in zoning of the Property from R-4 to C-2-B in order to accommodate the public policy
objectives for this critically important Capitol Hill location sought by the District of Columbia
through a Land Disposition and Development Agreement dated October 27, 2010 (“LDDA”).

I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

Summary of Requested Action.
This Pre-Hearing Statement supports the Application of STANTON-EASTBANC LLC to

the Zoning Commission for the District of Columbia for the review and approval of a consolidated
Planned Unit Development and a corresponding amendment to the Zoning Map. The Property
consists of 137,614 square feet of land and is located in the Capitol Hill neighborhood in Ward 6,
within the jurisdiction of ANC 6B02. The Property is also located within the Capitol Hill Historic
District. The Property, which is zoned R-4, is improved with the former Hine Junior High School
building. See Zone Map and Aerial Photographs included in the Project Plans, Exhibit “A” Pages
A02-A04.

4

By contrast, the Inclusionary Zoning program, if it had been determined to be applicable to the Project, would have
required only eight percent (8%) or ten percent (10%) of the units on a GFA basis to be affordable.
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The Applicant proposes to develop the Property with two buildings that will contain a mix
of residential, office and neighborhood-serving retail uses, underground parking and enclosed
loading facilities. The buildings will have a total Floor Area Ratio (“FAR”) of 3.3885 and building
heights ranging from 47 to 88 feet. The Project will contain 158 residential units. Forty-six (46) of
the residential units – constituting twenty-nine percent (29%) of all units -- will be affordable units.
The project will also contain approximately 202,697 square feet of commercial space and two (2)
levels of below-grade parking, containing approximately 320 spaces.
B.

Applicant
1.

District of Columbia

The Property is owned by the District of Columbia (“District”). In 2009 the District,
through the Office of the Deputy Mayor for Planning and Economic Development (“DMPED” or
“Deputy Mayor”), issued a Solicitation for Offers for the redevelopment of the Site, which was no
longer being used as a public school. The Applicant submitted a proposal and, after a lengthy
selection process that involved extensive community outreach, was designated to redevelop the
Property.
The District, through DMPED, entered into a LDDA for the disposition, ground lease and
development of the Property with the Applicant. In July 2010, after a public hearing, the D.C.
Council approved the term sheet and attached draft LDDA, ground lease and exhibits.
2.

STANTON-EASTBANC LLC

STANTON-EASTBANC LLC, a District of Columbia limited liability company, is a joint
venture of EastBanc, Inc., and Stanton Development Corporation, Dantes Partners and L.S.
Caldwell & Associates, Inc., all of which are local development entities, and is the Applicant and
developer of the Project per the terms of the LDDA. The Applicant’s individual partners have
wide-ranging expertise in all functional aspects of local real estate. Importantly for the
5

The FAR of the Project would be 3.613 if the C Street roadbed is excluded from the calculation of floor area ratio.
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development of the Project, the partners benefit from their longstanding commitment to community
interests. Various partners are or have recently been engaged in local government and community
activities such as the Capitol Hill Business Improvement District, Market Row Association,
Barrack's Row Association, Cultural Tourism DC, art initiatives, Georgetown BID, Washington
Opera, the Housing Finance Agency and DCBIA.
C.

Project Goals, Objectives and Benefits of Using the PUD Process
The Applicant’s vision for the Project is to create high quality and varied housing options,

office and retail opportunities, neighborhood amenities, pedestrian-oriented streetscapes and
distinctive public spaces near existing public transportation. The Project will be richly diverse and
architecturally distinguished. This major community-development Project will (i) welcome new
residents with a diversity of ages and income levels by offering new, highly desirable housing units,
(ii) transform and enliven the streetscape and (iii) provide an important link between the Eastern
Market retail area on 7th Street, S.E.6 and the Barracks Row retail area to the south along 8th Street.
The Project will also reintroduce the 700 block of C Street for weekday pedestrian and vehicular
use and weekend flea market and farmers’ market use by Eastern Market vendors. The
development will include a spacious urban plaza for gatherings and special events and will
complement the Eastern Market, the District’s oldest continually operating fresh food public
market, by providing new space for farmers and flea markets. The Project will include office and
residential space above ground-floor, neighborhood-serving and other retail uses. The Project will
promote the creation of locally-owned business establishments by providing a minimum of twenty
percent (20%) of the retail space to small and locally owned retailers and at least 1,000 square feet
of retail space at below-market rents to a single outlet local retailer. The Applicant will also

6

All references in this Statement to 7th Street, S.E., C Street, S.E., 8th Street, S.E., Pennsylvania Avenue, S.E. and all
other streets within Capitol Hill shall be to streets in the Southeast quadrant of the District of Columbia and shall be
cited without the need to reference the abbreviation “S.E.”
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develop approximately 22,133 square feet of below-grade space, 14,735 of which will be developed
as a grocery store, drug store or health club/gym.
D.

Development Timetable
The Applicant intends to commence construction of the Project by the third quarter of 2013

and expects that construction will be completed twenty-seven (27) months after groundbreaking.

II.
A.

THE PROJECT

Description of Area Immediately Surrounding Site
The Eastern Market Metro Station is located directly across Pennsylvania Avenue from the

Site. The Eastern Market is located to the northwest of the Site, immediately across 7th Street. A
commercial area of shops and restaurants is located on 7th Street north of Pennsylvania Avenue and
south of the Eastern Market, immediately across from the Site. Barracks Row is located along 8th
Street south of Pennsylvania Avenue, is located across the Eastern Market Metro Station plaza from
the Property along 8th Street south of Pennsylvania Avenue.
Abutting and nearby property is commercially zoned by the C-2-A zone district and the
Capitol Hill Commercial Overlay District (“CHC”). This adjacent or nearby commercially-zoned
land includes the following: (i) land north of Pennsylvania Avenue, including a retail area along 7th
Street, to the west of the Site, and the Eastern Market, (ii) land south of Pennsylvania Avenue,
including 8th Street (Barracks Row), and (iii) the land on both sides of Pennsylvania Avenue from
6th Street to 7th Street on the west and from 8th Street to 13th Street on the east.
B.

Historic and Neighborhood Context
The Hine site was initially developed with three Victorian public schools: Wallach School

(1864), Towers School (1887), and Eastern High School (1892).
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In 1929, the Towers and Eastern High schools were combined into the Hine Junior High
School, and all three schools were razed during the years 1949 to 1966 in order to build a new Hine
Junior High School complex on the site. At that time, C Street was closed and made part of the site
in order to provide contiguous playgrounds for the students.
During the years of school development on the site, Pennsylvania Avenue and 7th Street
developed as a commercial center for the surrounding residential neighborhood. The natural growth
and story of a city can be seen in the proud tall Victorian buildings of the late 19th and early 20th
centuries, the low one story buildings of the depression era, and the higher density build-up of the
commercial core during the late 20th century after the Eastern Market metro station opened. To the
immediate east of the site, the Hill developed as a townhouse residential community most
noticeably changed in the 1970’s when a Victorian convent surrounded by open space at the corner
of 8th & C Streets was demolished and rows of townhouses were filled in along the two streets.
C.

Neighborhood Context and Hine Project Design
The Hine Site spans from the historic Eastern Market at 7th and C Streets southward to the

Eastern Market Metro Station on Pennsylvania Avenue. It also spans from the existing residential
community on 8th Street on the east to the office and retail community on the west. The Hine
Project is designed to integrate the Site into the surrounding community both physically and
programmatically:

8
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x

The Project design re-integrates the Site into the historic L’Enfant Plan by re-establishing
L’Enfant’s original 700 block of C Street, SE. This restores the smaller and more
pedestrian friendly street grid that had been destroyed by the superblock planning of the
1960’s era Hine School.

x

At the intersection of 7th and C Streets, the Project provides a Plaza as an outdoor
community gathering space with café’s and shops, as well as serving as a weekend venue
for the Hill’s flea market – a long time Capitol Hill institution currently using the Hine
playground. The shape of the Plaza gestures toward the very active corner of 7th & C
Street and highlights the view of the iconic Eastern Market at its west end. It is also
shaped to allow a natural flow of pedestrian activity into the space from 7th Street – natural
pedestrian flow being key to a successful community open space.

x

The proposed uses are deployed within the Site to relate specifically to uses and building
types that are located across the street from each of the principal street facades of the
South and North Buildings. The design places new stores and offices across 7th Street
from existing stores and offices and new residences across 8th Street from existing
residences.

x

The highest density and massing is located on Pennsylvania Avenue, directly across from
both the Metro Station and the seven (7) acre L’Enfant Plan open space generally referred
to as the Eastern Market Metro Plaza & Park.
Integration of Project into Context of Capitol Hill Historic District.
The streets of the Capitol Hill Historic District are lined with contributing structures with

varying articulated facades of different heights and widths. Typically, a variety of architectural
styles can be seen in any given block. This variety is due both to the Victorian builders’ penchant
for eclecticism as well as changes in architectural style that occurred as the district was being built.

9
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Because much of the Hill was built by builders who purchased contiguous house lots in groups that
varied from two to six lots for their projects, there is a distinctive cadence to the massing and façade
repetition on the streets.
The Project’s design breaks the development mass into distinctive parts in order to create a
compatible historic district cadence and scale along the streets. The North Building presents as a
stepped mass while the South Building is comprised of three distinct components, each further
broken down into smaller scale units. Each of these four major components is designed with a
variety of different expressions, character, and massing. The Project’s character is further defined
by the use of the organic materials of the historic district – including brick, stone, slate, wood and
tile -- rather than predominately glass or metal materials. Window proportions throughout the
Project are tall and attenuated in keeping with the character of windows throughout the historic
district. Individual facades have been developed to reflect the diversity of uses in the Project while
being characterized by both a modern sensibility and a respect for the historic context.
1.

North Building

This building contains three (3) full stories and a partial fourth (4th) story. However, the
partial 4th floor is set back from both 7th and 8th Streets to reduce its bulk relative to the Eastern
Market and the existing houses on 8th Street. The façade areas are visually tied together by a
common palette of materials: a brick base with an attic story of slate shingles. In addition, the
second and third floors of the 4th story fronting onto the Plaza are clad in a third material (terracotta
shingles) to visually create a base/middle/top reading of the taller mass.
The storefronts, occurring in wide masonry openings, are developed as a language of painted
steel channels used as pilasters and beams in a variety of geometrical configurations. This language
includes recessed entries and individual shop windows which vary along the length of the facades.
The use of steel channels is a reference to the Eastern Market’s historic steel roof trusses.

10
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2.

8th Street Residential Building

The design of this building articulates this apartment house as terrace housing; in the
tradition of Victorian terraces such as Schneider Triangle at Washington Circle, clearly built at one
time with one overall design language. This concept acknowledges that it is a singular group of
housing units, while also allowing for the picturesque massing and detail that is characteristic of the
Capitol Hill Historic District:
x

The facades, inspired by high Victorian architecture, are visually tied together by a
common palette of materials: red brick, brownstone (cast stone) base and trim, and slate
shingles.

x

The arrangement of projecting bays and facade elements present a picturesque
composition containing areas of repetitive bays interspersed with more unique elements
that relate to contextual and functional issues.

x

Portions of the 4th floor are clad in slate roofing shingles to visually create a varied 4th
floor cornice line along 8th Street. The windows in these areas receive projecting pent
roofs to further enliven the slate wall.

x

The partial 5th floor is set back from the property line a distance varying from 25’ to 30’,
and has been designed as a slate clad attic story.

x

Over the main entry on 8th Street, the 5th floor has been designed to create the massing
effect of one of the small Victorian apartment houses that dot the Hill and to denote the
location of the building’s entrance.

x

At Pennsylvania Avenue and D Street, the five and partial sixth story elevation relates to
the large seven (7) acre L’Enfant Plan open space onto which it fronts.

11
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3.

Plaza Building

This five story building contains four (4) floors of residential apartments above ground level
retail. The splayed plan, a gestural concept that opens the Plaza to the Eastern Market, affords the
opportunity to create a lively backdrop wall to the Plaza itself. The design of the Plaza Building
reflects the sensibility of late Victorian architecture – a somewhat more restrained style developed
as a reaction against the flamboyance of high Victorian buildings.
The façades are clad in iron spot bricks, starting with a darker base and graduating to lighter
values above. The four story projection towards C Street and the Plaza is a lively composition of
window openings and storefronts that relate to the Historic District in their vertically attenuated
proportions of masonry elements and openings. The 7th Street façade has a series of three (3) story
bay projections which visually scale the building down towards the row of existing two (2) story
buildings across the street. The Plaza building is the same height as the original Victorian Hine
School building that once sat at this location (see photograph above).
The partial sixth floor is set back approximately 30’ from the main facades, and is clad in
the same masonry material as the building, including regulating lines and a minor cornice.
4.

7th & Pennsylvania Avenue Office Building

The Pennsylvania Avenue commercial office building, containing the project’s tallest
element, is placed directly across from the Metro Station and the Eastern Market Metro Plaza/Park.
Beginning with a four (4) story piece at the north end of the 7th Street façade, this building steps up
to six (6) stories and then to seven (7) stories at Pennsylvania Avenue. The main lobby entrance is
on Pennsylvania Avenue in a smaller atrium structure that visually transitions the office building to
the apartment house by creating a picturesque stepping roof line along the Avenue.
The mass of the office building is broken into two distinct facades to further reduce its
visual scale within the Historic District. The southern half is conceived as being red brick (similar

12
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to the brick architect Adolph Cluss used for the Eastern Market and the Wallach School) and
composed of brick piers and spandrels in the spirit of tall Victorian commercial structures. The
rectangular brick piers and spandrels are executed in a contemporary manner by slightly corbelling
the piers as they rise through a 90 degree rotation, thereby introducing a gentle undulation to the
façade as it rises. The window infill system is composed of slate, metal, and glass. The 7th floor
has been set back twelve (12) feet on three sides to reduce the primary visual height of the building
to 6 stories. This portion of the building is visually terminated on 7th Street by a slightly projecting
end tower element at the northern edge of the red brick portion of the facade.
The design of the northern end of the office building is conceptually a “fraternal twin” of the
southern end; the two portions share certain features but do not look alike. The creation of the two
different facade treatments is an important aspect of visually breaking down the scale of the larger
building into smaller masses. The facade materials of the northern end create a ‘color reversal’ of
the southern end of the building, primarily slate and lighter slate colored brick with red brick
secondary elements. The mass of this portion of the Office Building has been broken down by a
series of recesses and by three 3-story bay projections.
D.

Project Description
The Applicant proposes to raze the former School buildings to develop a mixed-use

residential, office and retail project of approximately 468,619 square feet of gross floor area. The
Project is depicted on the plans and drawings attached as Exhibit “A”.
The Project will consist of two buildings. The smaller of the two buildings (“North
Building”) will face C, 7th and 8th Streets and will abut an existing East-West alley on the north.
The larger of the two buildings (“South Building”) will abut 7th Street, Pennsylvania Avenue, a
small portion of D Street, 8th Street and C Street. [The North Building and the South Building are
identified collectively as the “Buildings”.] The South Building will contain three components
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(“Components”): a residential building on 8th Street, an office building on 7th and Pennsylvania
Avenue and another residential building on 7th Street that will face the urban plaza on C Street.
These three Components surround a courtyard (“Courtyard”) that will be landscaped and
accessible by the residents of the South Building. See “Building & Component Identification
Diagram” Exhibit “A”, Page A10. Both the North and South Buildings will have a significant
amount of ground floor retail.
The Project will provide 158 residential units comprising 253,767 square feet of residential
GFA. Forty-six (46) of the residential units will be affordable units. The Project will also provide
201,907 square feet of GFA of commercial (office and retail) use. 10,574 square feet of aboveground but roofed-over GFA will be dedicated to loading facilities. The Project will have a total
Floor Area Ratio (“FAR”) of 3.388 and building heights ranging from forty-seven (47) to eightyeight (88) feet. The Project will include approximately 320 parking spaces on two (2) levels of
parking under the South Building.
The Project has been designed to incorporate the best principles of New Urbanism and
Transit-Oriented Development to: enliven and make Pennsylvania Avenue and 7th Street pedestrianfriendly and teeming with activity, to concentrate the mass and the greatest height of the project
across from the Eastern Market Metrorail plaza on a very wide Avenue; to bring the loading and
truck activities for the South Building under cover and into the building; to encourage public transit
use and eliminate traffic and parking spillover on nearby residential streets; to reduce the building’s
actual and apparent height along residential 8th Street; to provide the maximum amount of
landscaping and other “green” features possible and to provide a vibrant mix of office, retail and
residential uses in order to accommodate community needs and amenities and support the Eastern
Market.

14
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E.

Detailed Description of the Buildings
The buildings comprising the Project are summarized below:
1.

North Building

The North Building will contain approximately thirty-four (34) workforce/affordable
housing units. Fifty percent (50%) of these units will be dedicated as residences for seniors 55
years old and older. Except for two (2) units that will face 8th Street, the residential uses will be
located on the second, third and fourth floors of the North Building. The North Building will be
four (4) stories and will step down to three stories on 7th and 8th Streets to reduce its visual bulk
relative to the Eastern Market and existing row houses along 8th Street. The 7th Street elevation and
a portion of the elevation facing C Street will have retail entrances on the ground floor. Retail uses
will also be located in the basement of this building.7 The 8th Street elevation and a portion of the
southern elevation will contain entrances to residential units and the main lobby. The North
Building will contain a fitness room, storage lockers, a computer room and bike storage. Trash will
be picked up from the existing East-West alley in the rear of the property. No on-site parking will
be provided in or under this building, but will be provided in the South Building.
2.

South Building

The South Building is broken into three primary components:
(a)

8th Street Residential Component: This component of the South Building

(“8th Street Residential Component”) faces 8th Street. It will be predominantly four (4) stories
along the street edge of 8th Street with a partial fifth floor that will be set back from the Building’s
facade. The 8th Street Residential Component will also contain a partial sixth (6) story which will
be set back and will front on D Street, facing Pennsylvania Avenue, as the Building turns the
corner from 8th Street. The portion of the ground floor fronting D Street and Pennsylvania

7

Technically, the basement will be classified as a “cellar” for zoning purposes.
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Avenue may be used for retail, office or residential uses. The main lobby entrance will be located
mid-block along the 8th Street elevation. This Component will contain eighty-two (82) residential
units, including eight (8) affordable units.8
Six (6) ground floor residential units will have direct access to their units from 8th Street, as
well as by means of internal building access. Two of the two-bedroom/den units will have access
to private terraces on the 6th floor. All of the interior units on the second through fifth floors will
have views overlooking the landscaped Courtyard.
Amenities to be provided within this Component include a pool and landscaped roof deck on
the roof of the fourth floor9, a fitness center of approximately 1,000 square feet, access to the
landscaped Courtyard on the first floor and bicycle storage in the underground parking garage.
(b)

Office Component: Located at the corner of 7th Street and Pennsylvania

Avenue, this office and retail building (“Office Component”) is architecturally composed of
three elements: a two-story entrance element slightly recessed from the street wall mid-block on
Pennsylvania Avenue and D Street between 7th and 8th Streets; a six (6) story section with a
setback 7th floor at the corner; and a 7th Street element that steps down to a variety of heights as it
extends northward. The enclosed loading facilities, which will serve the entire Project, will be
located in the Office Component and will be accessed from 7th Street. Access to the underground
parking garage located under the South Building, which is intended primarily to support the retail
uses on 7th Street, will be provided by an elevator to be located approximately mid-block on 7th
Street.
The Office Component will be comprised of office space and ground level retail space.
Landscaped roof terraces will be located on the sixth and seventh floors as well as on the roof level
8

The 8th Street Residential Component will contain a mix of unit sizes, including 1 bedroom, 1 bedroom with den, 2
bedroom, 2 bedroom with den, and 3 bedroom apartments. The 3-bedroom units will be on 2 levels.
9
Because this level includes occupiable space (as well as mechanical equipment) it is technically a “story” and counts
in FAR.
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of this Component. Conference rooms on the first floor will overlook the landscaped Courtyard.
The Office Component will also have access to its own fitness room on the first floor.
(c)

Plaza Component: The Plaza Component (“Plaza Component”) is located

on 7th Street and turns the corner and angles in a northeasterly direction to form the northern edge of
the landscaped Courtyard and the southern edge of a new urban plaza. This Component consists of
four (4) stories of residential apartments located over ground-floor retail and a partial fifth floor
containing amenities and mechanical equipment. The Plaza Component will contain forty-two (42)
apartment units, including four (4) affordable units. The lobby for this Component will face the
urban plaza. Amenities include a clubroom/internet lounge, access to the landscaped Courtyard,
meeting/gathering space on the first floor and a communal recreation room leading to a roof terrace
on the sixth floor. An entrance to the underground parking garage, which will service the entire
Project, is provided in the northern elevation of this Building along C Street. See the circulation
plan on “Exhibit A, Page A13”.
(d)

Below-Grade Retail Uses: The Applicant proposes the development of 22,

133 square feet of below-grade retail uses in the North and South Buildings, 14,735 square feet of
which will be in the South Building and will include a health club/gym, grocery store or drug store.
The Applicant requests Zoning Commission approval for the flexibility necessary to locate any of
such alternate retail uses in the below-grade space in the South Building.
F.

Historic Preservation Review
The Applicant met numerous times with the D.C. Historic Preservation Office (“HPO”)

during the development of the design of the North Building and the South Building. The Applicant
appeared before the D.C. Historic Preservation Review Board (“HPRB”) on three (3) occasions in
2011: April 28th, at which time the HPRB approved the site plan and overall architectural direction
in concept; June 30th, at which time the HPRB approved the height, scale, and massing of the
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conceptual plans; and August 4th, at which time the HPRB adopted the recommendation of the HPO
to approve the conceptual height and massing of the North Building and the South Residential
Component. The HPRB also approved the conceptual landscaping plan and directed the Applicant
to study design revisions suggested by HPO and the Board as the Project develops further. See
Exhibit “B”, HPO Reports and HPRB Actions. The Applicant continues to work with the HPO on
design refinements and the further development of design details, pertaining to or including a water
feature in the Plaza, street paving materials through the Plaza, facades, materials and coloration,
alternative setbacks and architectural treatments, design of entrances and projecting bays.
Furthermore, the Applicant intends to submit a request for additional HPRB review and approval of
the design refinements and further detailing and hopes that such design refinements will be
reviewed by the HPRB on April 26, 2012, in which event the Applicant will provide the Zoning
Commission with a further HPRB update in its 20-Day Submission.
G.

Community Participation
There has been an extensive ongoing dialogue between the Applicant and the community for

over three years. This dialogue can be broken into four major periods:
1.

Pre-submittal/selection

Prior to submitting a response to the District’s Solicitation for Offers the Applicant attended
numerous community meetings sponsored by Tommy Wells, the Ward 6 Councilmember and ANC
6B to gather information on community desires regarding the Hine Site. It also hosted seven (7)
“listening sessions” with nearby residents, civic organizations, and civic leaders in order to solicit
ideas and test different approaches to the Site.
2.

Post Selection

After selection, the Applicant kept the community informed of its progress in negotiations
on the LDDA and D.C. Council action on the Surplus and Disposition resolutions.
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3.

Historic Preservation Process

The Applicant made numerous changes to its plans in response to comments and requests
made by a wide range of Capitol Hill stakeholders, including the Capitol Hill Restoration Society,
ANC 6B, individual neighbors and community leaders. The Applicant, its architect, and its
Transportation consultant were made available to community members to walk through plan
updates and answer questions.
4.

Zoning Process

Since receiving preliminary approval from the HPRB, the Applicant and ANC 6B agreed to
enter into a structured community engagement process with representatives of the Hill’s diverse
community organizations. Regular meetings, sometimes several in a single week, have taken place
and will continue to take place to address a wide range of community issues.
More recently, and particularly subsequent to the filing of the Application, the Applicant has
entered into an extensive and meaningful community engagement process with ANC 6B, the
Capitol Hill Restoration Society, Eastern Market Metro Community Association, Eastern Market
Community Advisory Council, Market Row Association, Eyes on Hine, Hine North Neighbors and
many other community organizations, stakeholders and individual neighbors. A more detailed
discussion of this process is outlined below.
5.

ANC 6B Subcommittee

ANC 6B, the elected representatives of the Capitol Hill community, appointed a Hine
School Subcommittee (“ ANC Subcommittee”), comprised of six (6) ANC Commissioners and
seven (7) representatives from various community organizations -- including (i) Eyes on Hine
(“EOH”), (ii) CHAMPS/Capitol Hill Chamber of Commerce (“CHAMPS”), (iii) Capitol Hill
Restoration Society (“CHRS”), (iv) Eastern Market Metro Community Association (“EMMCA”),
(v) Eastern Market Community Advisory Committee (“EMCAC”) and (vi) Barracks Row Main
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Street -- to meet with the Applicant and work together collaboratively to address a wide range of
topics and resolve outstanding issues.
The ANC Subcommittee created three (3) working groups: (i) Transportation and
Construction; (ii) Retail; and (iii) Open Space. In addition, the full membership of the ANC
Subcommittee, in concert with the full ANC, is working with the Applicant on matters pertaining to
design, amenities and benefits.
6.

Transportation Working Group

The Applicant has also worked with the community through the ANC Subcommittee and its
Working Group on Transportation and Construction Management with respect to both the
construction and post construction periods of the Project with a goal to sign an agreement that
addresses traffic impact, as well as loading and parking, during and after construction. Since this
Working Group was formed, the Applicant has responded to a number of issues, concerns and
requests for additional information or agreements from the Transportation Working Group
including the following:
(a)

Traffic:
(i)

Expand Traffic Impact Study (TIS) Area of Study to include Level of
Service (“LOS”) analysis for 9th Street and 7th Street.

(ii)

Include below-grade retail impact in TIS.

(iii)

DDOT to enumerate key assumptions under TIS “Methodologies and
Assumptions.”

(iv)
(b)

Consideration of Post-Construction corrective measures.

Loading
(i)

55-truck loading operations and pedestrian safety.

(ii)

Loading in the East-West alley north of project site.
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(c)

Parking
(i)

Sufficiency of retail parking.

(ii)

Sufficiency of residential parking and use of Residential Parking
Permits.

(iii)
7.

Sufficiency of accessible parking spaces.

Construction Working Group

The Applicant has also met with the ANC Working Group on Transportation and
Construction Management to ascertain community concerns with regard to construction period
activities, traffic and construction control plan, construction truck route, construction parking,
regular community updates, site management, cleanliness, dust control, work hours, contractors,
pre-construction survey of adjacent structures, monitoring activities, environmental monitoring,
foundation piles, alley construction logistics, crane swing, rodent and pest control and insurance. In
an effort to address these concerns, a Draft Construction Management Plan (“Construction
Management Plan”) is being negotiated between the ANC Working Group, interested community
organizations and the Applicant. A copy of the draft Construction Management Plan that has been
presented to the ANC Working Group is attached as Exhibit “C”.
8.

Retail Working Group10

The Applicant proposes to build approximately 31,000 square feet of retail space at ground
level and 22,133 square feet below-grade. The goal of the retail plan is to integrate the new retail
space into the existing Capitol Hill retail framework in a manner that ensures a vibrant mixture of
small and medium specialized retailers that provide goods and services to local residents and
employees during the week and to the broader Capitol Hill community and specifically to the
Eastern Market on weekends.
10

The Applicant agreed to provide DMPED with a Retail Plan outlining its retail merchandising strategy and marketing
plan for the retail spaces being developed as part of the Project. The draft will be finalized and will be submitted in final
form at the time of the closing on the ground lease between the City and the Applicant.
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The Applicant has agreed to provide a minimum of 20% “local retailers” at market rates, as
determined by rentable retail square footage of the Project. A local retailer is defined as a rental
tenant with fewer than six (6) locations operating under the same name and ownership and the
owner’s principal place of business is within the Washington DC metropolitan area. A minimum of
1,000 square feet of retail square footage will be available for “unique small retailers” that are only
located at the Project at rents that are equal to or less than 75% of market rents.
To implement retail objectives, the Applicant has developed a draft Retail Plan (“Retail
Plan”). This Retail Plan is currently under negotiation with the ANC Working Group. The Retail
Plan will provide a detailed narrative of retail goals, the types of retail tenants the Applicant intends
to attract and merchandising and leasing strategy. See Draft Retail Plan, Exhibit “D”.
9.

Open/Public Space Working Group

The Applicant has met with various members of the community, EMCAC, and the ANC
Working Group to discuss the use of the reopened C Street and the Plaza (“Open Space Plan”).11
The final Open Space Plan will include specific goals for activating the Open Space, proposed
management of the open space and a proposed budget for management and maintenance.
(a)

Plaza use (weekday): The reopened C Street will support vehicular traffic on

weekdays, and the pedestrian areas of the plaza will be open for public use and pedestrian foot
traffic. The Applicant anticipates that special events will be hosted on the Plaza and that, for
some events, both the street and pedestrian areas would be closed temporarily in support of such
events. See Draft Open Space Plan, Exhibit “E”.
(b)

Plaza use during market hours: During the hours of the regularly scheduled

market events (Saturday and Sunday, approximately 8AM – 6PM), the Plaza will be closed to
11

The Applicant agreed to provide the District with an Open Space Management Plan every five years outlining how
the open space encompassing the 700 block of C Street plus the public plaza to its south will be managed. The draft
will be finalized after discussions with the District and Eastern Market stakeholders and will be submitted in final form
at the time of the closing.
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vehicular traffic and open to the public in support of the market operations. (See the architectural
and landscape plans for anticipated configuration of tents, Plaza site furnishings (such as benches,
lights, bollards, and bike racks), and landscaping in the attached Exhibit “A”.
(c)

Sidewalks/Pedestrian Right-of-Way: The pedestrian right-of-ways and

areaways are shown on the attached plans and have not been significantly revised since the
submission of the PUD Application. See Exhibit “A”. The Applicant has met with DDOT and
other city agencies to obtain approval for locations of utilities, furnishings, landscaping and other
elements that are to be installed within this right-of-way.
10.

Amenities and Benefits Discussions

The Applicant has hosted a weekly amenities and benefits meeting with several ANC
Commissioners. The current amenities & benefits provided by the Project are discussed under Part
IV of this Statement.
11.

Design Discussions

In addition to the other community engagement process described above, the Applicant has
hosted design meetings with several ANC Commissioners and a member of the ANC
Subcommittee. The current design of the Project may be found under Part II (C)-(E) of this
Statement. The Applicant has also scheduled a design meeting with several ANC commissioners
and sub-committee members to review the plans and drawings submitted to HPRB on March 23rd.
All agreements reached between the Applicant and the ANC will be shared with DMPED,
memorialized in an exhibit filed with the Zoning Commission in the 20-Day Submission, and
posted on the Hine website.
The Applicant regularly updates its Project Website (www.hineschool.com) with amended
plans at the time that they are presented to DMPED for comment and will continue to update the list
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of Community Meetings and the Project schedule. The Applicant is also responsive to media
inquiries and interviews.
In addition to the working with ANC6B and the members of the ANC Subcommittee and its
Working Groups, the Applicant will continue to make itself available to discuss the Project and
solicit input from other community organizations and individual neighbors interested in the Project.
The following is a list of approximately sixty (60) meetings and presentations that have
occurred to date:
DATE

MEETINGS/PRESENTATIONS

Dec. 13, 2008

“HINE PRESENTATION”
Community Meeting
Tyler School 1001 G SE

Feb. 19, 2008

“HINE PRESENTATION TO OBTAIN COMMENTS”
Individual meetings with each group: Eastern Market Assoc., Capitol Hill Chamber of
Commerce (“CHAMPS”), Barracks Row Main Street, ANC6B, Eyes on Hine (“EOH”), Cap
Hill Village, Eastern Market Metro Community Association (“EMMCA”), Eastern Market
Community Advisory Committee (“EMCAC”), Neighbors 200 block 8th, 600 thru 800 block C
SDC office 305 7th Street SE

March 30, 2008

“FUTURE OF HINE”
Community Meeting
Hine School 7 PM

July 22, 2008

“2ND COMMUNITY MEETING ON FUTURE USE OF HINE”
Community Meeting
Hine School 6:30 PM

Jan. 8, 2009

“COMMUNITY MEETINGS FOR COMMENTS ON RFP SUBMITTAL”
Individual meetings with each group: EMMCA, Market Row Association, Eastern Market
Merchants, CHAMPS, Barracks Row Main Street, EOH, 200 Block 8th Near Neighbors, 600800 Block C SE SDC office 305 7th Street SE

June 10, 2009

“COUNCILMAN WELLS HINE COMMUNITY MEETING”
Community at large, Tyler School 1001 G St SE 7PM

June 23, 2009

“ANC 6B HINE PRESENTATION”
Community Meeting
Peoples Church 535 8th Street SE 7 PM

June 30, 2009

“ANC 6B HINE PRESENTATION”
Peoples Church 535 8th Street SE 7 PM

July 8, 2009

“HINE PRESENTATION TO CHAMPS”
Hills Kitchen D Street SE

Sept. 9, 2010

“COMMENTS ON BEST AND FINAL OFFER (“BAFO”) SUBMISSION”
EOH – home of Derek & Marcelle Farwagi 7 PM
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DATE

MEETINGS/PRESENTATIONS

Oct. 5, 2010

“COMMENTS ON BAFO SUBMISSION”
EOH, EMMCA, Cap Hill Village, Sat Flea Market, 200 Bl 8th Street Near Neighbors
SDC Office 305 7th St SE 7 PM

Nov. 9, 2010

“FLEA MARKET MEETING”
Tom Rall, Mike Berman, Eastbanc. Stanton Development, Esocoff
Esocoff & Assoc. 1150 17th St, NW, 3pm-5pm

Feb. 1, 2011

“NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING”
EOH, EMMCA,ESOCOFF, EASTBANC/SDC
SDC office 305 7th St SE 6:30PM

Feb. 2, 2011

“ANC 6B INFORMATIONAL MEETING – CONCEPT DESIGN”
Brent School 301 N Carolina Ave SE 7 PM

Feb. 7, 2011

“CHRS HISTORIC PRESERVATION”
420 10th St SE 7 PM

Feb. 28, 2011

“MEETING WITH ANC 6B COMMISSIONER IVAN FRISHBERG”
SDC office 305 7th St SE 2 PM

March 1, 2011

“PLANNING AND ZONING COMMITTEE ANC 6B MEETING – CONCEPT DESIGN”
Caesar Chavez School 714 11th St SE 7 PM

March 2, 2011

“NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING CONCEPT DESIGN”
EOH, EMMCA, 200 BL 8TH SE NEAR NEIGHBORS
SDC office 305 7th SE 6:30 PM

March 3, 2011

“FLEA MARKET MEETING CAROL & JOHN WRIGHT”
SDC office 305 7th SE

March 7, 2011

“CHRS HISTORIC PRESERVATION”
420 10TH SE 7 PM

March 8, 2011

“ANC 6B COMMUNITY MEETING”
LDS Church 522 7th St SE 6:30 PM

March 15, 2011

“ANC 6B COMMUNITY SPECIAL HINE MEETING”
St. Coletta School 1901 Independence Av SE 6-9PM

March 24, 2011

“HPRB 1st HEARING”
Delayed Due to Request March 7, 2011 by ANC 6B
TO ALLOW FOR MORE COMMUNITY MEETINGS

April 5, 2011

“CHRS SPECIAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING”
Maury School, 1250 Constitution Ave NE, DC 6:45p-8:30p

April 6, 2011

“ANC 6B & ARCHITECT MEETING”
Esocoff & Associates Office 1150 17th St, NW 2p-4p

April 26, 2011

“ANC 6B COMMUNITY 2ND SPECIAL HINE MEETING”
Brent School 301 N Carolina Ave SE 6:30- 9 PM

April 28, 2011

“MEETING RE: FIRST HISTORIC PRESERVATION REVIEW BOARD (“HPRB”)
MEETING”
Brent School 301 N Carolina Ave SE 6:30- 9 PM
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DATE

MEETINGS/PRESENTATIONS

May 25, 2011

“NEAR NEIGHBORS, EOH MEETING”
Escocoff & Associates Office, 1150 17th Street, NW 5:30-7:30P

May 26, 2011

“EOH MEETING”
SDC Office 305 7th SE-1p – 2p

June 6, 2011

“CHRS HISTORIC PRESERVATION MEETING”
420 10TH SE 7 PM

June 13, 2011

“ANC 6B & ARCHITECT MEETING”
Esocoff & Associates Office 1150 17th St, NW 2p-4p

June 20, 2011

“PRE ANC 6B INFORMATIONAL MEETING TO DISCUSS REVISED CONCEPT
DESIGN”
EOH, EMMCA, 200 bl. 8th Near Neighbors
SDC office 305 7th SE 7 PM

June 21, 2011

“ANC 6B COMMUNITY SPECIAL CALL HINE MEETING”
Peoples Church 535 8th Street SE, 7-9PM

June 30, 2011

“HPRB 2nd Hearing”

July 21, 2011

“ARCHITECT/ANC COMMISSIONERS MEETING”

July 26, 2011

“ANC 6B COMMUNITY SPECIAL CALL HINE MEETING”
Peoples Church 535 8th Street SE, 7-9PM

Aug. 4, 2011

“HPRB 3rd Hearing”

Sept. 1, 2011

“TOMMY WELLS FLEA MARKET MEETING”
Office of Planning, 1100 4 th Street, SW, Suite E650, W, D.C. 20024 @ 11am

Sept. 16, 2011

“EASTERN MARKET ROW MEETING” Ivan Fishberg and 7th Street Merchants
SDC Office, 8:30 – 9:30am

Nov. 8, 2011

“TOMMY WELLS FLEA MARKET” Carol Wright, Michael Berman, Jamie Henson, Jose
Sousa, SDC and Eastbanc
Wilson Building, 3pm-5pm

Nov. 11, 2011

“EASTERN MARKET ROW MEETING” Ivan Fishberg and 7th Street Merchants
SDC Office, 8:30 – 9:30am

Dec. 3, 2011

“PARTNERS FOR LIVABLE PLACES - PETER HARKNESS”
SDC Office, 305 7th Street, SE

Dec 6, 2011

“BOARD OF DIRECTOR FOR CAPITOL HILL VILLAGE--GAIL KOHN & MARY PROCTER”
Le Pain Quotidian, 660 Pennsylvania Ave, SE, 2PM

Dec 7, 2011

“BARRACK’S ROW MAIN STREET LETTER OF SUPPORT-TIP TIPTON AND JIM
WRIGHT”
National Capital Bank, 316 Pennsylvania Ave. SE, 9am

Dec 9, 2011

“Eastern Market Row Association” Ivan Fishberg and 7th Street Merchants
SDC Office, 305 7th Street, SE, 8:30am-9:30am
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DATE

MEETINGS/PRESENTATIONS

Dec 12, 2011

“CHRS PUD HEARING”
The Hill Center, 921 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE, 7pm

Jan 13, 2012

“Eastern Market Row Association” Ivan Fishberg and 7th Street Merchants
SDC Office, 305 7th Street, SE, 8:30am-9:30am

Jan 16, 2012

“EMCAC & ANC6B”
Meeting on Creation of Working Groups
SDC Office, 305 7th Street, SE, 2pm-4pm\

Jan 17, 2012

“CHAMPS MEETING”
National Capital Bank, 316 Pennsylvania Ave. SE, 8:30A

Jan. 25, 2012

“ANC6B MEETING”
Hine Development Subcommittee Working Group on Transportation and Construction
Management
SDC Office, 305 7th Street, SE,

Jan. 31, 2012

“ANC 6B Hine Development Subcommittee Working Group on Retail”
SDC Office, 305 7th Street, SE, 4pm-5:30pm

Feb. 1, 2012

“Eastern Market Metro Community (EMMCA) Meeting”
Barbara Reihle Home, 806 D Street SE, 7pm-8pm

Feb. 7, 2012

“ANC6B, Hine Development Subcommittee Working Group on Transportation and
Construction Management”
SDC Office, 305 7th Street, SE, 2pm-4pm

Feb. 10, 2012
Feb 10, 2012

“EASTERN MARKET ROW MEETING” Ivan Fishberg and 7th Street Merchants
SDC Office, 8:30 – 9:30am
“ANC6B, Hine Development Subcommittee Working Group on Open Space”
SDC Office, 305 7th Street, SE, 3:30p-5:30p

March 8, 2012

“ANC-6B Preliminary Meeting for the Design Working Group”
Brian Pate, Ivan Fishberg, Amy Weinstein, Kitty Kaupp
SDC Office, 305 7th Street, SE, 8am-9am

March 12, 2012

“ANC6B, Hine Development Subcommittee Working Group on Open Space”
SDC Office, 305 7th Street, SE, Noon-1pm

March 12, 2012

“CHRS MEETING” with Gary Peterson
SDC Office, 305 7th Street, SE, 3:00-4:30pm

March 16, 2012

“Eastern Market Row Association” Ivan Fishberg and 7th Street Merchants
SDC Office, 305 7th Street, SE, 8:30am-9:30am

March 20, 2012

“ANC 6B Subcommittee for Amenities and Benefits (Negotiating Session for Hine)” Brain Pate
and Ivan Fishberg
SDC Office, 305 7th Street, SE, 7:30am-9am
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H.

Development Parameters Under Existing Zoning
The existing R-4 zone district mapped on the Site is a holdover from the days when

properties owned by the Government of the District of Columbia were not subject to zoning.
Furthermore, R-4 zoning sufficed for the location of a public school and the School was
“grandfathered” when zoning became applicable to public facilities. The requested C-2-B zone will
allow the Project to be developed at a density and height that is necessary to implement the
objectives of the LDDA and policy goals of the Comprehensive Plan.
A discussion of specific zoning standards and requirements applicable to the Project is set
forth below.
1.

FAR

The C-2-B zone district under a PUD allows an overall FAR of 6.0 and a commercial FAR
of 2.0. Nevertheless, the Project proposes an overall FAR of only 3.38812 and a commercial FAR of
only 1.467. The overall and commercial FAR proposed by the Project is thus well below the
allowable FAR, both for the Project and for the FAR allowed for retail, office and other commercial
uses within the Project. In addition, the requested 3.4 overall FAR is only slightly in excess of the
3.0 overall FAR that is allowed as a matter-of-right in the Capitol Hill Commercial Overlay
District13 (“CHC Overlay”) which is mapped to the west, north, east and south of the Site.14
Furthermore, the overall FAR proposed for the Project is only slightly in excess of the 3.0 matterof-right FAR that is allowable for residential developments in the C-2-A zone district that are
eligible for the 20% Inclusionary Zoning bonus.15 The C-2-A zone district, like the CHC Overlay,

12

As stated above in footnote 5, the FAR would be 3.613 if the roadbed of C Street was removed from the area of the
site.
13
See 11 DCMR Zoning § 1572.3
14
The CHC Overlay is mapped on properties on 7th Street to the north, across 7th Street to the west (as well as to the
west on Pennsylvania Avenue), across Pennsylvania Avenue to the south and to the east along Pennsylvania Avenue
(but not directly across 8th Street from the Site).
15
See 11 DCMR Zoning § 2604
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is mapped on all sides of the Site except for the R-4 zone district that is mapped on 8th Street to the
east.16
2.

Building Height

The C-2-B zone under PUD guidelines allows a maximum building height of ninety (90)
feet. By contrast, the height of the vast majority of the Components of the Project range from only
forty-seven (47) feet to sixty-one (61) feet. In addition, the tallest portion of the Project, at
Pennsylvania and 7th Street, will be developed to a building height of eighty-eight (88) feet, which
is slightly lower than the allowable ninety (90) foot building height.
The building heights of specific Components of the Project are as follows: (i) the North
Building is three (3) and four (4) stories and thirty-seven (37) and forty-seven (47) feet of height,
respectively, (ii) the 8th Street Residential Component is predominantly four (4) stories, at a height
of forty-three (43) feet, although it also has a partial fifth (5th) floor at a height of fifty-four (54) feet
and a partial sixth (6th) floor at a height of sixty-four (64) feet; (iii) the Plaza Component will be
predominantly five (5) stories, at a height of sixty-one (61) feet, although it contains a partial 6th
floor at a height of seventy-four (74) feet; and (iv) the Office Component, which at its highest point
on 7th Street at Pennsylvania Avenue, reaches a height of eighty-eight (88) feet (not including a
parapet railing), will contain seven (7) floors. Notwithstanding that the Office Component contains
the greatest amount of building height within the Project, it nevertheless steps down as this
Component goes north up 7th Street to a height of only four (4) stories and fifty-one (51) feet.
The tallest portion of the Office Component, at 88 feet of building height, is appropriate in
view of the fact that it faces onto the very wide 160 foot right-of-way of Pennsylvania Avenue and
the even wider Eastern Market Metro plaza (between 7th, 9th, C and D Streets). In addition, the

16

See footnote 14 above. The CHC Overlay and the C-2-A zones are mapped on the same properties in the vicinity of
the Site.
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distance between building faces of the Office Component on Pennsylvania Avenue and the building
faces of the closest buildings to the south is greater than 350 feet.
In summary, the heights of most of the Components primarily range from forty-seven (47) to
sixty-one (61) feet, are well below the maximum allowable building height of ninety (90) feet and
the highest point of the Office Component, at 7th and Pennsylvania Avenue, S.E. (i.e., 88 feet), is
within the allowable height of ninety (90) feet.
3.

Lot Occupancy

The maximum lot occupancy allowed for an all-residential development or the residential
portion of a mixed-use development in the C-2-B District is eighty percent (80%).17 By contrast,
the Project proposes to cover only 48.25% of the Site. Therefore, the Project occupies a
significantly lower percentage of the lot than is allowed by the C-2-B requirements.
4.

Rear Yard

In the C-2-B zone, a fifteen (15) feet year yard is required. Pursuant to Section 774.11 of
the Zoning Regulations, in the case of a corner lot abutting three (3) or more streets, the depth of
rear yard may be measured from the center line of the street abutting the lot at the rear of a building.
Therefore, the rear yard requirement is satisfied by measuring to the center line of 8th Street and the
Project, with a rear yard of fifty (50) feet, is in compliance with such requirements.
5.

Side Yard

There is no side yard required and no side yards are provided with the Project.
6.

Courts and Court Niches

Courts and court niches are required to be provided at specified widths, areas or other
dimensions depending on the nature of the court (open vs. closed), the type of use that is adjacent to
the court (residential or mixed-use) and other conditions. As indicated in the plans and drawings in

17

Lot occupancy within the C-2-B zone district is only applicable to residential uses.
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Exhibit “A”, Page A41, nine of the courts, including the largest court (i.e., the Courtyard) and all of
the court niches, comply with the court requirements set forth in the Zoning Regulations. However,
two (2) of the smaller courts, both of which are open courts, do not comply with the minimum
width requirements. Therefore, as discussed below, zoning relief is requested for two (2) courts.
7.

Parking

The Project is required to have a total of 191 parking spaces. However, unlike the C-2-A
zone district, the C-2-B district does not require any parking for below-grade retail uses. Because
the Applicant hopes to lease approximately 22,133 square feet of below-grade retail in the North
and South Buildings, 14,735 square feet of which will be leased to a grocery store, drug store or
health club/gym in the South Building, and because the Applicant, its traffic consultant and the
community agree that the below-grade retail uses will generate an on-site parking demand
(notwithstanding the technical treatment of below-grade space in the Zoning Regulations), the
Applicant has applied the standard C-2-B retail parking requirement to the below-grade space and
determined that an additional thirty (30) parking spaces would, for all intents and purposes, be
“required.” The effective total for parking spaces for all above- and below-grade retail, office and
residential uses thus becomes 221 spaces. To satisfy this effective “requirement” and to provide an
amount of parking that is necessary to satisfy parking demand, keep cars from parking on
neighborhood streets, provide adequate parking for the weekend flea markets and address strong
neighborhood concerns about the adequacy of parking, the Applicant will provide 320 parking
spaces in the Project. All parking spaces will be provided in two (2) below-grade levels in the South
Building. The Applicant will allow flea/farmer’s market vendors to use fifty (50) parking and van
spaces within the garage on the weekend at below-market price. These spaces will allow for five
(5) pickup trucks, twenty-seven (27) vans and eighteen (18) mini-vans for use by the vendors.
Space on weekends in the loading dock area will also be provided to the vendors for up to eight (8)
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box trucks. These parking facilities will be provided at rates set to encourage their use by vendors
in order to reduce or eliminate vehicles from parking on the Plaza or in the residential
neighborhood.
A breakdown of the parking requirements is as follows:
(a)

The parking requirement for an apartment house is one parking space for

each three dwellings. The Project, which contains 158 residential units, is required to provide
fifty-three (53) residential parking spaces.
(b)

The parking requirement for retail use is one space for each additional 750

square feet in excess of 3,000 square feet. Since the Project provides 39,534 square feet of ground
floor retail use, forty-nine (49) spaces are required. The Project also provides 7,398 square feet of
below-grade retail in the North Building and 14,735 square feet of below-grade retail in the South
Building.18
(c)

For office use the parking requirement is one space for each additional 1,800

square feet in excess of 2,000 square feet. The Project provides 162,373 square feet of office use
and, therefore, eighty-nine (89) spaces are required.
Based on the foregoing, the Project complies with all applicable parking requirements that
pertain to the number and size of parking spaces. However, as discussed below, the Project does
not comply in a few instances with the requirements of Section 2115.4 that all parking spaces for
compact cars “be placed in groups of at least five (5) contiguous spaces….” and, therefore, relief
from such requirement is requested.

18

Although there are no parking requirements for the below-grade retail space in the C-2-B zone district, the
community’s concern over the parking support for a below-grade use prompted the Applicant to provide parking spaces
for the below-grade space at the same ratio provided for above-grade retail uses, particularly because several of the
potential below-grade uses, including a grocery store or drug store, are anticipated to generate demand for on-site (i.e.,
garage) parking.
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8.

Bicycle Spaces

The number of bicycle spaces required shall be at least equal to five percent (5%) of the
number of automobile parking spaces required for commercial use. Since the Applicant is required
to have one hundred thirty-eight (138) parking spaces for commercial use, seven (7) bicycle parking
spaces are required. Nevertheless, the Applicant proposes a total of one hundred ninety-nine (199)
bicycle parking, all of which will be provided in the South Building’s parking garage. See Plans,
Exhibit “A”.
9.

Affordable Housing

The Project will provide forty-six (46) of the 158 residential units as affordable units. As a
result, twenty-nine percent (29%) of the total number of residential units will be provided as
affordable units19.
The affordability requirements of the Project are governed by the LDDA and will also be set
forth in a document that will be recorded in the Office of the District of Columbia Recorder of
Deeds (“Affordable Housing Declaration of Covenants”). The Project has been determined by
the Zoning Administrator to be exempt from the Inclusionary Zoning (“IZ”) requirements of the
Zoning Regulations as a result of the Low Income Housing Tax Credit (“LIHTC”) financing of the
North Building and the administration of the LIHTC program by the Department of Housing and
Community Development.
I.

Flexibility Under the PUD Process
The PUD process was created to allow greater flexibility in planning and design than is

possible under conventional zoning procedures. The PUD regulations also specifically authorize

19

Based on a calculation of the percentage of GFA devoted to affordable units to the total percentage of residential
GFA and without counting hallways, lobbies, common amenity spaces (gym, party room, etc) and other spaces within
an apartment building that are used solely by residents, the Project will provide thirteen percent (13%) of the residential
GFA as affordable units.
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the Zoning Commission to approve any zoning relief that would otherwise require approval of the
Board of Zoning Adjustment.
The Project complies with the requirements for a planned unit development in the C-2-B
zone district, as detailed in the tabulation of data in “Section J” below. Importantly, the Project
complies with those zoning requirements that are commonly regarded as being the most critical,
including FAR, building height, lot occupancy and parking. Nevertheless, zoning relief is required
from several zoning requirements because of a number of conditions and factors, including the
following: (i) the reintroduction and construction of C Street through the Site as a private street
(subject to an easement for public use) has resulted in a development plan consisting of two (2)
buildings on one (1) lot of record, (ii) the District required through the LDDA process that the
South Building be developed on a long-term ground lease, while permitting the North Building to
be developed on a separate fee simple lot to facilitate the use of tax credits under the LIHTC
program for an all-affordable housing component, (iii) the evolution of the design of the Buildings,
particularly as a result of the historic preservation review process, has resulted in a wide variety and
number of setbacks, notches, niches, indentations and other “breaks” in the elevations of the
Buildings which were deemed necessary by HPRB and the Applicant’s architects in order to reduce
the apparent massing of the Buildings and (iv) the impracticality of maneuvering fifty-five (55) foot
trucks into covered loading facilities without backing in or causing the elimination of needed onstreet parking spaces. A discussion of the specific zoning relief which is requested and the
justification for such relief is set forth below.
1.

Loading (Section 2202.1)

The Applicant requests relief from the requirements that it provide (i) two (2) fifty-five (55)
foot loading berths, (ii) two hundred (200) square foot platforms and (iii) one (1) twenty (20) foot
deep service/delivery space.
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The proposed loading facilities, which are accessible via 7th Street, will provide five (5)
loading berths (three at thirty (30) feet deep and two at thirty-four (34) feet deep), five (5) loading
platforms at one hundred (100) square feet and two (2) service/delivery spaces at twenty (20) feet
deep. A breakdown of the loading requirements is as follows:
(a)

The Zoning Regulations require an apartment house with more than fifty (50)

residential units to have a minimum of one (1) loading berth at fifty–five (55) feet deep, a
platform at two hundred (200) square feet and one (1) service/delivery space at twenty (20) feet
deep.
(b)

The requirements for retail with 30,000 ft. to 100,000 ft. of gross floor area is

a minimum of one (1) loading berth at thirty (30) feet deep and one (1) loading berth at fifty-five
(55) feet deep; one (1) platform at one hundred (100) square feet and one (1) platform at two
hundred (200) square feet; and one (1) service/delivery space at twenty (20) feet deep.
(c)

The requirements for office with 50,000 ft to 200,000 ft. of gross floor area is

a minimum of two (2) loading berths at thirty (30) feet deep, two (2) platforms at one hundred
(100) square feet and one (1) service/delivery space at twenty (20) feet deep.
The Applicant believes that, with proper management, the number and size of loading
facilities provided will be adequate to service the Project without creating any adverse impacts.
2.

Exceptions to Building Lot Control within Twenty-Five (25) Feet of a Residence
District (Section 2516)

The Applicant requests special exception relief from Section 2516 of the Zoning
Regulations in order to erect two (2) principal buildings on a single subdivided lot that is located
within twenty-five (25) feet of a Residence District.20 This relief is necessary because one (1) row
house, which is located on 8th Street across the East-West alley, is within twenty-five (25) feet of
20

The Site is bounded on three sides by CHC/C-2-A (i.e., Commercial) zone districts but is within 25 feet of one (1)
property that is located on 8th Street to the north of the Site. There are no other residentially-zoned properties within 25
feet of the Property.
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the Site. As stated above, the Applicant proposes to construct C Street as a private street (subject to
an easement for public use) and to construct the North Building and the South Building on either
side of C Street. Such action will result in two principal buildings being located on a single record
lot. Nevertheless, as required by Section 2516.9, the Project will comply with the substantive
provisions of Title 11 and will not likely have an adverse effect on the present character and future
development of the neighborhood.
3.

Parking (Section 2115)

The Project does not comply with the requirements of Section 2115.4 that all parking spaces
in the garage for compact cars “be placed in groups of at least five (5) contiguous spaces….” in a
few places. As a result, the Applicant requests relief from this requirement. A grant of this relief
will not have any adverse effect on nearby or adjacent properties or the general public. In fact,
providing the maximum number of compact spaces, wherever located within the garage, will
encourage the ownership and use of smaller cars and discourage the use of large vehicles, such as
over-sized SUVs.
4.

Courts and Court Niches (Section 776)

As stated above, courts and court niches are required to be provided at specified widths,
areas or other dimensions depending on the nature of the court (open vs. closed), the type of use that
is adjacent to the court (residential or mixed-use) and other factors. As indicated in the chart
labeled “Courts Summary” below and in the plans and drawings in Exhibit “A”, Page A14, nine of
the eleven courts, including the largest (i.e., the Courtyard), comply with the court requirements set
forth in the Zoning Regulations. However, two (2) of the smaller courts do not comply with the
minimum width requirements. Therefore, zoning relief is requested for these two courts. A
summary of the courts provided, with their sizes and characteristics, is provided below.
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Where necessary in two (2) instances, zoning relief from minimum court width requirements
is appropriate because such non-complying courts are provided in the Project in order to provide
design articulation in the facades of the Building, to break down the apparent mass of certain
portions of the Buildings and to respond to design guidelines and directives from the HPO and
HPRB. In no instance will such relief cause any adverse effects to adjacent or nearby properties.
5.

Rooftop Structures (Sections 411.1, 411.5 and 770.6(b))

Section 411.1 authorizes accessory storage, showers and lavatories on building roofs of
apartment buildings (but not on roofs of office buildings), Section 411.5 requires that enclosing
walls of rooftop structures “shall be of equal height” and Section 770.6 (b) requires that a penthouse
“be set back from all exterior walls a distance at least equal to its height above the roof….” The
Applicant requests relief from Sections 411.1 and 411.5 with respect to the rooftop structures above
the Office Component of the South Building and Section 770.6 (b) with respect to the mechanical
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screen21 above the North Building for the reasons set forth below. [NOTE: As stated in the
Executive Summary, relief from Section 411.1 is herewith added to the Application pursuant to a
determination made recently by the Zoning Administrator that such relief is necessary.]
(a)

South Building. By redesigning and lowering the height of the penthouse

structure and by moving both the emergency generator for the South Building and the chiller for
the Office Component to the P1 level, the Applicant is able to (i) reduce the height of the tallest
portion of the roof structure, thus complying with the maximum height allowed for roof structures
of eighteen feet, six inches (18’ 6”)22, and (ii) set back the roof structure from the roof edge of the
northern portion of the roof over the Office Component, in order to address concerns of the
Historic Preservation Office. Nevertheless, the Applicant continues to require relief from Section
411.5, because the enclosing walls of the penthouse structure are not “of equal height”, and the
Applicant also requires relief from Section 411.1 pursuant to a recent determination made by the
Zoning Administrator that such relief is required in order to provide three (3) handicappedaccessible unisex bathrooms in the penthouse over the Office Component. Section 411.1
authorizes accessory “storage, showers, and lavatories” on apartment building roofs, but does not
authorize such facilities on roofs above office buildings.
The Applicant seeks relief from Section 411.5 in order to limit the tallest portion of the
mechanical penthouse to the smallest amount of floor space and volume reasonably practicable23
and, as a result, to lower the height of the balance of the mechanical penthouse. Although this roof
structure plan results in enclosing walls not “of equal height”, it will reduce the actual and apparent
height of the penthouse, thereby responding to concerns from the Historic Preservation Office and
several nearby neighbors.
21

The North Building will not have a roofed mechanical penthouse. Instead, the mechanical equipment located on the
roof will be screened from view by enclosing screen walls.
22
This design revision results in the withdrawal of the request for relief from the maximum penthouse height provision
that was sought in the original Application.
23
This height is necessary to accommodate the elevators that provide public access to the roof terrace.
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The Applicant also seeks relief from Section 411.1 in order to provide three (3)
handicapped-accessible unisex bathrooms in the penthouse over the Office Component. Although
the Building Code requires that bathroom facilities be provided where public access is provided to a
rooftop,24 the Zoning Regulations only allow such facilities on apartment buildings, not on office
buildings. Therefore, in order to comply with the Building Code, the Applicant seeks relief from
Section 411.1 to provide three (3) unisex bathrooms in the penthouse over the Office Component of
the South Building.
(b)

North Building. Although the mechanical screen on the North Building is

RQO\VHYHQIHHWIRXULQFKHV ƍƎ DERYHWKHWRSRIWKHSDUDSHW25, it is not set back from the rear
façade wall on a one-to-one ratio. Therefore, zoning relief is requested from Section 770.6 (b).
This modest zoning relief is warranted because of the narrowness of the North Building – which is
248 feet in length but only 44 feet in width -- and can be granted without causing any adverse
impacts on nearby properties, because of (i) the width of the East-West public alley and (ii) the
height of the parapet which will effectively block the view of the mechanical screen from the alley
and nearby.

24

International Building Code (IBC) 2006, sections 2902.4 and 2802.4.1.
7KHPHFKDQLFDOVFUHHQLVHLJKWIHHWVL[LQFKHV ƍƎ DERYHWKHWRSRIWKHURRI7KLVGLPHQVLRQLVIDUOHVVWKDQWKH
HLJKWHHQIHHWVL[LQFKHV ƍƎ ZKLFKLVDOORZHGIRUWKHKHLJKWRIDURRIWRSVWUXFWXUH
25
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J.

Tabulation of Development Data

Site Area: 137,614 SF
Project: Mixed Use Project with 2 Below-Grade Parking Levels

Requirement
FAR
(R-4 MOR §402.4)
(C-2-B MOR §771.2)
(PUD §2405.2)

R-4 Matter of
Right
Guidelines
N/A

C-2-B Matter of
Right Guidelines
3.5 max
(1.5 max for
commercial)

C-2-B PUD
Guidelines
6.0 max
(2.0 max for
commercial)

Project Design
3.388 TOTAL

Relief
Requested
None

(1.467 =
Commercial)

Building Height
(R-4 MOR §400.1)
(C-2-B MOR §770.1)
(PUD §2405.1)

40 ft. max/3
stories

65 ft. max/no limit to
number of stories

90 ft. max

Ranges from 47
ft. to 88 ft.

None

Lot Area
(R-4 MOR §401.1)
(PUD §2401.1(c))

4,000 sq.ft.
min lot area

N/A

15,000 sq.ft. min area

137,614 sq.ft.

None

Lot Width
(R-4 MOR §401.1)

40 ft. min lot
width

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Lot Occupancy
(R-4 MOR §403.2)
(C-2-B MOR §772.1)

40%
55,045.60 sq.
ft. max

80%
110,091.20 sq. ft.max

80%
110,091.20 sq. ft.max

48.25%

None

Gross Floor Area

N/A

3.5 x 137,614 =
481,649
(1.5 x 137,614 =
206,421
(max commercial)

6.0 x 137,614 =
825,684
2.0 x 137,614 =
275,228
(max commercial)

466,247 =
TOTAL

None

(253,767 =
Residential)
(201,907 =
Commercial)
(10,574 =
loading)
50 feet

None

Rear Yard
(R-4 MOR §)
(C-2-B MOR §774.1)

20 feet

15 feet

15 feet

Side Yard
(R-4 MOR §405.6)
(C-2-B MOR
775.4(b))

Not required,
but if
provided, shall
be at least 3
inches per foot
of height, but
not less than 8
feet wide.
Not required,
but if
provided:

Not required, but if
provided, shall be at
least 3 inches per foot
of height, but not less
than 8 feet wide.

Not required, but if
provided, shall be at
least 3 inches per foot
of height, but not less
than 8 feet wide.

None provided

None

Not required, but if
provided:
If Building is
devoted to both
residential and
nonresidential uses:

Not required, but if
provided:
If Building is
devoted to both
residential and
nonresidential uses:

See Plans &
Drawings
Exhibit A, Page
A41 and chart
labeled “Courts
Summary” in

See Plans &
Drawings
Exhibit A, Page
A41 and chart
labeled “Courts
Summary” in

Court
(R-4 MOR §406.1)
(C-2-B MOR
§776.5(a))

Open Court
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Requirement

R-4 Matter of
Right
Guidelines
Width: the
width shall be
a minimum of
4 inches per
foot of height,
but not less
than 10 feet.
Closed Court
Width: the
width shall be
a minimum of
4 inches per
foot of height,
but not less
than 15 feet.

Inclusionary Zoning
(MOR §2603)

Parking
(MOR §2101.1)

Area: the
minimum area
shall be at
least twice the
square of the
width of the
court based on
the height of
the court but
not less than
350 feet
Greater of 8%
of the gross
floor area
being devoted
to residential
use or 50% of
the bonus
density being
utilized for
inclusionary
units.
N/A

C-2-B Matter of
Right Guidelines

C-2-B PUD
Guidelines

1) If Res and Non
Res are located on
different floors of the
Building measure
width and area for
each use (See §776)

1)If Res and Non Res
are located on
different floors of the
Building measure
width and area for
each use (See §776)

2) If Res and Non
Res are located on
the same floor of the
Building:

2) If Res and Non
Res are located on
the same floor of the
Building:

Width: the width
shall be a minimum
of 4 inches per foot
of height, but not less
than 15 feet.

Width: the width
shall be a minimum
of 4 inches per foot
of height, but not less
than 15 feet.

Area: the minimum
area shall be at least
twice the square of
the width of the court
based on the height
of the court but not
less than 350 sq.ft.

Area: the minimum
area shall be at least
twice the square of
the width of the court
based on the height
of the court but not
less than 350 sq.ft.

Greater of 8% of the
gross floor area being
devoted to residential
use or 50% of the
bonus density being
utilized for
inclusionary units.

Greater of 8% of the
gross floor area being
devoted to residential
use or 50% of the
bonus density being
utilized for
inclusionary units.

NOT
APPLICABLE

THE
PROJECT HAS
BEEN RULED
BY THE
ZONING
ADMINISTRATOR TO
BE EXEMPT.

Apartment House or
Multiple Dwelling: 1
for each 3 dwellings

Apartment House or
Multiple Dwelling: 1
for each 3 dwellings

320 = TOTAL

Yes

158 units = 53 spaces
required

158 units = 53 spaces
required

Retail: in Excess of
3,000 sq ft, 1 for each
additional 750 sq ft
of gfa.

Retail: in Excess of
3,000 sq ft, 1 for each
additional 750 sq ft
of gfa.

39,534 sf of retail =
49 spaces required

39,534 sf of retail =
49 spaces required
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Project Design
Section II(I)(4)
above

Relief
Requested
Section II(I)(4)
above

§2115.4
Compact
parking spaces
in groups of at
least 5
contiguous
spaces.
(No relief needed
with respect to
number or size
of parking
spaces.)

Requirement

Bicycle
(MOR §2119.2)

Loading
(MOR §2201.1)

R-4 Matter of
Right
Guidelines

N/A

N/A

C-2-B Matter of
Right Guidelines
Office: in Excess of
2,000 sq ft, 1 for each
additional 1,800 sq ft
of gfa.

C-2-B PUD
Guidelines
Office: in Excess of
2,000 sq ft, 1 for each
additional 1,800 sq ft
of gfa.

162,373 sf of office =
89spaces required

162,373 sf of office =
89 spaces required

TOTAL: 191

TOTAL: 191

Compact Spaces shall
be in groups of at
least 5 contiguous
spaces

Compact Spaces shall
be in groups of at
least 5 contiguous
spaces

Number of bicycle
spaces shall be at
least equal to 5% of
the number of auto
parking spaces
required for
commercial use

Number of bicycle
spaces shall be at
least equal to 5% of
the number of auto
parking spaces
required for
commercial use

5% of 138 = 7 spaces

5% of 138 = 7 spaces

(minimum of 2 ft. in
width and six feet in
length)

(minimum of 2 ft. in
width and six feet in
length)

Apartment House or
Multiple Dwelling
with more than 50
Units:
Min loading berth: 1
@ 55 ft. deep
Min platform: 1 @
200 square feet
Min service/delivery
space: 1 @ 20 ft.
deep

Apartment House or
Multiple Dwelling
with more than 50
Units:
Min loading berth: 1
@ 55 ft. deep
Min platform: 1 @
200 square feet
Min service/delivery
space: 1 @ 20 ft.
deep

Retail with 30,000 ft
to 100,000 ft. of gfa:
Min loading berth: 1
@ 30 ft. deep and 1@
55 ft. deep
Min platform: 1 @
100 square feet and 1
@ 200 square feet
Min service/delivery
space: 1 @ 20 ft.
deep

Retail with 30,000 ft
to 100,000 ft. of gfa:
Min loading berth: 1
@ 30 ft. deep and 1
@ 55 ft. deep
Min platform: 1 @
100 square feet and 1
@ 200 ft. deep
Min service/delivery
space: 1 @ 20 ft.
deep
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Project Design

199 = TOTAL

Relief
Requested

None

Yes
Residential
berth: 1 @ 30 ft.
deep
platform: 1 @
100 sq. ft.
service/delivery
space: 0

Residential:
berth: 1 @ 55 ft.
deep
platform: 1 @
200 square feet
service/delivery
space: 1 @ 20 ft.
deep

Retail
berth: 2 @ 30 ft.
deep
platform: 2 @
100 sq. ft.
service/delivery
space: 1 @ 20
ft. deep

Retail:
berth: 1 @ 55 ft.
deep
platform: 1 @
200 square feet

Requirement

R-4 Matter of
Right
Guidelines

C-2-B Matter of
Right Guidelines
Office with 50,000 to
200,000 sq. ft. of gfa:
Min loading berth: 2
@ 30 ft. deep
Min platform: 2 @
100 square feet
Min service/delivery
space: 1 @ 20 ft.
deep

III.
A.

C-2-B PUD
Guidelines
Office with 50,000 to
200,000 sq. ft. of gfa:
Min loading berth: 2
@ 30 ft. deep
Min platform: 2 @
100 square feet
Min service/delivery
space: 1 @ 20 ft.
deep

Project Design
Office
berth: 2 @ 30 ft.
deep
platform: 2 @
100 sq. ft.
service/delivery
space: 1 @ 20
ft. deep

Relief
Requested

PLANNING ANALYSIS

Land Use Impact
From a land use perspective, the Project offers many significant public benefits and

complies with sound planning principles. Furthermore, no significant negative impacts will be
caused by this Project.
B.

Zoning Impact
The Applicant proposes a Zoning Map Amendment from R-4 to C-2-B in order to

accommodate the proposed density and height of the Project, implement the LDDA and achieve the
public policies set forth in the Comprehensive Plan. Developing the Property according to the PUD
standards, subject to appropriate guidelines and limitations, will not adversely affect nearby and
adjacent zone districts or properties in a significant manner.
C.

Environmental Impact
The Project has been designed to prevent or minimize environmental impacts by providing

(i) a green roof of approximately 39,000 square feet; (ii) car-sharing program; (iii) prefunded
WMATA Smart-trip cards to the first residential tenants to occupy each unit at move-in; (iv)
showers/changing area for retail and office employees who commute to work by bicycle; (v) three
electric car charging stations available to the public; (vi) participation in the Capital Bike Share
Program; (vii) shared parking in the garage between weekday office tenants and evening and
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weekend Eastern Market and Barracks Row retail customers; and (vii) bike racks significantly in
excess of the number required by the Zoning Regulations.
D.

Public and Utility Facilities and Traffic Impact
The Project will not have an adverse impact on any nearby public streets, including streets

used for access to the Site. The area is very well served by public transit, including most notably
the Eastern Market Metro Station, which is directly across the street from the Project, and a number
of Metrobus routes on 8th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue. A draft Traffic Impact Study (“TIS”) is
attached as Exhibit “F”. The final traffic impact statement will be submitted prior to the hearing.
The draft TIS demonstrates and the final TIS will demonstrate that the Project will have only a
minimal impact on the surrounding roadway network.
1.

Water Demand

The average daily water demand for this project can be met by the District’s existing water
system. The proposed connection to the fire and water supply will be made within the existing
distribution system and will be coordinated with DC Water.
2.

Sanitary Sewer Demand

The proposed connection to the sanitary sewer line will be made with the existing
distribution system and will be coordinated with DC Water.
3.

Solid Waste Services

Solid waste and recycling materials generated by the Project will be collected by a private
trash collection contractor.
4.

Electrical Services

Electricity for the Project will be provided in accordance with the usual terms and conditions
of service. All electrical systems will be designed to comply with the DC Energy Code.
Transformers will be installed on the Site in accordance with public space and PEPCO’s design
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guidelines. The Applicant will work with PEPCO and public space officials regarding the location
of all vaults.
5.

Energy Conservation

The Project will be constructed in full compliance with Article 24 (Energy Conservation) of
the D. C. Building Code. Conformance with code standards will minimize the amounts of energy
needed for the heat, ventilation, hot water, electrical distribution, and lighting systems contained in
the Project. The Project will also comply with the DC Green Building Act of 2006, as amended.
6.

Erosion Control

During excavation and construction, soil erosion within the Site will be controlled in
accordance with District of Columbia law and District Department of Environment standards and
specifications.

IV.

PUD EVALUATION STANDARDS (INCLUDING PUBLIC
BENEFITS AND PROJECT AMENITIES)
Section 2403.9 of the Zoning Regulations provides the standards for evaluating PUD

applications and lists categories of public benefits and project amenities that may be offered by
applicants for review by the Zoning Commission. The objective of the PUD process is to encourage
high quality development that provides public benefits and project amenities. The PUD process
also allows applicants greater flexibility in planning and design than may be possible under matterof-right zoning.
The Application will achieve the goals of the PUD process by complying with or exceeding
the PUD evaluation standards, including by creating a high-quality, transit-oriented mixed-use
project. Furthermore, as demonstrated below, the Project provides superior benefits and amenities
in a large number of the categories listed in Section 2403.9.
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A.

Urban Design and Architecture
Section 2403.9(a) lists urban design and architecture as categories of public benefits and

project amenities for a PUD.
A complementary design approach to the existing neighborhood buildings has been
undertaken. The architectural vision of the Project is based on the creation of a compatible
relationship of the North and South Buildings with Capitol Hill’s Victorian-era residential and
commercial buildings in their use of materials, proportions, building types and variety while, at the
same time, being contemporary and enhancing the character of the Capitol Hill Historic District.
The Project’s architects have been engaged in a collaborative design process with the Historic
Preservation Office and the community resulting in a carefully planned complement of materials
and scale between the existing neighborhood buildings and the Project.
In addition and importantly, the Project has been designed to achieve a number of other
public policy goals and objectives, including (i) incorporating the best principles of New Urbanism
and Transit-Oriented Development, (ii) enlivening and making Pennsylvania Avenue and 7th Street
pedestrian-friendly and teeming with activity, (iii) concentrating the largest mass and the greatest
height of the Project directly across from the Eastern Market Metrorail plaza on a very wide avenue,
(iv) bringing the loading and truck activities under cover and into the South Building, (v) reducing
the 8th Street Residential Component’s actual and apparent height and mass along 8th Street, and (vi)
providing the maximum amount of landscaping and other “green” features feasible.
A more detailed discussion of design concepts and key design details is set forth below.
1.

Neighborhood Context and Hine Project Design

The Hine Project is designed to integrate the Site into the surrounding community both
physically and programmatically:
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x

The Project design re-integrates the Site into the historic L’Enfant Plan by re-establishing
L’Enfant’s original 700 block of C Street, SE. This restores the smaller and more
pedestrian friendly street grid that had been destroyed by the superblock planning of the
1960’s era Hine School.

x

At the intersection of 7th and C Streets, the Project provides a Plaza as an outdoor
community gathering space with cafés and shops, as well as serving as a weekend venue
for the Hill’s flea market – a long time Capitol Hill institution currently using the Hine
playground. The shape of the Plaza gestures toward the very active corner of 7th & C
Street and highlights the view of the iconic Eastern Market at its west end.

x

The proposed uses are deployed within the Site to relate specifically to uses and building
types that are located across the street from each of the principal street facades of the
South and North Buildings. The design places new stores and offices across 7th Street
from existing stores and offices and new residences across 8th Street from existing
residences.

x

The highest density and massing is located on Pennsylvania Avenue, directly across from
both the Metro Station and the seven (7) acre L’Enfant Plan open space generally referred
to as the Eastern Market Metro Plaza & Park.
2.

Integration of Project into Context of Capitol Hill Historic District

The streets of the Capitol Hill Historic District are lined with contributing structures with
varying articulated facades of different heights and widths. This variety is due both to the Victorian
builders’ penchant for eclecticism as well as changes in architectural style that occurred as the
district was being built.
The Project’s design breaks the development mass into distinctive parts in order to create a
compatible historic district cadence and scale along the streets. The North Building presents as a
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stepped mass while the South Building is comprised of three distinct components, each further
broken down into smaller scale units. Each of these four major components is designed with a
variety of different expressions, character, and massing. The Project’s character is further defined
by the use of the organic materials of the historic district – including brick, stone, slate, wood and
tile -- rather than predominately glass or metal materials. Window proportions throughout the
Project are tall and attenuated in keeping with the character of windows throughout the historic
district. Individual facades have been developed to reflect the diversity of uses in the Project while
being characterized by both a modern sensibility and a respect for the historic context.
(a)

North Building. The façade areas are visually tied together by a common

palette of materials: a brick base with an attic story of slate shingles. In addition, the second and
third floors of the 4th story fronting onto the Plaza are clad in a third material (terracotta shingles)
to visually create a base/middle/top reading of the taller mass.
The storefronts, occurring in wide masonry openings, are developed as a language of painted
steel channels used as pilasters and beams in a variety of geometrical configurations. This language
includes recessed entries and individual shop windows which vary along the length of the facades. .
(b)

8th Street Residential Component. The design of this Component articulates

this apartment house as terrace housing; in the tradition of Victorian terraces, clearly built at one
time with one overall design language. This concept acknowledges that it is a singular group of
housing units, while also allowing for the picturesque massing and detail that is characteristic of
the Capitol Hill Historic District:
x

The facades, inspired by high Victorian architecture, are visually tied together by a
common palette of materials: red brick, brownstone (cast stone) base and trim, and slate
shingles.
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x

The arrangement of projecting bays and facade elements present a picturesque
composition containing areas of repetitive bays interspersed with more unique elements
that relate to contextual and functional issues.

x

Portions of the 4th floor are clad in slate roofing shingles to visually create a varied 4th
floor cornice line along 8th Street.

x

The partial 5th floor is set back from the property line a distance varying from 25’ to 30’,
and has been designed as a slate clad attic story.

x

At Pennsylvania Avenue and D Street, the five and partial sixth story elevation relates to
the large seven (7) acre L’Enfant Plan open space onto which it fronts.
(c)

Plaza Component. The splayed plan, a gestural concept that opens the Plaza

to the Eastern Market, affords the opportunity to create a lively backdrop wall to the Plaza itself.
The design of the Plaza Component reflects the sensibility of late Victorian architecture – a
somewhat more restrained style developed as a reaction against the flamboyance of high Victorian
buildings.
The façades are clad in iron spot bricks, starting with a darker base and graduating to lighter
values above. The four story projection towards C Street and the Plaza is a lively composition of
window openings and storefronts that relate to the Historic District in their vertically attenuated
proportions of masonry elements and openings.
The partial sixth floor is set back approximately 30’ from the main facades, and is clad in
the same masonry material as the building, including regulating lines and a minor cornice.
(d)

7th & Pennsylvania Avenue Office Component. The Pennsylvania Avenue

commercial office building, containing the project’s tallest element, is placed directly across from
the Metro Station and the Eastern Market Metro Plaza/Park. The mass of the office building is
broken into two distinct facades to further reduce its visual scale within the Historic District. The
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southern half is conceived as being red brick (similar to the brick architect Adolph Cluss used for
the Eastern Market and the Wallach School) and composed of brick piers and spandrels in the spirit
of tall Victorian commercial structures. The rectangular brick piers and spandrels are executed in a
contemporary manner. The 7th floor has been set back twelve (12) feet on three sides to reduce the
primary visual height of the building to 6 stories. This portion of the building is visually terminated
on 7th Street by a slightly projecting end tower element at the northern edge of the red brick portion
of the facade.
B.

Site Planning
Pursuant to Section 2403.9(b) of the Zoning Regulations, “site planning, and efficient and

economical land utilization” are public benefits and project amenities to be evaluated by the
Commission. This Project makes effective and productive use of D.C. surplus property that
currently consists of a large, unused and vacant former school building and an unattractive surface
parking lot. The Project will provide a vibrant mixture of office, residential, and retail uses on the
Property, thereby generating new daytime and evening populations to enliven the streets, support
existing businesses, make greater use of existing neighborhood services and facilities, and provide a
significant return to the city on its major investment in public transportation infrastructure serving
the immediate area. The project will also reconnect the 600 and 800 blocks of C Street which were
closed to traffic in the early 1960’s, thereby improving pedestrian, vehicular, and bicycle access
through the community. Finally, the site is designed to splay the new building at the corner of 7th
and C Streets in order to create a new plaza that will accommodate weekend vendors, outdoor café
space and other community activities to contribute to this location becoming a central focal point to
the Capitol Hill community.
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C.

Effective and Safe Vehicular and Pedestrian Access
Section 2403.9(c) of the Zoning Regulations states that “effective and safe vehicular traffic

and pedestrian access” can be considered public benefits and amenities of a project. The Applicant
will reintroduce the currently closed portion of C Street between 7th and 8th Streets. The new street
will be privately constructed, repaired and maintained but will be subject to an easement that
ensures public use. C Street will be available for vehicular and pedestrian traffic and parking at all
times, except when it is being used for weekend flea markets or community/special events. The
new C Street will provide much improved pedestrian and vehicular circulation in and around
Eastern Market and will better connect the Capitol Hill community as well as take pedestrian and
vehicular traffic off the East-West alley to the north of the Site. Vehicular access will be provided
via the proposed driveway along C Street. This driveway will provide direct access to a two-level
below-grade parking garage which will service the entire Project. See the circulation plan, “Exhibit
A” Page A13.
1.

Transportation Demand Management Plan

The Applicant will develop and implement a Transportation Demand Management
(“TDM”) Plan to foster alternative transportation choices that are more environmentally friendly
than the use of the automobile. See TDM Plan within the Transportation Impact Study, Exhibit “F”.
The Applicant will actively promote and implement strategies to encourage use of “green” travel
choices (i.e. transit, walking and biking) to reduce traffic and parking demand. The Applicant has
proposed the following TDM measures:
(a)

A Maintenance of Traffic will identify temporary impacts to transportation

facilities such as sidewalks and bus stops. The construction manager in conjunction with the
Applicant will maintain or coordinate the relocation of any existing bus stops.
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(b)

There will be bicycle racks provided in the parking garage and along the

sidewalk for convenient access. The 199 bicycle spaces provided within the parking garage are in
excess of the seven (7) required by the Zoning Regulations.
(c)

All residential parking spaces will be limited to residents of the Project and

will not be offered as nonresidential lease opportunities. Parking spaces will be unbundled and
sold separately from residential units.
(d)

The Applicant will post all TDM commitments on its project website.

(e)

As part of each tenant’s initial welcome package, a document outlining

website links such as CommunterConnections.com and goDCgo.com will be provided. The
welcome package with also include WMATA Metrorail/Metrobus and DC bicycle maps.
(f)

Two zip car parking spaces within the parking garage, available to the public.

(g)

Shower facilities and changing rooms for office and retail employees who

commute to work by bicycle. The Project will also include bicycle storage.
(h)

Three (3) electric car charging stations in the garage, available to the public.

(i)

A one year bikeshare membership for first time move-ins as part of the initial

welcome package.
(j)

$50 WMATA smart trip card for first time move-ins as part of the initial

welcome package.
(k)

A one year zip car membership for first time move-ins as part of the initial

welcome package.
These strategies will create a unique urban transportation hub and provide residents of the
neighborhood, shoppers and visitors the ability to combine bike sharing and car sharing in their
daily activities for work, shopping and play.
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2.

Loading Management Plan

The Project will provide five (5) loading berths (three 30 foot and two 34 foot) with two 20
foot service vehicle spaces for both residential and commercial loading.
The loading facility will be housed within the South Building and will be accessed from
7th Street. Loading activities associated with the North Building will occur within the existing
east-west alley. The Project will also implement a number of temporary on-street loading
zones along the frontages of the Property. The on-street loading zones will provide the
following benefits:
x

Residential
o Provide residential drop-off /pick up
o Provide drop-off/ pick-up location for ADA and elderly

x

Commercial
o Support temporary parcel delivery (i.e. UPS)
o Support convenient and expedited delivery for 7th Street businesses o
Support temporary truck delivery
Signed residential loading zones are proposed to be located on 8th Street in front of the

primary residential entrance and two on C Street, one for the north building and one in
front of the plaza residential entrance. A commercial zone is proposed on 7th Street for
convenient parcel drop-off to the businesses along 7th Street. Commercial loading zones are
also proposed along the small portion of D Street, S.E. to the south of the site.
The Loading Management Plan describes the ways in which the Project will effectively
manage trash pick-up, deliveries and other loading activities within the shared
residential/commercial loading areas. See Loading Management Plan within the Transportation
Impact Study, Exhibit “F”. The Plan includes the following elements for the North Building: alley
management and loading zones, loading activity, delivery hours, residential move-ins and trash
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removal operations. The Plan includes the following elements for the South Building: delivery
vehicle access, loading activity, delivery vehicle size limits, office and residential move-ins,
service/delivery facility management, trash removal operations, loading berth
scheduling/management and flea market weekend use.
D.

Historic Preservation of Private or Public Structures, Places, or Parks
The reintroduction of C Street between 7th and 8th Streets will further an important historic

preservation objective by physically and visually restoring the L’Enfant Plan street grid. In
addition, the Project creates a compatible relationship of the North and South Buildings with
Capitol Hill’s Victorian-era residential and commercial buildings through the use of materials,
proportions, building types and variety. Although the overall design is contemporary, the Project
enhances the character of the Capitol Hill Historic District. The streetscape materials such as brick
sidewalks, Washington Globe lights, and bollards are designed to reference details of historic
Washington and to reflect the character of the neighborhood. The new design of the water feature
on the Plaza26 recalls the historic building line of the original Victorian Hine School along the
historic C Street right of way.
E.

Employment and Training Opportunities
Section 2403.9(e) of the Zoning Regulations states that “employment and training

opportunities” are considered public benefits and project amenities. The Applicant has partnered
with a District based CBE firm that specializes in monitoring, tracking and reporting of Compliance
Programs, L.S. Caldwell & Associates, Inc. (“LSC”). LSC is both a CBE Equity Partner in the
Project and is responsible for working with the Applicant and ensuring Contracting, Employment
and Community Participation and Awareness compliance for professional services, suppliers and all
construction trades.
26

The plans for the water feature have been prepared in conjunction with the community engagement process and will
be submitted for review by HPRB in April.
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1.

First Source Agreement

The Applicant and all firms currently on the Project have executed a First Source Agreement
with the Department of Employment Services (“DOES”) and the Applicant is committed to hiring
District residents to fill more than 51% of all the new jobs created by the development of the
Project. Since the District and Applicant executed the LDDA the Applicant has hired a total of 11
new employees, 73% of whom are District residents. In addition, contractors working on the
project have hired a total of 12 new employees, 75% of whom are District residents.
2.

Certification Business Enterprise Participation and Utilization Agreement

The Applicant has signed a Certification Business Enterprise (“CBE”) Participation and
Utilization Agreement with the District of Columbia Department of Small and Local Business
Development. The Agreement commits 35% of all subcontractable contract opportunities to be
awarded to CBE firms. All of the Applicant’s partner companies are CBEs which means that 100%
of the Applicant’s sponsor equity is also CBE. The Applicant and the CBE firms on the project are
committed to working with DOES to fulfill and exceed their employment goals on the Project and
are committed to providing employment opportunities for District of Columbia residents at both the
professional and trade levels.
3.

One City • One Hire Initiative

The Applicant is committed to the Mayor’s economic development program to enhance
employment in the District of Columbia through “One City • One Hire” and will encourage all
contractors participating on the Project to sign up for this initiative.
4.

Apprenticeship Program

The Applicant also supports an apprenticeship program for District residents to gain access
to apprenticeable trades during the construction process.
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5.

Reporting Requirement

The Applicant will include provisions in its contract with the general contractor on the
Project that requires them to adhere to all District of Columbia contracting and employment
requirements and report/respond to the Applicant’s Compliance firm to at minimum ensure outreach
and hiring of DC residents, recruitment and training of apprentices in each of the trades working on
the job site and the utilization of a minimum of 35% CBE firms.
Based on a recent analysis, it is expected that the Project will generate approximately 2,471
construction period jobs and approximately 722 permanent jobs.
F.

Housing and Affordable Housing
Pursuant to Section 2403.9(f) of the Zoning Regulations, the PUD guidelines state that the

production of housing is a public benefit that the PUD process is designed to encourage. The
Project is superior in both regards and provides 158 dwelling units and approximately 254,000
sfGFA of residential uses, which is in excess of 50% of the FAR of the Project as a whole. The
Project will provide twenty-nine percent (29%) of the total number of residential units as affordable
units.
The Project will provide a mixture of Studio, One, Two and Three bedroom units. All the
units will be universally adaptable flats that provide residential opportunities for Capitol Hill
residents at every income level to age in their own community rather than move off the Hill when
they can no longer manage the stairs in their row houses.
In the North Building, five (5) units will be reserved for households earning less than 30%
of the area median income (“AMI”) with the remaining 29 units reserved for households earning
less than 60% of the AMI. Half of the units in the North Building will be reserved for senior
citizens. In the South Building, 12 units will be reserved for households earning less than 80% of
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the AMI. The Applicant plans to make a special effort to market these workforce units to DC
school teachers, librarians, police and fire fighters.
G.

Environmental Benefits
The Project will be designed in accordance with the Leadership in Energy and

Environmental Design (“LEED”) standards for a goal of LEED Gold for the South Building. The
Applicant will also attempt to design to a LEED Gold standard, and commits to nothing less than
LEED Silver standard, for the North Building.
The Project has been evaluated in terms of the potential to achieve at least a Silver
certification under the LEED-NC (New Construction) or LEED-CS (Core and Shell) version 3
rating system. LEED certification requires a third-party review of design and construction
documentation so that the final Certification is verified in an independent, transparent process.
The Project site is in an excellent location in terms of having characteristics that reduce the
impact of development upon District infrastructure and air quality.
One characteristic described in the LEED rating as “Development Density & Community
Connectivity” is supported by residential buildings nearby and by the numerous commuter services
available near the site. These characteristics reduce the need for people to take automobile trips to
have lunch, pick-up cleaning, and perform their daily activities.
Another standard of LEED is “Alternative Transportation”. One aspect of the site
supporting Alternative Transportation is the proximity to both Metrorail and bus lines. Another
Alternative Transportation measure being implemented involves provision of a large quantity of
secure bicycle storage on-site for building staff and visitors (the Project provides 199 bicycle spaces
on-site) as well as changing rooms/showers for residential and office employees who commute to
work by bicycle (the Project provides approximately 660 square feet for a shower/changing area in
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the parking garage). The Project will also provide three (3) charging stations for electric vehicles
that will be accessible to the public.
The design for the Project addresses stormwater issues in terms of ground-recharge,
reducing the quantity of run-off through retention, and improving the quality of any stormwater that
does leave the site. The Applicant also proposes measures to save potable water, such as by
avoiding the use of potable water for landscape irrigation and specifying low-flow plumbing
fixtures.
All buildings proposed for the Site are being designed to save significantly more energy
than a ‘code’ building would use. An independent Commissioning Authority has been retained to
support the energy saving approach by making sure systems are installed and operate in the manner
they were designed.
Materials for the Project, when possible, will come from local sources and have recycled
content. At least 50% of the wood needed for the Project will come from well-managed sources
with Forest Stewardship Council certification. The demolition of the School building and
construction of the Project is planned for efficient use of materials such that 75% or more of the
waste will be recycled and kept out of landfills.
Indoor Environmental Quality is also of paramount importance for the Project. All
interior adhesives, sealants, paints, coatings and flooring systems will be low-emitting. During
construction, an Indoor Air Quality (“IAQ”) management plan will be implemented and will be
followed up with either a flush-out or testing of the indoor air prior to occupancy to insure IAQ
goals are met.
Additional “Innovation in Design” measures are being explored for the Project. These will
allow for implementation of sustainable measures that are not outlined in the LEED-NC and LEED-
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CS 2009 rating systems. Some of these “Innovation” measures, such as “Green Housekeeping”,
would extend into the operational phase of the Project.
The South Building will surround an open interior area that will be landscaped with native
and/or adapted plants to reduce the need for irrigation. Stormwater collection for reuse as irrigation
is also under consideration so that no potable water is needed.
Many of the roof surfaces will also include vegetation. These vegetated roofs, which are
commonly referred to as green roofs, will reduce the particulate in stormwater runoff and will help
keep the upper floors of the Buildings cooler in the summer.
The below-grade parking structure will make an efficient use of urban space while
avoiding the “heat island effect” created in the summer by large areas of surface parking.
H.

Uses of Special Value to the Neighborhood or the District of Columbia as a Whole
The Eastern Market is the only remaining traditional market in the District of Columbia.

The Project has been designed to honor this historic structure and use, and to help it thrive in the
future. The addition of approximately 158 new households and approximately 202,000 square feet
of commercial uses will result in a critical mass of new retail space to attract residents and visitors
to historic Eastern Market and existing retailers which will generate new weekday activity in the
neighborhood that will further generate retail sales.
The Project will also generate a significant amount of additional tax revenues for the District
of Columbia. A 2010 analysis concluded that the Project would generate approximately 1,257
construction period jobs; approximately 700 permanent jobs; approximately $7.1 million in annual
taxes upon stabilization and approximately $220 million in new taxes to the District over a 20 year
period.
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I.

Other Public Benefits and Project Amenities
The Project will create spaces for 68 market vendor tents on C Street and in the plaza and

will allow freight elevator access from the parking garage and loading dock for use by the weekend
vendors. These vendor spaces and facilities will continue a neighborhood amenity and will help
incubate retailers who can evolve into brick and mortar businesses within the development where
1,000 sf of space has been reserved to incubate such small businesses. The weekend markets will
be coordinated with the management of the Eastern Market in order to provide a vibrant mix of
goods and services available to the neighborhood. Fifty (50) spaces for pick-up trucks, vans and
mini-vans in the parking garage and eight (8) box truck parking spaces in the loading dock will be
made available to flea/market vendors at below market rates to encourage their use. These parking
and loading facilities will be provided in order to reduce or eliminate vehicles from parking on the
Plaza or in the residential neighborhood.
The new streetscapes surrounding the Project are designed to be an amenity to the Capitol
Hill community. Special attention has been made for the 8th Street facades and landscaping to
accentuate the residential nature of 8th Street, while the streetscapes on Pennsylvania Avenue and 7th
Street reflect the more commercial nature of these facades. There will be multiple retail spaces
facing the commercial streets with a pedestrian clear zone, tree zone, and room for outdoor seating
and retail spilling into the public realm. In an effort to create more open space for public benefit
and at a diminution of FAR to the Applicant, a Plaza with landscaping and water features was
created for family, dog and children friendly use.
J.

Comprehensive Plan
According to Section 2403.9(j), public benefits and project amenities include “other ways in

which the proposed planned unit development substantially advances the major themes and other
policies and objectives of any of the elements of the Comprehensive Plan.” The proposed PUD is
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consistent with and advances the District’s goals and objectives. Article “V” below discusses the
Project in light of the Comprehensive Plan.

V.

COMPLIANCE WITH COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

The Project is consistent with and fosters the goals and policies enumerated in the District of
Columbia Comprehensive Plan (10 DCMR Planning and Development (2006)), as amended and is
in compliance with a significant number of goals, objectives and policies set forth in the Citywide
Elements and the relevant Area Elements.
A.

Compliance with Citywide Elements
1.

Land Use Element

The underlying goal of the Land Use Element is to “[e]nsure the efficient use of land
resources to meet long-term neighborhood, citywide, and regional needs; to help foster other
District goals; to protect the health, safety, and welfare of District residents, institutions, and
businesses; to sustain, restore, or improve the character and stability of neighborhoods in all parts of
the city; and to effectively balance the competing demands for land to support the many activities
that take place within District boundaries.” 10 DCMR § 302.1. The Project will advance this
important goal by complying with the following policies set forth in the Land Use Element of the
Comprehensive Plan.
(a)

Policy LU-1.3.2: Development Around Metrorail Stations. The Project is

located directly across Pennsylvania Avenue from the Eastern Market metrorail station.
(b)

Policy LU-1.3.3: Housing Around Metrorail Stations. The Project will

provide 158 residential housing units directly across from the Eastern Market metrorail station.
The close proximity to the metrorail station will also allow more affordable housing for first-time
homebuyers since it reduces the necessity of auto ownership (which correlates to a related reduction
in household expenses).
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(c)

Policy LU-2.1.3: Conserving, Enhancing and Revitalizing Neighborhoods.

The Project recognizes the importance of balancing the increase in housing supply, addition of
neighborhood-serving retail and accommodating the Eastern Market venders with the parallel goal
of protecting the neighborhood character. The Applicant has worked closely with the HPO and
HPRB to ensure that the use of materials, proportions, building types and variety are compatible
with the Capitol Hill Historic District.
(d)

Policy LU-2.2.3: Restoration or Removal of Vacant and Abandoned

Buildings. The Applicant will develop a large parcel of land, which is currently improved with a
vacant School building that the District deemed surplus property, with a mixed-use Project that will
provide varied housing options, neighborhood amenities, pedestrian-oriented streetscapes and a
distinctive public urban plaza.
(e)

Policy LU-2.2.4: Neighborhood Beautification. The Project will further the

important goal of neighborhood beautification by improving the visual quality of the Capitol Hill
neighborhood, including landscaping and tree planting, removal of an abandoned building, street
and sidewalk repair, and the creation of a landscaped urban plaza and courtyard.
2.

Transportation Element

The Transportation Element of the Comprehensive Plan provides policies and actions to
maintain and improve the District’s transportation system and enhance the travel choices of current
and future residents, visitors and workers. 10 DCMR § 400. The Applicant's Project, including its
TDM Plan, is consistent with the policies of the Transportation Element of the Comprehensive Plan.
(a)

Policy T-3.1.1: Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Programs. The

Project will support and promote programs and strategies aimed at reducing the number of car trips
and miles driven for work and non-work purposes by providing the following: (i) a car-sharing
program; (ii) prefunded WMATA Smart-trip cards to the first residential tenants to occupy each
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unit at move-in; (iii) showers/changing area for retail and office employees who commute to work
by bicycle; (iv) three (3) electric car charging stations available to the public; (v) participation in the
Capital Bike Share Program; (vi) shared parking in the garage between weekday office tenants and
evening and weekend Eastern Market and Barracks Row retail customers; (vii) bike racks in excess
of the number required by the Zoning Regulations; and (viii) parking management by experienced
professionals. The TDM program will increase the efficiency of the transportation system. See TIS,
Exhibit “F”.
(b)

Policy T-3.1.3: Car Sharing. The Project will encourage car sharing as an

alternative to private vehicle ownership by offering two zip car parking spaces. In addition, the first
residential tenants to occupy each unit will receive a one year zip car membership at move-in.
3.

Housing Element

The Housing Element of the Comprehensive Plan describes the importance of housing to
neighborhood quality and housing opportunities for all segments of the population. 10 DCMR §
500.1.
(a)

Policy H-1.1.5: Mixed Use Development. This policy promotes mixed use

development, including housing, on commercially zoned land. The requested map amendment will
change the zoning of the land from R-4 to C-2-B, thereby creating a mixed-use development on
commercially zoned land.
(b)

Policy H-1.1.5: Housing Quality. The residential units to be provided by the

Project will be of high quality. Importantly, the affordable housing units within the Project will
meet the same high-quality architectural standards required of market-rate units.
(c)

Policy H-1.2.5: Workforce Housing. The Comprehensive Plan encourages

satisfying the housing needs of those in the public service professions whose wages are insufficient
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to afford market-rate housing in the city. The Project will provide thirty-four (34) workforce
housing units.
(d)

Policy H-1.2-A: Inclusionary Zoning.27 Whereas the IZ regulations require

that eight (8%) percent or ten (10%) percent of the residential GFA be devoted to affordable units,
the Project will set aside twenty-nine percent (29%) of the units as affordable units. This amount of
affordable housing provided will substantially exceed the IZ requirement.
(e)

Policy H-4.2.2: Housing Choices for Seniors. This policy is aimed at

providing a wide variety of affordable housing choices for the District’s seniors. The Project fulfills
this policy by offering seventeen (17) affordable senior housing units devoted to seniors aged 55
years old and older.
4.

Environmental Protection

The Environmental Protection Element addresses the protection, restoration, and
management of the District’s land, air, water, energy and biologic resources. 10 DCMR § 600.1
(a)

Policy E-3.1.2: Using Landscaping and Green Roofs to Reduce Runoff. The

Project will provide green roofs on the South Building totaling approximately 39,000 square feet.
In addition, landscaping within the Courtyard and terraces of the South Building will reduce
stormwater runoff.
5.

Economic Development

The Economic Development Element addresses the future of the District’s economy and the
creation of economic opportunity for current and future District residents. (10 DCMR § 700.1)
(a)

Policy ED-2.2.3: Neighborhood Shopping. The Project will promote the

creation of locally-owned business establishments. Specifically, the Applicant will provide a

27

As indicated previously, the Zoning Administrator has determined that the IZ requirements do not apply to the
Project. Nevertheless, the Project is subject to the LDDA, which contains affordability requirements, and will become
subject to the Affordable Housing Declaration of Covenants.
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minimum of twenty percent (20%) of the retail space to small and locally owned retailers and at
least 1,000 square feet of retail space at below-market rents to a single outlet local retailer.
(b)

Policy ED-3.1.1: Neighborhood Commercial Vitality. The Project promotes

this policy by complementing the Eastern Market by creating new spaces along C Street and the
plaza for market vendors, attracting new retailers to the Site and improving the mix of goods and
services provided to the neighborhood.
6.

Park, Recreation, and Open Space Element

This element addresses the future of parks, recreation and open spaces in the District. It
emphasizes the important role open space has on aesthetics, neighborhood character and
environmental quality. (10 DCMR § 800.1) The Comprehensive Plan points out that, “although
these open spaces are often small, they collectively make an important contribution to the livability
of the city.” (10 DCMR § 818.1)
(a)

Policy PROS-4.3.2: Plazas in Commercial Districts. The Project will provide

a public urban plaza along the north side of the South Building. The plaza will be landscaped,
will potentially feature a water element and will provide an area for outdoor café seating. The
plaza will also be available on weekends for the flea market.
(b)

Policy PROS-4.3.3: Common Open Space in New Development. This policy

promotes both new and rehabilitated buildings to include, among other things, green roofs and
landscaped open areas. The Project will include green roofs totaling approximately 39,000 square
feet on the South Building. The South Building will also have a landscaped Courtyard for the
residents. The 8th Street Residential Component will provide a pool and landscaped roof deck area
on the fifth floor as well as private landscaped roof terraces for the residential units on the sixth
floor. The Office Component will include a private courtyard behind the office lobby and roof
terraces on the 6th and 7th floors and roof level for use by the office tenants. The Plaza Component
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for residential use will offer a sixth floor communal recreation room which leads out to a roof
terrace on the 6th floor.
7.

Urban Design Element

The goal of the Urban Design Element is to enhance the beauty and livability of the city by
protecting its historic design legacy, reinforcing the identity of its neighborhoods, harmoniously
integrating new construction with existing buildings and the natural environment, and improving the
vitality, appearance, and security of streets and public spaces. (10 DCMR § 901.1.). The design of
the Project will further this goal.
(a)

Policy UD-2.2.1: Neighborhood Character and Identity. The Applicant has

related the scale and architecture to the existing neighborhood context, including that of the
Capitol Hill Historic District.
(b)

Policy UD-2.2.5: Transitions in Building Intensity. To address the

relationship between the new development and the lower scale existing residential housing to the
east, the Applicant designed the Project in such a way as to reduce the apparent size by recessing
the upper floor of the 8th Street Residential Component. Therefore it will predominantly be four
(4) stories along the street edge of 8th Street with a fifth floor setback. The North Building also
has a partial forth floor setback from both the 7th and 8th Street elevations to reduce its visual
bulk relative to Eastern Market on the west and the lower scale residential row houses on the east.
(c)

Policy UD-2.2.5: Creating Attractive Facades. The Project is in keeping with

this policy of creating visual interest through well-designed building facades.
(d)

Policy UD-2.2.11: Parking Structures. This policy encourages creative

solutions for designing structured parking to minimize its visual prominence. The Project will
contain below-grade parking levels and will provide a fully enclosed truck docking area.
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(e)

Policy UD-3.1.11: Private Sector Streetscape Improvement. The Applicant

proposes to reintroduce C Street to make a visual and physical reconnection of the historic street
between 7th and 8th Streets. The Applicant will construct, maintain and repair the entire
landscaped plaza, street and sidewalk area between the North and South buildings at its own
expense during the term of the ground lease. The plaza will contain café seating and, potentially,
a water element.
B.

Compliance with Area Element
The Comprehensive Plan also includes ten (10) area elements that focus on issues that are

unique to particular parts of the District. The Property is included in the Capitol Hill Area Element.
The Comprehensive Plan lists general policies and actions to guide growth and neighborhood
decisions in the Capitol Hill Planning Area. The Project is consistent with a number of these
policies as set forth below.
(a)

Policy CH-1.1.3: Upgrading Commercial Districts. This policy calls for the

reinforcement and upgrade of the major commercial districts, such as the Pennsylvania Avenue
corridor and 7th and 8th Street, and supports the development of these areas with local-serving
retail services provided they are compatible with the surrounding neighborhood. The Project is
located within, and will enhance, this area.
(b)

Policy CH-1.1.9: Conversion of Non-Residential Structures. The

Comprehensive Plan encourages the conversion of obsolete or vacant non-residential structures,
including schools. The Project fulfills this objective.
(c)

Policy CH-2.2.4: Eastern Market. The policy is to promote the Eastern

Market and preserve the historic character of the market and surrounding area. The Project
achieves this objective by providing vendors with weekend space on C Street. It also provides
vendor truck parking, at below market rate, and access to the freight elevator within the South
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Building to reduce or eliminate vehicles from parking on the plaza or in the residential
neighborhood.

VI.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Applicant submits that the PUD meets the standards of
Chapter 24 of the Zoning Regulations; the PUD and Zoning Map Amendment are consistent with
the purposes and intent of the Zoning Regulations and Map; the Project will enhance the health,
welfare, and safety and convenience of the citizens of the District of Columbia; the Project will
provide significant public benefits and amenities; and the Project will advance important goals and
policies of the District of Columbia. Therefore, the PUD and the Map Amendment should be
approved by the Zoning Commission.

Respectfully submitted,
GREENSTEIN DELORME & LUCHS, P.C

By:
Jacques B. DePuy

By:
Kate M. Olson
1620 L Street, N.W., Suite 900
Washington, D.C. 20036
Telephone: (202) 452-1400
Attorneys for Applicant
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STREET TREES: C STREET SE, 7TH STREET SE + PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE :
Quercus phellos, Willow Oak

STREET TREES: 8TH STREET SE:
Quercus rubra, Red Oak
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PROJECT
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8TH STREET RESIDENTIAL REPRESENTATIVE PALETTE
BOTANICAL NAME / COMMON NAME
TREES
Amelanchier canadensis / Shadblow Serviceberry
Magnolia virginiana / Sweetbay Magnolia
Lagerstroemia indica ‘Natchez’ / White Crape Myrtle
Prunus serotina / Black Cherry
SHRUBS
Rosa ‘Knockout’ / Shrub Rose
Viburnum x burkwoodii ‘Conoy’ / Viburnum
PERENNIALS
Acanthus mollis / Bear’s Breeches
Alchemilla mollis / Lady’s Mantle
Brunnera macrophylla / Siberian Bugloss
Caryopteris x clandonensis ‘Longwood Blue’ / Bluebeard
Coreopsis verticillata ‘Moonbeam’ / Cutleaf Tickseed
Helleborus foetidus / Stinking Hellebore
Helleborus niger / Christmas Rose
Heuchera villosa / Coral Bells
Liatris spicata / Blazing Star
Liriope muscari ‘Big Blue’ / Big Blue Lilyturf
Matteuccia struthiopteris / Ostrich Fern
Nepeta racemosa ‘Walker’s Low’ / Catnip
Perovskia atriplicifolia / Russian Sage
Rudbeckia fulgida ‘Goldsturm’ / Black-Eyed Susan
Solidago rugosa ‘Fireworks’ / Goldenrod
ORNAMENTAL GRASSES
Calamagrostis brachytricha / Korean Feather Reed Grass
Hakonechloa macra / Green Hakonechloa
Muhlenbergia capillaris / Pink Muhly Grass
Pennisetum alopecuroides / Fountain Grass
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GREENROOF - REPRESENTATIVE EXTENSIVE PALETTE
BOTANICAL NAME / COMMON NAME
5" Soil Depth - SHADE
PERENNIALS
Allium acuminatum / Tapertip Onion
Allium cernuum / Nodding Onion
Allium moly / Golden Garlic
Allium schoenoprasum / Chives
Allium senescens subsp. montananum var. glaucum /
German Garlic
Antennaria dioica / Pussytoes
Ruellia humilis / Wild Petunia
Sedum acre / Stonecrop
Sedum acre 'Aureum' / Aureum Stonecrop
Sedum album 'Chlorotictum' / Stonecrop
Sedum cauticola / Stonecrop
Sedum middendorfianum var. diffusum / Stonecrop
Sedum rupestre 'Angelina' / Stonecrop
Sedum sexangulare / Stonecrop
Sedum spurium var Album / Stonecrop
Sedum ternatum / Stonecrop
Thymus praecox coccineus / Creeping Thyme
Thymus praecox minus / Creeping Thyme
Thymus serphyllum 'Coccineum' / Creeping Thyme
GRASSES
Bouteloua curtipendula / Sideoats grama
Carex divulsa / European Grey Sedge
Carex humilis 'Hexe' / Dwarf Sedge
Carex laxiculmus 'Hobbs' / Hobbs Sedge
Carex morrowii 'Silk Tassel' / Silk Tassel Sedge
6”-8" Soil Depth - SHADE
PERENNIALS
Achillea x 'Moonshine' / Moonshine Yarrow
Agastache rupestris / Sunset Hyssop
Alchemilla saxatilis / Lady's Mantle
Allium acuminatum / Tapertip Onion
Allium cernuum / Nodding Onion
Allium schoenoprasum / Chives
Allium senescens subsp. montananum var. glaucum / German Garlic
Antennaria dioica / Pussytoes
Aquilegia canadensis 'Little Lanterns'/ Little Lanterns Aquilegia
Armeria maritima ‘Alba’ / Sea Thrift

L30

BOTANICAL NAME / COMMON NAME

BOTANICAL NAME / COMMON NAME

PERENNIALS (CONTINUED)

GRASSES

Asclepias tuberosa / Butterflyweed
Aster alpinus / Alpine Aster
Aster novae angliae / New England Aster
Aster oblongifolius ‘Raydon’s Favorite’ / Aromatic aster
Euphorbia myrsinites / Myrtle spurge
Phlox paniculata / Woodland phlox
Ruellia humilis / Wild Petunia
Scutellaria alpina / Alpine Skullcap
Sedum acre / Stonecrop
Sedum album ‘Chloroticum’ / Stonecrop
Sedum cauticola / Stonecrop
Sedum middendorfianum var. diffusum / Stonecrop
Sedum rupestre ‘Angelina’ / Stonecrop
Sedum sexangulare / Stonecrop
Sedum spurium var Album / Stonecrop
Thymus praecox coccineus / Creeping Thyme
Thymus praecox minus / Creeping Thyme

Bouteloua curtipendula / Sideoats grama
Carex divulsa / European Grey Sedge
Carex humilis ‘Hexe’ / Dwarf Sedge
Carex laxiculmus ‘Hobbs’ / Hobbs Sedge
Carex morrowii ‘Silk Tassel’ / Silk Tassel Sedge
Sporobolus heterolepis / Prarie Dropseed

G RE EN ROOF PL ANTIN G - E X TE N S IV E - S H A D E
OEHME, VAN SWEDEN & ASSOCIATES, INC.

HINE
Ma rch 26, 2 012
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-

GREENROOF - REPRESENTATIVE EXTENSIVE PALETTE
BOTANICAL NAME / COMMON NAME

BOTANICAL NAME / COMMON NAME

5" Soil Depth - SUN
PERENNIALS

6”-8" Soil Depth - SUN
PERENNIALS

Allium cernuum / Nodding Onion
Allium schoenoprasum / Chives
Opuntia humifusa / Prickly Pear
Ruellia humilis / Wild Petunia
Sedum acre / Stonecrop
Sedum acre 'Aureum' / Aureum Stonecrop
Sedum acre 'Octoberfest' / Stonecrop
Sedum album / Stonecrop
Sedum album 'Chloroticum' / Stonecrop
Sedum album 'Murale' / Murale Stonecrop
Sedum cauticola / Stonecrop
Sedum cauticola 'Lidakense' / Lidakense Stonecrop
Sedum floriferum 'Weihenstephaner Gold' / Weihenstephaner Gold Stonecrop
Sedum hybridum 'Immergrunchen' / Immergrunchen Stonecrop
Sedum kamtschaticum / Kamtschaticum Stonecrop
Sedum middendorfianum var. diffusum / Stonecrop
Sedum reflexum / Stonecrop
Sedum rupestre 'Angelina' / Stonecrop
Sedum sexangulare / Stonecrop
Sedum sieboldii / Stonecrop
Sedum spurium 'Dragon's Blood' / Dragon's Blood Stonecrop
Sedum spurium 'Leningrad White' / Leningrad White Stonecrop
Sedum spurium var Album / Stonecrop
Sedum telephioides / Stonecrop
Sedum ternatum / Stonecrop
Symphyotrichum ericoides (syn. Aster ericoides) / Heath White Aster
Symphyotrichum ericoides 'Snow Flurry' (syn. Aster ericoides) White Aster
Thymus praecox coccineus / Creeping Thyme
Thymus praecox minus / Creeping Thyme
Thymus serphyllum 'Coccineum' / Creeping Thyme

Achillea x ‘Moonshine’ / Moonshine Yarrow
Allium cernuum / Nodding Onion
Allium schoenoprasum / Chives
Aquilegia canadensis / Little Lanterns Aquilegia
Armeria maritima ‘Alba’ / Sea Thrift
Asclepias tuberosa / Butterflyweed
Aster novae angliae / New England Aster
Aster oblongifolius 'Raydon's Favorite' / Aromatic aster
Erigeron linearis / Fleabane
Euphorbia myrsinites / Myrtle spurge
Iris humilis / Sand Iris
Iris pumila / Dwarf Iris
Liatris aspera / Gayfeather
Opuntia humifusa / Prickly Pear
Phlox paniculata / Woodland phlox
Phlox subulata 'Snowflake' / Creeping Phlox
Ruellia humilis / Wild Petunia
Scutellaria alpina / Alpine Skullcap
Sedum acre / Stonecrop
Sedum acre 'Aureum' / Aureum Stonecrop
Sedum acre 'Octoberfest' / Stonecrop
Sedum album / Stonecrop
Sedum album 'Chloroticum' / Stonecrop
Sedum album 'Murale' / Murale Stonecrop
Sedum cauticola / Stonecrop
Sedum cauticola 'Lidakense' / Lidakense Stonecrop
Sedum floriferum 'Weihenstephaner Gold' / Weihenstephaner Gold Stonecrop
Sedum hybridum 'Immergrunchen' / Immergrunchen Stonecrop
Sedum kamtschaticum / Kamtschaticum Stonecrop
Sedum middendorfianum var. diffusum / Stonecrop
Sedum reflexum / Stonecrop
Sedum rupestre 'Angelina' / Stonecrop
Sedum sexangulare / Stonecrop
Sedum sieboldii / Stonecrop
Sedum spectabile 'Vera Jameson' / Vera Jameson Joy Stonecrop
Sedum spurium 'Dragon's Blood' / Dragon's Blood Stonecrop
Sedum spurium 'Leningrad White' / Leningrad White Stonecrop
Sedum spurium var Album / Stonecrop
Sedum telephioides / Stonecrop
Sedum ternatum / Stonecrop
Silene acaulis / Moss Campion
Symphyotrichum ericoides 'Snow Flurry' (syn. Aster ericoides) / White Aster
Thymus praecox coccineus / Creeping Thyme

GRASSES
Bouteloua curtipendula / Sideoats grama

HINE

6"-8” Soil Depth - SUN
GRASSES
Bouteloua curtipendula / Sideoats grama
Sporobolus heterolepis / Prarie Dropseed

GR EEN R OOF PL A N T I N G - EX T E N S IVE - S UN
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GREENROOF - REPRESENTATIVE INTENSIVE PALETTE
BOTANICAL NAME / COMMON NAME
SHRUBS
Juniperus horizontalis / Creeping Juniper
Rhus aromatica ‘Gro Lo’ / Gro Lo Fragrant Sumac
Rosa ‘Nearly Wild’ / Pink Rose
Taxus baccata ‘Repandens’ / Spreading English Yew
Vitex agnus-castus ‘Silver Spire’ / Chaste Tree
PERENNIALS
Achillea millefolium ‘Anthea’ /Yellow Yarrow
Allium giganteum / Giant Ornamental Onion
Caryopteris x clandonensis ;Longwood Blue’ / Bluebeard
Coreopsis lanceolata / Lance-leaf Coreposis
Dalea purpurea / Purple Prairie Clover
Echinacea purpurea / Purple Coneflower
Eryngium yuccifolium / Rattlesnake Master
Euphorbia robbiae / Robb’s Euphorbia
Hemerocallis sp. / Daylily
Liatris spicata ‘Kobold’ / Gayfeather
Nepeta ‘Walker’s Low’ / Catmint
Perovskia atriplicifolia / Russian Sage
Phlox subulata ‘ Emerald Cushion Blue’ / Blue Moss Phlox
Rudbeckia fulgida ‘Goldstrum’ / Black-eyed Susan
Salvia ‘East Friesland’ / Meadow Sage
Salvia nemorosa ‘Mainacht’ / May Night Meadow Sage
Sedum x ‘Autumn Fire’ / Autumn Fire Stonecrop
Sedum x ‘Robustum’ / Stonecrop
Solidago sphacelata ‘Golden Fleece’ / Goldenrod
GRASSES
Andropogon scoparius ‘The Blues’ / Little Blue Stem
Calamagrostis brachytricha / Korean Feather Reed Grass
Molinia litoralis ‘Windspiel’ / Purple Moor Grass
Muhlenbergia capillaris / Pink Muhly Grass
Nessella tenuissima / Mexican Feather Grass
Sporobolus heterolepis / Prairie Dropseed
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COURTYARD- REPRESENTATIVE PLANTERS AND PALETTE
BOTANICAL NAME / COMMON NAME
TREES
Betula popolufolia 'Whitespire'/ Whitespire birch
Carpinus betulus / European Hornbeam
SHRUBS
Taxus baccata 'Repandens' / Yew Conifer
Rhododendron carolinianum 'White Perfection'/ White Perfection Rhododendron
Sarcococca hookeriana var humilis / Himalayan Sweet Box
PERENNIALS
Astilbe japonica ‘Deutschland’/ White Astilbe
Alchemilla mollis / Lady’s Mantle
Helleborus x hybridus ‘White Lady’ / Lenten rose
Helleborus foetidus / Bearsfoot Hellebore
Helleborus niger ‘White Prince’
Heuchera villosa / Coral Bells
GRASSES
Carex flaccosperma / Thinfruit Sedge
Carex eburnea / Ivory Sedge
Carex platyphylla / Broad-leaf Silver Sedge
Hakonechloa macra / Hakone Grass
FERNS
Athyrium nipponicum 'Pictom' / Japanese Painted Fern
Dryopteris erythrosora / Autumn Fern
Polystichum acrostichoides / Christmas fern
Thelypteris decursive-pinnata / Japanese Beech Fern
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WATER SCULPTURE: Vertical Textured Surface

L34
WATER RILL: Shallow Line Marking Historic Property
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BASIN WITH SEAT WALL: A Gathering Place
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TRASH RECEPTACLE: Traditional, Black

BIKE RACK: Inverted, Black

STREET LIGHT: Washington Globe
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PARKING METER: Multi-space

STAND ARD STREET F UR N IS H IN G S
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CAFE FURNITURE
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EXHIBIT B

HISTORIC PRESERVATION REVIEW BOARD
STAFF REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION
Property Address:
Landmark/District:
Meeting Date:
H.P.A. Number:
Staff Reviewer:

7th and Pennsylvania Avenue, SE
(Hine Junior High School site)
Capitol Hill Historic District
April 28, 2011
11-195
Amanda Molson and Steve Callcott

X Agenda
Consent Calendar
X Concept Review
Alteration
X New Construction
Demolition
X Subdivision

Stanton-Eastbanc LLC, represented by architect Amy Weinstein, seeks conceptual design
review for redevelopment of Square 901 and a small southern portion of Square 900 in
the Capitol Hill Historic District for a mixed used residential, office, and retail project.
The site is bounded by Pennsylvania Avenue on the south, an east-west service alley
running through Square 901 on the north, and 7th and 8th Streets, SE on the west and east.
The property was historically occupied by several schools, most notably architect Adolf
Cluss’s Wallach School (1864), as well as the Tower School (1887) and the first Eastern
High School (1892), all demolished in the mid-20th century and replaced by Hine Junior
High. In addition to Hine and its playground, the site is occupied by the temporary tent
that was erected for vendors following the Eastern Market fire.
Project Background
The redevelopment of this city-owned property was awarded to Stanton-Eastbanc through
a competitive bidding process managed by the Office of the Deputy Mayor for Economic
Development (DMPED). Prior to selection of this team, opportunities were provided for
review and comment on the proposals by the community and the Office of Planning.
The project was first submitted in March 2010, as developed in response to the RFP, but
was put on hold at the request of the applicants and DMPED while the terms of the deal
were still being finalized. Design work and consultation with the community and Office
of Planning began in earnest in January 2011, and the applicants have since presented the
evolving plans at numerous meetings hosted by Advisory Neighborhood Commission 6B,
the Capitol Hill Restoration Society, and other groups. The project will be submitted as a
Planned Unit Development (PUD) for review by the Zoning Commission upon obtaining
conceptual design approval from the HPRB.
Project Description
The site will be cleared in its totality, including demolition of Hine and removal of the
market tent, both of which are non-contributing to the historic district. C Street, which
was closed during the 1960s and its right-of-way absorbed into the Hine site, will be
reopened and reconstructed for pedestrian and vehicular traffic. The street will run
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through a new urban plaza opening to 7th Street; it is envisioned that the street would be
temporarily closed on weekends to accommodate outdoor vendors and for special events.
For the purposes of discussion, the development site can be divided into five parts
distinguishable by use and general architectural direction. Their locations, number of
floors, and heights from curb to parapet are summarized below; the heights do not include
penthouses, which are discussed later in this report.
North residential building
This building extends east-west on the north side of the site, bordered by an existing
alley and the reopened C Street. The building would contain 33 affordable housing
units above ground-floor retail. The visually dominant four-story center section is
proposed to include a continuous 4’ bay projection into public space and rise to 48’
tall; the building would step down to three stories on 7th and 8th Streets. The 7th Street
wing will have retail entrances on the ground floor; the 8th Street wing will have
entrances to residential units.
The building’s dominant central core and horizontal proportions are somewhat
reminiscent of Eastern Market’s taller center hall, which is similarly punctuated by
the more modest north and south halls at either end of the landmark building. The
design calls for a combination of brick, terra cotta, and slate shingles.
8th Street residential building
This building extends north-south along 8th Street, wrapping the corner onto C Street.
It would be four stories at the street, with a fifth floor set back 30’ from the facades in
all locations except over the lobby entrance. Overall heights range from 35’ to 48’,
with the predominant height at approximately 45’. The C Street elevation would
include the access to the project’s underground parking garage; the rear of the
building opens to a mid-block courtyard.
While a single apartment building within, the design has been developed so that it
would appear as a variety of individual rowhouses and small scale apartment
buildings. The facades would include variations in height, mass and ornamentation,
with traditional bay projections; decorative brickwork and varying cornice treatments;
raised entrances with basement-level units below; and a variety of masonry colors.
Further relief is provided by two breaks in the street wall along 8th Street, mimicking
the alley entrances that punctuate Capitol Hill’s residential blocks.
8th & D corner building
This building is located at the corner of 8th and the spur of D Street that feeds into
Pennsylvania Avenue; while orthogonal in shape, its primary frontage would be
perceived as facing Pennsylvania Avenue. The building includes five floors of
residential units over a ground floor that may be used as for retail, office or
residential. The overall height is approximately 63 feet, with a slight increase at the
mid-block tower element.
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The design is a contemporary interpretation of a Victorian commercial building with
vertically-oriented two-over-two windows and decorative brick panels organized
asymmetrically into repeating blocks. The sixth floor features a roof terrace viewed
through voids in the panels, with a tower element at the west corner.
Pennsylvania Avenue office building
Located at the corner of 7th and Pennsylvania, this office and retail building is
architecturally composed of three different pieces: a three-story entrance element
slightly recessed from the street wall adjacent to the 8th and D building, the primary
seven-story block at the corner, and the 7th Street frontage, which steps down with a
variety of heights as it extends toward C Street.
The entrance element would be predominantly glass to provide views through to the
courtyard with some type of architectural skin folded over it to provide sculptural
form. This element is a relatively recent addition to the plans, and the design
direction has not been fully developed. The corner element would rise to seven floors
(88 feet). The corner element would have patterned glazing panels set behind a brick
armature. The armature is intended as a contemporary interpretation of Capitol Hill’s
traditional corbelled masonry architecture with twisted brick columns to define
vertical bays, horizontal floor divisions, and which suggest towers at the roofline.
With the discussion to date focused elsewhere on the project, the 7th elevation has
received the least attention. However, the conceptual direction is for this elevation to
step down in height with setbacks for upper floors, employ projections to break down
its mass, have ground level retail to reinforce the commercial uses on the opposite
side of the street, and to recess the loading dock considerably back from the building
face to minimize its visibility.
Plaza building
This building would form the southern edge of the plaza at the corner of 7th and C
Streets with its most notable feature being the canted angle of its C Street elevation
that opens the plaza up to 7th Street. The plaza will be used as public gathering space
and to accommodate vendor tents for the weekend flea market.
The building is anticipated to be either residential or hotel, with four stories over
ground-floor retail, reaching approximately 58’ in height. Along with the 7th Street
frontage, the plaza building’s design is still being discussed. Whether the use is
residential or hotel, the idea is to employ a residential vocabulary with balconies,
large expanses of glass, and projections.
Evaluation
It is rare that the Board has the opportunity to review such a substantial project in terms
of overall size and potential impact on an historic district, particularly on Capitol Hill. As
this project bridges commercial buildings on Pennsylvania Avenue and 7th Street with the
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more modest residential buildings on 8th, C and D Streets, it presents special challenges in
achieving compatibility within a varied context primarily composed of historic buildings.
Before the applicants continue to elaborate on the design, they seek comments on and
approval for three critical elements: the site plan, the general architectural direction, and
the overall height and massing. It is anticipated that the project will return for additional
review in the next few months when the plans are further developed and to respond to any
changes and refinements suggested by the Board prior to submitting for zoning review.
Site Plan
The conceptual site plan is urban, contextual and consistent with established patterns in
the Capitol Hill Historic District. The reopening of C Street reestablishes a missing piece
of the L’Enfant Plan, improves pedestrian and vehicular connectivity, and breaks the site
back down into their original blocks consistent in size with the historic district. Buildings
are clearly oriented to the streets on which they front and are predominately built to
reinforce established building lines. Where the plan deviates from the standard build-to
lines – most notably in the creation of the plaza – it is done with intension for the public
benefit of creating a new civic space. This space, and the activity it will support, will
enhance and build on the substantial public investment in Eastern Market and reinforce
this area as a neighborhood center for Capitol Hill.
The site plan incorporates several smaller but welcome reprieves in massing that also
improve its compatibility with the historic district, including the two indented garden
areas on 8th Street, the recessed entry foyer on Pennsylvania Avenue, the recessed loading
dock on 7th Street, and the prolific use of projecting bays. As it is atypical that entire
blocks on Capitol Hill would have been developed in a single building campaign, these
breaks help to counteract the expansiveness of the facades and suggest a more organic
development pattern.
The treatment of public space will be crucial in helping the project appear organic and
achieve compatibility with the historic district, and should continue to be developed to
reflect the use and scale of the buildings it abuts.
1.1 On 8th Street, it will be important for the landscape plan to denote individual, fenced
gardens appropriated to each of the building facades rather than as a continuous single
landscape that extends the length of the block. Each “rowhouse” on 8th Street should
have its own walk from the sidewalk to the front door, and gardens should be planted
in a variety of plant materials. Turning the planting and maintenance of front yards
over to individuals interested in gardening should be considered to ensure both variety
and ownership by the future residents.
1.2 The treatment of the public space in front of the north residential building should
continue to be studied. Rather than extending the plaza pavement to the front façade,
continuing the brick sidewalk that extends along the east and west sides of the
building down C Street would more convincingly tie this building back into the
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surrounding neighborhood. The use of bollards, which have negative associations
with security measures and can be an impediment to pedestrians, should be carefully
considered in consultation with OP and the DC Department of Transportation.
1.3 As discussed with the applicants, the placement of below-grade utility vaults and their
impact on the public space (if located in public space) should continue to be explored.
Architectural Direction
The overall architectural direction of the project is consistent with the Board’s design
principles for new construction, which state that new buildings should be compatible with
the character of the surrounding historic district. The principle of compatibility is
addressed in the design guidelines as follows:
Compatibility is based on a thorough understanding of the design principles of
existing buildings, as well as those used to design landscape features and
secondary buildings. Compatibility should also involve analysis of how major
design principles are used in the neighborhood and study of how they can be
interpreted using today's materials and construction techniques. Compatibility
does not mean exactly duplicating the existing buildings or environment. A new
building should be seen as a product of its own time. By relating to the existing
buildings and the environment, but being of its own time, a new building shows a
district's evolution just as the existing buildings show its past.
While incorporating some traditional architectural elements of Victorian-era design,
particularly in the 8th Street residential building, the project reinterprets the character of
the historic district in creative and often whimsical ways. The 8th and D corner building,
which at first appears wholly contemporary, includes clearly recognizable abstractions of
conventional elements such as double hung windows, decorative brickwork, and corner
towers. Similarly, the creative use of brick in the Pennsylvania Avenue office building,
the rich material palette of the north residential building, and the detailing suggested for
the 8th Street row is both recognizable as being influenced by the surrounding historic
architecture but also unusual and different. While the specific building designs are still
being developed, the general architectural approach establishes a compatible relationship
with Capitol Hill’s Victorian-era residential and commercial buildings in its use of
materials, proportions, building types and variety, while promising to be contemporary,
interpretative and clearly a product of its own time. As the architecture continues to be
developed, the HPO encourages study of the following:
2.1 The architectural direction of the north residential building should be reconsidered. It
is questionable whether designing the central core of this building as a single pavilion
to serve as a companion to the massing of Eastern Market across the street is an
appropriate design model. Eastern Market is so distinctive and unusual in its form
and as a building type that it raises the question as to whether it needs or benefits from
having a companion. The north residential building is at a crucial transition point
between the modest residential and commercial buildings to the north and the taller
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new construction buildings planned to the south that it bears the responsibility to
seamlessly bridge these two contexts. The building might also benefit from further
study to mitigate its long, low appearance. Restudy might include removing or
altering the lengthy horizontal band of masonry in favor of vertical piers that visually
divide the center section into smaller bays and slightly recessing ground floor retail
entrances to provide additional shadow.
2.2 Implying depth and providing shadow to the skin of the 8th and D corner building will
be particularly important for this design to achieve compatibility and mitigate its
potential flatness.
2.3 In terms of architectural direction, the 7th Street elevation and plaza building remain
too preliminary to comment on and should continue to be developed for presentation
at a later time.
Height and Massing
The project’s incorporation of buildings that are taller than much of the surrounding
historic district is perhaps the most important conceptual issue that needs to be finalized
before the project can continue to be developed. As the discussion of architectural
direction and height and mass are not easily separated, several recommendations that
affect both height and mass and architectural development are offered.
The Board’s design guidelines for new construction do not explicitly lay out an
acceptable ratio of the height of new construction to surrounding buildings. Instead, the
guidelines state: “Perhaps the best way to think about a compatible new building is that it
should be a good neighbor, enhancing the character of the district and respecting the
context.” As has been shown in historic districts throughout the city, this can be done
with taller new construction if careful attention is paid to the design, proportions,
materials and other characteristics that collectively work to achieve compatibility.
The overall height and massing of the 8th Street residential building is compatible with
the surrounding residential blocks. While taller than some of Capitol Hill’s more modest
historic houses, the row is within the established range of heights established by the
variety of rowhouses and small scale apartment buildings found throughout the district.
Visually dissecting the mass into smaller units, employing a substantial setback for the
top floor, inserting recesses that serve as garden areas mid-block, terminating some
projecting bays one floor below the parapet, and varying the width of structures along the
row all work to achieve a compatible height and mass for this building.
The Pennsylvania Avenue office building will be the project’s “beacon” as viewed from
the avenue, attracting the attention of riders emerging from Metro and drivers on the
avenue. It will also likely be the tallest building on Pennsylvania Avenue. However,
being the tallest building doesn’t necessarily mean that it will be incompatible with the
historic district. This location facing the commercial corridors of Pennsylvania Avenue
and 7th Street is certainly the most logical place to locate taller construction. Historically,
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the Wallach School, while not as tall as the proposed office building, provided a similar
punctuation on the avenue with one of Capitol Hill’s most important civic buildings.
Given the breadth of the wide avenue, the relative hierarchical importance of this building
in the totality of project, and the site’s frontage on a L’Enfant square and adjacency to a
Metro station, additional height in this location is not inappropriate provided that the
building is otherwise designed to “enhance the character of the district and respect its
context.” To that end, the HPO suggests study of several refinements:
3.1 Setting the top floor back from the façade plane, canting the wall surface, or
developing it with an alternative roofline could help lower the building’s apparent
height and add visual interest to the top of the building. The setback would not need
to be substantial in order to achieve an impact, with the result suggesting a dominant
mass of six floors rather than seven.
3.2 In coordination with the restudy of the roofline, the masonry projections above the
sixth floor should also be considered. The vertical masonry projection on
Pennsylvania Avenue, in particular, doesn’t seem to make as much sense now that the
building’s main entrance has been moved off-center to the smaller entry structure.
The extension draws attention to the building’s central core, which is not delineated
in any other way and which is no longer where pedestrians will be directed to enter
the office space above.
3.3 The scale of the building at the pedestrian level could be improved through further
study of the building’s base. The retail spaces on the ground floor appear out of scale
in height with surrounding historic buildings and emphasize the building’s large size.
Projecting or smaller scaled storefronts would lower the perceived height of the retail
spaces and add weight at the ground floor where it is traditionally found.
One of the most important elements of the project – affecting not only the Pennsylvania
Avenue office building but all of the new construction – will be the massing and design
treatment of the penthouses. While penthouses are common in the Downtown and 15th
Street historic districts, they are not part of the character of Capitol Hill except on a few
non-contributing buildings where they result in a very foreign presence on the skyline.
The penthouses will be extremely visible across the wide surrounding streets and avenues
and could add significant height and bulk; large penthouses spanning across the roofs of
the new construction could also dramatically undercut the design intent of trying to break
the structures down to appear as separate, smaller structures. As the plan develops
further, it will be necessary to more fully gauge the potential obtrusiveness of the
penthouse levels by carefully studying perspective views from all angles.
3.4 To minimize their footprints, the penthouse levels should be utilized exclusively for
mechanical equipment; alternative locations within the body of each building should
be found for amenity spaces. Where possible and necessary to reduce their size,
absorbing mechanical functions within the body of buildings should also be explored.
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3.5 Limiting elevator overrides and stepping down the heights of penthouses where
additional height is not needed (which requires zoning relief that could be provided as
part of the PUD review) should be evaluated.
3.6 The penthouses should be designed and articulated as integral to the building designs.
Recommendations
The Historic Preservation Office recommends that the HPRB take the following actions:
Site Plan: Approve the general site plan in concept as compatible with the character of
the Capitol Hill Historic District, with further study and development of the sidewalks
and plaza adjacent to the north residential building and the overall treatment of public
space.
Architectural Direction: Approve the general architectural direction in concept as
compatible with the character of the Capitol Hill Historic District, with further study
being given to the north residential building and Pennsylvania Avenue office building as
discussed above. The 7th Street and plaza buildings should be further developed prior to
the next review.
Height and Massing: Approve the height and massing as proposed in concept for the
north residential building, the 8th Street residential building, the Plaza building, and the
8th and D corner building as compatible with the character of the Capitol Hill Historic
District, and direct the applicants to continue studying the height and massing of the
Pennsylvania Avenue office building in conjunction with its design as noted above.
Conceptual approval of the height and massing is not recommended to include the
penthouses, which warrant further study.
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GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
HISTORIC PRESERVATION REVIEW BOARD

H PR B A C T I O NS
A pril 28, 2011
The Historic Preservation Review Board met to consider the following items April 28, 2011. Present: C atherine
Buell, C hair; T ersh Boasberg, M aria C asarella, C hristopher L andis, Pam Scott, and Joseph T aylor.
A bsent: Elinor Bacon and Robert Sonderman.

L A N D M A R K D ESI G N A T I O N H E A R I N G
1024 1st Street, SE, Case #11-13.

A G ENDA

T he H istoric Preservation Review Board denied designation of the property at 1024 1st Street, SE
(Square 740, Lot 802) and recommended that the nomination not be forwarded to the National
Register of H istoric Places a recommendation for listing. Vote: 6-0.

H IST O R I C L A N D M A R K S
1024 1st Street, SE, Raze Application #1100036

As this property was not designated a landmar k, the matter is not subject to the jurisdiction of the
Board and was therefore not considered.
Cardozo High School, 13th and Clifton Streets NW, HPA#11-240, building renovation/addition of gymnasium
with optional natatorium.

T he Board unanimously approved the conceptual design for the C ardozo H igh School gymnasium
addition and modernization project and delegated the remaining design and permit review to
staff. T he Board also recommended that further study be conducted to identify ways to screen
the par king lot proposed for the roof of the new addition. Finally, the Board determined that
further analysis should be car ried out and more detailed plans should be reviewed by the Board if
the optional natatorium is ultimately proposed. Vote: 6-0.
Engine Company 19, 2813 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE, HPA #11-081, renovation including the widening of the
vehicle doors.

T he Board accepted the staff recommendation, delegating to staff further review of appropriate
window replacements, roof slate replacement, fencing, and minor interior and exterior wor k. T he
Board did not take action upon the proposal to widen the vehicle doors, as the materials submitted
are insufficient. Vote: 6-0.
C A PI T O L H I L L H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
301 Massachusetts Avenue, NE, HPA #11-191, concept/public space enclosures.

T he H P O recommended that the Board approve the concept design for sidewalk eating areas,
public space improvements and architectural alterations inclusive of the following conditions and
that final approval be delegated to staff:
1. Delete the M assachusetts A venue enclosure from the concept design,
2. A djust the width dimensions of the two 3 rd Street enclosures so as to not encroach on the
historic projection or the ends of the side façade, and
1100 4 th Street, SW, Suite E650, Washington, D.C. 20024

(202) 442 -8800 fax (202) 442-7638
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3. Replace the proposed rooftop wood fence with a mansard roof assembly
T he Board adopted the staff report 6-0 with two additional conditions:
4. Recommend reducing the north enclosure on 3 rd Street to a depth of 4 feet, and
5. Restudy landscaping.
7th and Pennsylvania Avenue, SE, HPA #11-195, concept/redevelopment of Hine Junior High School site.

T he Review Board passed a motion to approve the proposed site plan and overall architectural
direction in concept, with continuing study of the issues outlined in the staff report, but did not
take action on the proposed height and mass. Vote: 5-0; Boasberg recused.
C O NSE N T C A L E N D A R
T he H PRB approved the following items on the consent calendar. Vote: 6-0.
(C asarella recused from 619 D Street)
C A PI T O L H I L L H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
619 D Street, SE (The Maples/Friendship House), HPA #11-078, revised concept/restoration and new
construction.
514 8th Street, SE, HPA #11-216, concept/rooftop and storefront alterations.
U S T R E E T H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
933 Westminster Street, NW, HPA #11-131, concept/new basement areaway and stair on façade.
D E NIA L C A L E ND A R
T he H PRB approved the following on the Denial calendar. Vote: 6-0.
U S T R E E T H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
2226 13th Street, NW, HPA #11-135, concept/two-story rear addition, façade basement entrance and areaway.
__________
Transcripts of Historic Preservation Review Board Meetings may be purchased from the court reporting agency
that covered this hearing ± Olender Reporting, Inc. (202) 898-1108, www.olenderreporting.com, or
info@OlenderReporting.com. Copies of individual staff reports that are prepared in advance of the hearing are
posted on our website at:
http://planning.dc.gov/DC/Planning/Historic+Preservation/Plans+and+Reports/Project+Reports+and+Actions/HP
RB+Reports/HPRB+Meeting+and+Hearings,+April+28,+2011

H IST O R I C PR ESE R V A T I O N R E V I E W B O A R D
ST A F F R E P O R T A N D R E C O M M E N D A T I O N
Property Address:
Landmark/District:
Meeting Date:
H.P.A. Number:
Staff Reviewer:

7th and Pennsylvania A venue, SE
(H ine Junior H igh School site)
C apitol H ill H istoric District
June 30, 2011
11-195
A manda Molson, Steve C allcott

X Agenda
Consent Calendar
X Concept Review
Alteration
X New Construction
Demolition
X Subdivision

Stanton-Eastbanc LLC, represented by architect Amy Weinstein, seeks on-going conceptual
review for redevelopment of the Hine Junior High School site in the Capitol Hill Historic
District. The project was first reviewed in April; after hearing several hours of community
comments, the Board approved the site plan and general architectural direction; while no specific
action was taken on the proposed height and mass, a number of comments and suggestions were
offered for consideration as the project continued to be refined.
The elements of the project resubmitted for review this month include the 8th Street residential
building, the corner residential building at 8th and D (which, while articulated as if a separate
building, is interconnected to the 8th Street row), the corner office building at Pennsylvania and
7th and the office building on 7th Street (also articulated as two separate buildings but
interconnected). The two residential buildings on C Street and the design of the plaza will be
presented at a later date. A summary of the changes is outlined below with suggestions for
further development offered in italics.
8th Street residential building
While not fundamentally different in terms of its height and mass, the architectural direction of
the 8th Street residential building has been rethought. Rather than being expressed as a series of
rowhouses of different heights and styles ± which some Board members felt suggested an
artificial sense of historical development ± the building has been designed with a more uniform
stylistic expression. The building takes its cues from late 19th century development patterns
when a single developer/architect would construct entire unified blocks at a time, but with variety
introduced through different rooflines, bay shapes, and architectural detailing.
The palette of the revised proposal is based on the late 19th century Romanesque Revival, with
dark red brick, brownstone, brick patterning, and shaped slate roofs. The entrances of the
individual units have been relocated to grade, eliminating the spindly exterior stairs that extended
to the second floors, which were too tall and projected too far to be convincing. The roofs would
be animated with steep slate mansards, shed dormers, and tower elements; the fifth floor, set
back 30 feet from the facades, would also be clad in slate. The five-story entrance element (and a
similar five story element on C Street) would be expressed as slightly contrasting book-ends in a
palette of purple brick and stone trim with prominent rounded oriel bays.
1

The revised scheme still employs a rowhouse rhythm, scale and level of detailing that closely
relates to the historic district while more honestly expressing itself as a single building campaign.
One of the issues discussed in the previous scheme was the need to provide further
differentiation in the roof heighWVIRUWKHGLIIHUHQW³URZKRXVHV´+RZHYHUZLWKWKHFKDQJHLQ
architectural direction, and the variety of roof treatments within the new vocabulary, artificially
stepping the heights up and down no longer seems necessary or consistent with the revised
concept.

As the design continues to be developed, the entrances should be given greater prominence and
distinction, the fenestration should be refined with the goal of introducing some additional
variety, and the site plan for the public space front yards developed. The use of rounded bay
elements on several of the buildings helps break up the rectilinear character of the row; the use
of additional curvilinear and non-rectilinear elements ± windows, dormers, oriels, ironwork ±
should be explored.
8th & D residential building
The 8th and D residential building has been redesigned in an effort to address concerns about its
height and design. While still based on the same idea (a contemporary interpretation of the
panelized brick and two-over-two windows common in Victorian architecture), changes have
been made to try to relate the building more closely to the Capitol Hill Historic District. The top
floor has been recessed, the parapet wall lowered to railing height, four-story projecting bays
added, the fenestration regularized into a more coherent pattern, and the ground-level redesigned.
The changes have improved its compatibility. The recessed top floor and lower parapet have the
effect of reducing the EXLOGLQJ¶Vapparent height by a floor. The façade has a more apparent
tripartite organization, with the base, middle and top characteristic of historic buildings
throughout the district. The bay projections simultaneously serve to ground the building, break
down its mass, and introduce a familiar rhythm to the building and its streetscape.

As the building continues to be developed, further evaluation should be given to the materials
and coloration, perhaps to include additional color or contrast to the brick work. The pattern of
fenestration has benefited from being regularized, but perhaps should be further rationalized,
particularly in the tower element. The 8th Street elevation should be developed with comparable
fenestration in the bay as the D Street elevation so that it GRHVQ¶WUHDGDVWKe back of the
building.
Pennsylvania A venue office building
While the Board took no formal action in April on the proposed height and mass, a consensus
emerged that the top of the building ± the height, roofline, and penthouse ± needed further work.
No specific direction was given to remove entire floors, however, the applicant was directed to
look reductions in height, the use of setbacks, and other ways that the design could be modified
WRGHFUHDVHWKHEXLOGLQJ¶VDSSDUHQWKHLJKW,QUHVSRQVHthe revised proposal calls for the seventh
floor to be set back 12 feet from the east, west and south elevations, the height has been reduced
by several feet, and a narrow slate cap introduced on the top floor to provide it with a more
2

definitive top. The penthouse has also been reduced in size, shifted further back from
Pennsylvania Avenue, and designed as a slightly canted roof feature clad in slate. The twisted
brick armature wall surface has been reordered with a slightly lower base, thicker proportions and
a reduced height top floor to provide greater weight and solidity. The top floor projection of the
armature has been eliminated on Pennsylvania Avenue and the projection above the sixth floor
on 7th Street has been made more prominent with a slight projection out from the building face.
The underlying glass curtain wall has been revised to include precast and slate supporting the
glass (rather than metal panels), and with a quieter, more staid pattern of vertically-oriented
windows and transoms. The entrance element, recessed from the street wall, would be clad in
slabs of slate.
:KLOHWKHSURSRUWLRQVRIWKHEXLOGLQJ¶VEDVHKDYHEHHQLPSURYHGIXUWKHUVWXG\VKRXOGEHJLYHQ
to providing greatHU³ZHLJKW´WRWKHILUVWIORRUsuch as with solid bases to the storefronts, and
the use of storefront projections and/or awnings that would provide a three-dimensional
character to the building at the pedestrian level. Elimination of the public roof deck should also
be studied; if removing this feature would negate the need for the elevators and second stair
coming up to the roof, the penthouse could be substantially reduced in size and pulled further
back from Pennsylvania Avenue.
7th Street office building
The 7th Street frontage of the office building, which was not substantively designed or discussed
in April, has been developed as a differentiated companion element to the corner building. As
before, it would house the loading entrance set back from the street and the mass would be
broken down into smaller scaled elements that step down in size toward the street and as the
building extends to the north. The new architectural vocabulary is based on Victorian
commercial buildings, with punched window openings set in a purplish-red brick façade with
complementing precast trim elements.

Copies of color renderings can be imprecise in conveying the true intent of a proposal, but like
the 8th and D residential building the material coloration of this building should continue to be
studied; as rendered, it looks a little grim and foreboding. The design and setback of the seventh
floor should also be reevaluated. The elevation up to the sixth floor ± composed of two primary
six-story blocks and three-story bays ± is strong, well-composed and consistent in spirit with the
straightforward Victorian commercial buildings on which the elevation is based. However, the
seventh floor, composed in the same architectural vocabulary, is neither sufficiently set back to
disappear nor really engaged in the façade. WhHQYLHZHGLQSHUVSHFWLYH ³9LHZ6RXWKRQth
Street on A-21)LWFUHDWHVDIXVV\³ZHGGLQJFDNH´SURILOH that is not consistent with the way in
which buildings are massed in the historic district. Alternative setbacks and architectural
treatments should be explored.
Recommendations
The HPO recommends that the applicants evaluate the recommendations outlined above and
return to the Board for further review when appropriate.
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GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
HISTORIC PRESERVATION REVIEW BOARD

H PR B A C T I O NS
June 30, 2011
T he H istoric Preservation Review Board met and considered the following items June 30, 2011. Present:
C atherine Buell, C hair; E linor Bacon, T ersh Boasberg, M aria C asarella, C hristopher L andis, Robert
Sonderman and Joseph Taylor.
A G ENDA
I N F O R M A T I O N A L P R ESE N T A T I O N
Historic Preservation Plan for the District of Columbia, 2012-2016 Report on 2012 Annual Work Plan.
L A N D M A R K D ESI G N A T I O N H E A R I N G
Civil Service Building, 1724 F Street, NW, Case #11-14.
T he Board designated the property a landmar k and recommended that the nomination be forwarded to the
National Par k Service for listing in the National Register of H istoric Places. Vote: 7-0.
C A PI T O L H I L L H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
7th and Pennsylvania Avenue, SE, HPA #11-195, revised concept/redevelopment of Hine Junior High School site.
T he Board voted to approve the revised height, scale, and massing of the conceptual plans, including
recommendations made by the H P O and Board members. Vote: 6-0 (L andis, Sonderman, C asarella, Buell,
T aylor and Bacon in support; Boasberg recused.)
U S T R E E T H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
1905 ± 1917 14th Street, NW, HPA #11-323, concept/new construction.
T he H PRB voted to deny the project in concept, finding the height and mass incompatible. T he Board
suggested restudy the height and setbacks of the top two floors, that the W allach Place elevation step down
and be set further in, and that the commercial-feeling fenestration be reevaluated. T he applicants were also
directed to bring building examples and measurements of heights and setbacks on other projects approved
on 14th Street when the project returns. Vote: 6-0 (L andis, Boasberg, C asarella, Buell, T aylor and Bacon).
T A K O M A P A R K H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
231 Carroll Street, NW, HPA #11-282, concept/new construction.
T he H PRB adopted the staff report, which recommended that the Board approve the project in concept,
direct the applicant to wor k on refinements as discussed in the staff report, and to delegate final approval
to the H P O . Vote: 6-0 (Sonderman and Scott absent).
C A PI T O L H I L L H IST O R I C D IST R I C
801 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE, HPA #11-244, rooftop antennas .
T he H PRB adopted the staff report, which recommended that the Board approve the antennas with
stealthing as consistent with the purposes of the Act and added that the H PRB would not likely support
additional antennas at this location. Vote: 6-0 (Sonderman and Scott absent).

1100 4 th Street, SW, Suite E650, Washington, D.C. 20024

(202) 442 -8800 fax (202) 442-7638
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M O U N T V E R N O N S Q U A R E H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
1232, 1234, 1236 New Jersey Avenue NW, HPA #11-268, raze/three rowhouses.
T he Review Board approved the conceptual plan to preserve the character defining features of 1232,
1234 and 1236 New Jersey A venue and delegate final approval to staff on the following conditions: (1)
Removal will include the rear ell, rear facades and second rooms (first and second stories); (2) T he
front facades, the party walls to a depth of approximately 14 feet, and intact wood framing of the front
rooms (first and second floors) will be stabilized and preserved; (3)T he retained portions of the
buildings will be sufficiently braced with steel members before demolition begins; (4) T he retained
portions of the buildings will be secured with a temporary roof and frame rear walls; (5) H P O staff
shall approach D D O T and seek mitigation of par king and congestion issues of applicant viz.
intersection of New Jersey and New Yor k A venues. Vote: 5-0 (L andis, Boasberg, C asarella, Buell,
T aylor).

C O NSE N T C A L E N D A R
T he H PRB approved the following items on the consent calendar. Vote: 7-0.
C A PI T O L H I L L H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
212 7th Street, SE, HPA #11-242, one-story rear addition to restaurant.
424-426 3rd Street, NE, HPA #11-319, demolition of existing church building.
818 C Street, NE, HPA #11-288, concept/two-story rear addition and restoration of façade.
S H A W H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
1109 M Street, NW, HPA #11-284, concept/rear addition.

_________

Transcripts of Historic Preservation Review Board Meetings may be purchased from the court reporting agency
that covered this hearing ± Olender Reporting, Inc. (202) 898-1108, www.olenderreporting.com, or
info@OlenderReporting.com. Copies of individual staff reports that are prepared in advance of the hearing are
posted on our website at:
http://planning.dc.gov/DC/Planning/Historic+Preservation/About+HPO+&+HPRB/Who+We+Are/Historic+Prese
rvation+Review+Board/Agendas+and+Reports/Historic+Preservation+Review+Board+Meeting+and+Hearings,+
June+30,+2011

H IST O R I C PR ESE R V A T I O N R E V I E W B O A R D
ST A F F R E P O R T A N D R E C O M M E N D A T I O N
Property Address:
Landmark/District:
Meeting Date:
H.P.A. Number:
Staff Reviewer:

7th and Pennsylvania A venue, SE
(H ine Junior H igh School site)
C apitol H ill H istoric District
July 28, 2011
11-195
Steve C allcott, A manda Molson

X Agenda
Consent Calendar
X Concept Review
Alteration
X New Construction
Demolition
X Subdivision

Stanton-Eastbanc LLC, represented by architect Amy Weinstein, seeks ongoing conceptual
review for redevelopment of the Hine Junior High School site in the Capitol Hill Historic
District. The project was reviewed in its entirety in April; last month, the Board reviewed and
approved the revised designs for the 8th Street residential building and the Pennsylvania
Avenue/7th Street office and retail building. The elements of the project resubmitted for review
this month include the C Street plaza and overall landscape plan, the north residential building,
and the south residential building.
When these aspects of the project were reviewed in April, several members expressed concern
about the size and treatment of the plaza, but the Board agreed to withhold judgment and
direction until it was further developed. Similarly, the south residential building was determined
too preliminary to evaluate. The most specific comments were made about the north residential
building, in which the Board encouraged reconsideration of the architectural direction.
Specifically, the expression of the central portion of the building as a large, single pavilion that
UHODWHGWR(DVWHUQ0DUNHWZDVGLVFRXUDJHGLQVWHDGWKH%RDUGUHFRPPHQGHGWKDWWKHEXLOGLQJ¶V
orientation be made more vertical and that it relate more closely in scale to the historic
commercial buildings along 7th Street rather than to the Market.
C Street Plaza and L andscape Plan
The plan for the plaza, as well as the landscape for the rest of the project as well, has been
developed by Oehme, Van Sweden & Associates. While having some variety that responds to
the different residential, retail and commercial building types, the overall intent of the landscape
is to UHLQIRUFHWKHSURMHFW¶VJRDORIEOHQGLQJLQWRWKHVXUURXQGLQJKLVWRULFGLVWULFWBrick
sidewalks and granite curbs common in the historic district will be used throughout. On 8th
Street, the public space will be treated as a residential landscape, with planted front yards, lead
ZDONVDQG´LURQIHQFHV2Q3HQQV\OYDQLD$YHQXHDQGth Street, which will have continuous
ground-floor retail spaces, the brick sidewalks will extend to the building face, and a continuous
perimeter of retained and new street trees will be spaced in enlarged tree boxes; it is envisioned
that removable sidewalk cafes will occupy at least some of the retail building frontage.
Earlier illustrations showed the plaza as a large single space unified by continuous paving,
perhaps giving rise to the Board concerns about its size and scale. The current plan has been
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GHVLJQHGWRJLYHSULPDF\WRWKH/¶(QIDQWVWUHHWJULG, with WKHQHLJKERUKRRG¶VEULFNVLGHZDONV
and street trees continuing through the space so that it will read as a relatively seamless
continuation of the surrounding neighborhood. The road bed itself may have a specialty paving
material, and specialty paving and water features will be provided in front of the south residential
building, serving as a forecourt for its canted façade. A flush curb and bollards along the edge of
the road will allow the entire plaza space to be opened up for the weekend market and special
events, without creating changes in the ground plane that create tripping hazards and limit
options for how the space can be programmed.
The landscape plan is based on the principles, treatments and materials of public space found
throughout the historic district. As materials for the paving of the C Street roadbed are
evaluated, the HPO would encourage that they express commonality and compatibility with
regular street paving, rather than having a sharp contrast, to reinforce the continuousness of the
street through the site. Extending the specialty paving east to the intersection of 8th Street, rather
than ending it in mid block, should also be considered.
Community members have raised concerns about the number of vendor tents depicted in the
conceptual plan for the plaza, commenting that the number of tents may not be sufficient for
SUHVHQWQHHGV7KLVLVSULPDULO\DSURJUDPPDWLFLVVXHUHODWHGWRXVHDQGWKXVRXWVLGHWKH%RDUG¶V
jurisdiction. The applicants are encouraged to continue discussions with the community and with
flea market management on this issue. Should the actual size or configuration of the plaza
change during those discussions, further Board review will likely be needed to ensure
compatibility.
The applicants are also encouraged to engage in discussions with public space reviewers from the
DC Department of Transportation (DDOT) early in the process in order to discuss the size and
location of planned green space.
North Residential Building
The north residential building has been modestly reduced in height (approximately 2 feet), and its
façade has been redesigned following comments made by the Board. The façade treatment in the
four-story central section has been reorganized into five vertically-oriented façade elements
separated by masonry reveals. The fenestration has similarly been reorganized as vertical banks
of windows enframed by masonry piers. The first floor, formerly one long continuous gallery,
has been similarly broken down into a series of repeating storefront windows, differentiated with
a variety of storefront expressions but unified by a common vocabulary. The material palette
would reinforce a traditional tripartite organization, with brick bases, terra cotta piers, and slate
in the attic story.
The design inspiration is not dissimilar to the terrace housing that inspired the redesign of the 8th
Street row, albeit in a less picturesque stylistic vocabulary. The redesign is a significant
improvement in relating to the smaller-scaled, vertically-oriented historic commercial buildings
on 7th Street without feeling artificially organic.
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As the design continues to be developed, the apartment building entrance element (the eastern
end of the building) merits further study. It has become somewhat austere, particularly for a
rather prominent elevation opening onto the plaza. Strengthening the visual impact of the
entrance, such as with a more prominent entrance surround, architectural detailing, a portico or
canopy, and signage should be considered.
South Residential Building
$VH[SODLQHGLQWKHDSSOLFDQWV¶QDUUDWLYHWhe south residential building has been developed with
inspiration from the late Victorian period, in which architects (led by the Ecole de Beaux-Arts
trained Richard Morris Hunt) began turning away from the wretched excesses of the high
Victorian Gothic, and were influenced by a more rational, spare, structurally expressive trabeated
(post and beam) architecture. Architects such as George B. Post in New York and the firm of
Hornblower and Marshall in Washington often drew on Italian Renaissance precedents in this
period of their work.
The south residential building has been developed as a masonry building with a tripartite façade,
implied by slightly lighter gradations in masonry color as the building rises from the base to the
top; the building would be capped by an overhanging cornice. Overlaid on the primary (C Street)
elevation would be a projecting screen of piers and beams; the screen would be broken down into
four-story vertical elements with inset reveals between. The fenestration within each vertical
element would be a dynamic pattern of openings, with the pattern repeating in every other
vertical element. The 7th Street elevation would have a series of five three-story projections,
continuing the rhythm.
As the design continues to be developed, additional attention should be given to the development
of the first floor treatment on the 7th Street elevation to ensure that these are strong retail spaces;
slightly expanding the width of the door and/or window openings on the first floor might benefit
the street presence of these spaces. Also recommended for further study is the apartment
building entrance opening onto the plaza; eliminating the two-story projection, shifting the
entrance one bay to the east (so that it is centered on the lower roofed element of the building),
and canting the wall portion of the lower roofed element to be parallel with C Street should be
evaluated.
Recommendation
The HPO recommends that the Board approve the conceptual height and massing of the north
and south residential buildings and the conceptual landscaping plan. Design revisions suggested
by the HPO and the Board should be studied as the proposal develops further.
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GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
HISTORIC PRESERVATION REVIEW BOARD

H PR B A C T I O NS
July 28, 2011
A ugust 4, 2011
T he H istoric Preservation Review Board met to consider the following items July 28, 2011.Present:
C atherine Buell, C hair; C hristopher L andis, Pamela Scott, Robert Sonderman and Joseph T aylor. A bsent:
E linor Bacon, T ersh Boasberg, M aria C asarella.

A G E N D A : J U L Y 28 T H

L A N D M A R K D ESI G N A T I O N H E A R I N GS
The Congressional Club, 2001 New Hampshire Avenue, NW, Case #11-15.
T he Board designated the property a landmar k and recommended that the nomination be forwarded to the
National Par k Service for listing in the National Register of H istoric Places. Approved: 5-0.
The Margaret Murray Washington School, 27 O Street, NW, Case #11-16.
T he Board designated the property a landmar k and recommended that the nomination be forwarded to the
National Par k Service for listing in the National Register of H istoric Places. Approved: 5-0.
H IST O R I C L A N D M A R K S
M.M. Washington School, 27 O Street, NW, HPA #11-406, concept/rehabilitation.
T he Board approved the concept plans as compatible with the landmar k and delegated final approval to
the staff. A pproved: 5-0.
Italian Embassy, 2700 16th Street, NW, HPA #10-495, revised concept.
T he Board found the design refinements and materials submitted to be consistent with the concept design
and compatible with the character of the landmar k. T he Board directed the applicants to restudy the
entrances on F uller Street and Mozart Place to see if changes to the design, size, and/or scale might
improve their compatibility. F inal approval was delegated to staff. A pproved: 5-0.

A G E N D A : A U G UST 4 T H
T he H istoric Preservation Review Board met to consider the following items on A ugust 4, 2011. Present:
C atherine Buell, C hair; E linor Bacon, M aria C asarella, Pamela Scott, Robert Sonderman and Joseph
T aylor. A bsent: T ersh Boasberg, C hristopher L andis.
C A PI T O L H I L L H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
7th and Pennsylvania Avenue, SE, HPA #11-195, concept/redevelopment of Hine Junior High School site; north
residential building, C Street residential building, and landscape plan.

T he Review Board adopted the recommendation of the H P O to approve the conceptual height and
massing of the north and south residential buildings and the conceptual landscaping plan. Applicant was
directed to study design revisions suggested by the H P O and the Board as the proposal develops further.
A pproved 6-0.
1100 4 th Street, SW, Suite E650, Washington, D.C. 20024
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M O U N T P L E ASA N T H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
3146 16th Street, NW, HPA #11-345, concept/alterations, new construction.
T he Board approved the demolition of the rear of the building and the general design approach to the
additions in concept, with the conditions that the mechanical equipment and penthouses must be located
and concealed as suggested by the present drawings and that the design continue to be revised and refined.
T he Board approved in concept the ter race alterations to the church roof if they can be concealed from
public view and did not approve the new window openings in the church walls. Vote: 5-0. (Taylor
recused)
14 T H S T R E E T H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
1427-29 Rhode Island Avenue, NW, HPA #11-357; new construction/eight story apartment building.
T he Review Board approved the conceptual height, mass and architectural direction for an eight-story
apartment building, with direction that the design and material of the oriel bays and the design of the
EXLOGLQJ¶VHQWUDQFHDQGEDVHFRQWLQXHWREHUHILQHG$VSHUWKHFRQGLWLRQHVWDEOLVKHGZKHQWKH%RDUG
approved demolition of the two houses on this site in 2006, the applicant should wor k with the H P O in
conducting a Phase 1 archaeological assessment of the site. T he project should return for further review,
including elevation drawings for all sides of the building, when ready. A pproved 5-0.
C L E V E L A N D P A R K H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
4. 12:15 ± 12:45
3414 29th Street NW, HPA #11-400, six-foot-tall front yard fence Postponed until
September.
M O U N T V E R N O N T R I A N G L E H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
450-462 K Street, NW, HPA #11-143, revised concept/substantial demolition of two row buildings, new
construction of thirteen-story apartment building. This case was postponed to a later date.

C O NSE N T C A L E N D A R
O n July 28, the H PR B approved the following items on the consent calendar. A pproved : 5-0.
C A PI T O L H I L L H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
14 8th Street, SE, HPA #11-405, concept/replace existing frame portion of building with three-story rear addition;
façade restoration.
118 3rd 6WUHHW6( 6W0DUN¶V&KXUFK +3$-403, concept/additions to rear and side of sanctuary.
524 8th Street, SE, HPA #11-197, concept/increase height of previously-approved rooftop addition.
307 Constitution Avenue, NE, HPA #11-348, concept/rear addition and porch.
C L E V E L A N D P A R K H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
2729 Ordway Street NW, HPA #11-412, concept/replace garage.
14 T H S T R E E T H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
1309 Q Street, NW, HPA #11-408, concept/three-story rear addition.
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G E O R G E T O W N H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
1665 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, HPA #11=374, concept/two-story rear addition.
1328-1336 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, HPA #11-221, concept/one-story rear additions.
K A L O R A M A T R I A N G L E H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
1849 Mintwood Place NW, HPA #11-346, concept/rear addition; deck.
S H A W H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
1539 9th Street, NW, HPA #11-404, concept/alterations, third floor addition on two story rowhouse.
W ASH I N G T O N H E I G H TS H IST O R I C D IST R I C T
2465 18th Street, NW, HPA #11-321, concept/new storefront, roof and rear addition, window alterations.

_________

Transcripts of Historic Preservation Review Board Meetings may be purchased from the court reporting agency
that covered this hearing ± Olender Reporting, Inc. (202) 898-1108, www.olenderreporting.com, or
info@OlenderReporting.com. Copies of individual staff reports that are prepared in advance of the hearing are
posted on our website at:
http://planning.dc.gov/D C/Planning/H istoric+Preservation/A bout+ H P O + & + H PRB/W ho+ We+ A re/H istoric
+Preservation+Review+Board/Agendas+and+Reports/H istoric+Preservation+Review+Board+ M eeting+an
d+ H earings,+July+28,+2011

EXHIBIT C

Hine Redevelopment

DRAFT ONLY

Hine Redevelopment
[DRAFT] CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT PLAN
Stanton-EastBanc (the Applicant) proposes the following Construction Management Plan
to minimize any impacts from construction on the adjacent communities. The following
is a discussion of construction-related issues and shall be binding on the Applicant, its
subcontractors and any successors and/or assigns of the Applicant.
x

Traffic and Construction Control Plan: All ingress and egress for the site will
be from Construction Entrances on 7th Street, mid-block between Pennsylvania
Ave. and C Street, and Pennsylvania Ave near the intersection of Pennsylvania
Ave. and D Street. Trucks will enter the site at Pennsylvania Ave and D Street
and exit the site at 7th Street mid-block. During heavy trucking or delivery
operations, flagman will be positioned per District Department of Transportation
(DDOT) regulations to direct the flow of construction traffic and to maintain the
public’s safety.

x

Construction Truck Route: Construction truck traffic will travel Pennsylvania
Avenue to the Construction Entrance. Truck traffic leaving the site will travel
from the Construction Site Exit on 7th Street to Pennsylvania Ave eastbound.
Contractor will work with Department of Public Works and DDOT to confirm
that this is an acceptable route for trucks.
Construction Parking: There will be limited parking on-site, limited to the
general contractor and key trade personnel. Construction personnel will be
encouraged to utilize mass transit. There are multiple Metrobus stations within
three blocks of the construction site, and Eastern Market Metro station directly
across Pennsylvania Ave. from the site. Parking by construction personnel in
residential areas adjacent to the site will not be permitted.

Updated: 22 March 2012
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Regular Community Updates: The Applicant will meet with the community
through regularly scheduled ANC meetings on a quarterly basis, in order to listen
to ANC and community concerns related to construction activities, report on
construction progress, and answer questions.

x

Communication: The Applicant shall designate a representative to be the key
contact for interaction with members of the community regarding construction.
The representative will have a local office, fax and voice mail and be accessible
during all business hours. In addition, the Applicant will provide an emergency
point of contact that can be reached 24 hours a day for construction concerns.

x

Site Management: Once construction commences a seven foot (7’) high
construction fence (chain link with privacy fabric or painted plywood) will be
erected to screen construction activities from the public. The construction trailers
and portable toilets will be located behind the construction fence. This will shield
the trailers and portable toilets from the neighborhood and residential areas. A
minimum amount of light will be provided at night. These lights will be sufficient
to provide necessary security and to comply with the federal and local safety
standards. To the extent possible, these temporary lights will be directed away
from the residences on 8th Street and into the site in order to minimize impact to
the surrounding areas.
Cleanliness: The Applicant will require the continuous removal of rubbish and
construction debris during the normal construction and during any other periods
of work. During construction activities there will be a dumpster on-site for the
removal of trash and construction debris. The removal and replacement of the
dumpster will take place during normal working hours Monday through Saturday.
The areas immediately adjacent to the site will be policed by the contractor and
kept clean of any trash or debris resulting from construction activities. The
Contractor shall endeavor to recycle building materials and construction waste where
possible. Reports (generated by the General Contractor’s waste management
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contractor) of the recycled content of trash hauled off site will be made available at
the conclusion of construction to document this effort.

x

Dust Control: The General Contractor will implement a dust-control program to
minimize wind-blown dust or debris. Water trucks will be used on the site as
needed and street cleaning will occur regularly to minimize the impact of dust and
trucking operations on the adjacent roadways and entrances.

x

Work Hours: The normal construction workweek will be Monday through
Friday, 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. The Applicant agrees to start work on Saturday no
earlier than 8:00 AM and to complete work by 4:00 p.m. The applicant will make
good faith efforts to limit work that is likely to disturb residents of the adjacent
neighborhood to weekdays, except where limitations on work during the week
require work on weekends. The applicant will not permit activity on the
Applicant’s property that requires the movement of heavy vehicle traffic, which
generates sound levels in excess of sixty decibels (60 db) prior to the hours
specified above. Construction workers will be allowed to enter the site prior to
the construction hours, but will not be allowed to start work that will exceed the
District of Columbia’s noise requirements.

x

Contractors: The Applicant will enforce contractor compliance with all rules and
regulations described herein: such conditions will be included in any general and
sub-contractor contracts.

x

Pre-Construction Survey of Adjacent Structures: The Applicant will select
and hire an independent testing and inspection firm to conduct a thorough preconstruction survey of adjacent properties to the construction site in order to
document pre-construction condition of existing structures and to monitor
conditions as issues are raised by adjacent property owners and managers. A
copy of this report will be provided to the owner of the adjacent properties.
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Monitoring Activities: The Applicant will monitor construction dewatering
during excavation of the below-grade levels and the installation of building
foundations and below-grade walls. In addition, the Applicant will monitor
vibrations during installation of the excavation support system to confirm that
potentially damaging vibrations do not extend into any adjacent structures.
Seismographs will be placed in accordance with the support of excavation design,
per the direction of the engineer-of-record.

x

Environmental Monitoring: In addition to complying with all required
environmental rules and regulations, the Applicant's environmental consultants
will provide on-site screen of excavated soils during excavation activities.
Furthermore, the Applicant's environmental consultants will monitor air
conditions in the work area and vicinity during excavation activities.

x

Foundation Piles: All piles will be installed per the support of excavation design.
Piles will be primarily drilled rather than hammered or vibrated during the
construction process. Notice of any hammered or vibrated piles will be posted to
the adjacent neighbors if piles cannot be augered.

x

Alley Construction Logistics: The east-west alley north of C Street will be
maintained open during general construction, however the alley will be closed
during utility and paving work per the approved plans. The site fence will be
located at the property line in order to maintain the public alley access. The
Applicant’s General Contractor will provide notice to the affected properties prior
to any activities that will require its temporary closing in order to mitigate
disruption to their buildings, residents or tenants.

x

Crane Swing: The applicant intends to erect tower cranes on the site for
construction of the project. The location of the cranes will be determined after the
project design is finalized. All reasonable measures will be taken to avoid crane
overswing outside of site boundaries.
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Vector Control: The Applicant will ensure that the contractor implements and
monitors a Vector Control (rodent abatement) Program throughout the
construction process.

x

Insurance: The applicant, its agent(s) or its contractor(s), shall procure, or cause
to be procured, and maintain, at its own cost, commercial general liability
insurance in amounts, and under conditions as required in the LDDA between the
District and the Applicant.

x

The Applicant will include provisions in its contract with a General Contractor
that require them to cure any violation under this Agreement within 72 hours.
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EXHIBIT F

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Jamie Henson
Bryon White
Kirsten Oldenburg

FROM:

Samantha Williams
Nicole White, P.E., PTOE

DATE:

March 23, 2012

SUBJECT:

Hine Redevelopment Transportation Impact Study (TIS) Submittal

District Department of Transportation
District Department of Transportation
ANC Transportation Subcommittee

INTRODUCTION
Enclosed with this memorandum is the revised March 23, 2012 Hine School Redevelopment
Transportation Impact Study (TIS). The revised TIS is an update to the previous February 6, 2012
TIS. The TIS was updated to incorporate some of the comments received from the Advisory
Neighborhood Commission (ANC) Transportation Subcommittee Working Group and based on
comments obtained from District Department of Transportation (DDOT) on the previous November
23, 2011 Phase I: Initial Evaluation (TIS scoping document).
The revised March 23, 2012 TIS has been updated to include the following primary changes
(compared to the previous February 6, 2012 TIS):

•

Loading Management Plan - The Loading Management Plan (LMP) was enhanced to
provide a more descriptive explanation of truck ingress and egress to and from the
Hine Site. The LMP was also modified to indicate residential move-ins would be
prohibited on weekends. Additionally, the on-street loading plan was modified to
provide larger commercial loading zones on 7th and C Streets.

•

Updated Bus Stop Map – The revised map includes the existing bus stop located midblock on eastbound Pennsylvania Avenue.

•

Modified Alley Management Schematic- Per comments obtained from the
Transportation Subcommittee the alley management plan has been modified to show
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one-way access for trucks approaching from 8th Street only instead of 7th Street only
(previously proposed in the February TIS). NOTE: Currently trucks approach the
alley from both 7th and 8th Streets.
•

Pedestrian counts and description of pedestrian generators – Peak hour pedestrian
counts have been included.

•

Directional Distribution Percentages – Figures 14, 15 and 16 were added to
illustrate the distribution of Hine traffic approaching the site. The directional
distribution will vary by land use.

•

Background Conditions Assumptions - Acknowledgement of plans for 325 7 th
Street, S.E and 327 7th Street, S.E. to construct an office addition to several
contiguous buildings. The BZA approved the project in July 2007 and extended the
order in July 2009. This project is currently under construction.

•

Below Grade Retail Assessment – The March TIS includes a summary of vehicle
trip generation and loading impacts associated with each of the below-grade retail
uses/ tenant types.

The Hine School development team will continue to address community concerns and DDOT
comments throughout the development process. Additional comments will be addressed in the Final
TIS which will be submitted 45 days prior to the Zoning Commission Hearing (tentatively expected
in June 2012). The Final TIS will include the following information:

•

Updated Traffic Analysis – Traffic analysis will be updated to reflect the final
development program (including traffic associated with the below grade retail
space).

•

Background Conditions Assumptions – The TIS will provide additional information
to outline key assumptions for Background Conditions. In addition, the regional
growth rate used to project Future Background Conditions will be confirmed. The
February TIS assumed a 2% rate but this rate is expected to be too high for the area
given the expected reduction in traffic associated with the completion of the 11 th
Street Bridges project. The TIS will also access impacts, if any, associated with the
planned office additions at 325 7 th Street, S.E and 327 7 th Street, S.E.
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•

Site Traffic – The TIS will include daily Hine site traffic (in addition to peak hour
traffic provided in previous iteration of the report). Also the TIS will include a
figure to illustrate new site-related trips at each intersection.

•

Bicycle counts – Bicycle count data will be provided to reflect peak bicycle activity
between April and October.

•

Expanded Safety Analysis – Crash data (to be provided by DDOT) will be included
to indicate the number of accidents per location. Also specific measures will be
outlined to address the concern for pedestrian/vehicular conflicts at the parking
garage and the loading dock driveway.

•

Heavy Vehicle counts – Trucks counts will be conducted along 7th Street to
determine the percentage of heavy vehicle traffic using the roadway during the peak
hours. The data collected will be included in revised traffic analysis.

•

Expanded Study Area – A qualitative traffic analysis of the 9 th and C Street
intersection will be included.

•

Additional Alley Observations – Additional alley observations will be conducted on a
Monday which is understood to be a higher day of loading and trash activity.

•

Post-Construction corrective measures – The TIS will include a specific commitment
for post-construction corrective measures and/or performance monitoring.
Sufficiency of accessible parking will be examined.
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INTRODUCTION
%
Purpose of Study

%
4*$%6-..-J"#)%'$2-'/%"<%5%4'5#<2-'/5/"-#%7325,/%+/89:%c47+d%2'$25'$9%6-'%/*$%9$1$.-23$#/%
-6% /*$% 6-'3$'% !"#$% &'(% !")*% +,*--.% c*$'$"#% !"#$% +,*--.% <"/$d% "#% +-8/*$5</=% ;5<*"#)/-#=%
0(>(%%V")8'$%C%"..8</'5/$<%/*$%<"/$%.-,5/"-#(%%
%
4*$% +/5#/-#XQ5</K5#,% /$53% "<% 2.5##"#)% 5% 3"P$9X8<$% 9$1$.-23$#/% 5/% /*$% !"#$% +,*--.% <"/$(%%
4*$% H'-2$'/:% "<% O-8#9$9% O:% H$##<:.15#"5% I1$#8$=% +(Q(% 5#9% 5% <35..% 2-'/"-#% -6% 0% +/'$$/=%
+(Q(%/-%/*$%<-8/*=%5#%$5</XJ$</%28O.",%5..$:%.-,5/$9%5/%/*$%<-8/*$'#%$#9%-6%+e85'$%TBB%/-%/*$%
#-'/*=%W/*%+/'$$/=%+(Q(%/-%/*$%J$</%5#9%R/*%+/'$$/=%+(Q(%/-%/*$%$5</(%
%
4*$% 522.",5#/% 2'-2-<$<% /-% 9$1$.-2% /*$% 2'-2$'/:% J"/*% /J-% O8".9"#)<% c5% #-'/*% 5#9% 5% <-8/*%
O8".9"#)d%/*5/%J"..%,-#/5"#%5%3"P%-6%8<$<%"#,.89"#)%/*$%6-..-J"#)C`%
%
x CNR%'$<"9$#/"5.%8#"/<%%
x C]@=AWA%<e85'$%6$$/%-6%-66",$%<25,$%
x AT=NAU%<e85'$X6$$/%-6%)'-8#9%6.--'%'$/5".%
x @@=CAA% <e85'$% 6$$/% -6% O$.-JX)'59$% '$/5".% cJ"/*% CU=WAN% <e85'$% 6$$/% "#% /*$% +-8/*%
K8".9"#)%5#9%%W=ATR%<e85'$%6$$/%'$/5".%"#%/*$%D-'/*%K8".9"#)d%%%
%
4*$%9$1$.-23$#/%J"..%2'-1"9$%522'-P"35/$.:%A@B%O$.-J%)'59$%25'S"#)%<25,$<(%4*$%2'-^$,/%
J"..% 5.<-% "#,.89$% 5% #83O$'% -6% /'5#<2-'/5/"-#% "32'-1$3$#/<% <8,*% 5<% '$X"#/'-98,"#)% /*$%
,8''$#/.:%,.-<$9%<$,/"-#%-6%>%+/'$$/%cO$/J$$#%W/*%+/'$$/%5#9%R/*%+/'$$/d=%"32'-1$9%2$9$</'"5#%
$#1"'-#3$#/% J"/*% </'$$/<,52$% 5#9% 28O.",% 2.5a5% 5'$5% 5#9% O",:,.$% 25'S"#)% 5<% *")*.")*/$9% "#%
/*$% 4'5#<2-'/5/"-#% 732'-1$3$#/% <$,/"-#% -6% /*"<% '$2-'/(% % 4*$% 2'-^$,/% "<% 2.5##$9% /-% O$%
,-32.$/$%O:%U/*%e85'/$'%-6%@BCN(%%
%
%
4*$% 28'2-<$% -6% /*"<% /'566",% </89:% "<% /-% $15.85/$% /*$% /'5#<2-'/5/"-#% 5#9% /'566",% "325,/<%
5<<-,"5/$9%J"/*%/*$%9$1$.-23$#/%-6%/*$%!")*%+,*--.%<"/$(%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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J*",*%"#,.89$9%AR=]BU%<e85'$%6$$/%-6%'$/5".=%CNN=WTA%<e85'$%6$$/%-6%-66",$%<25,$=%5#9%CNR%'$<"9$#/"5.%8#"/<(%%4*$%V"#5.%
47+=% J*",*% J"..% O$% <8O3"//$9% 5% 3"#"383% -6% UN% 95:<% O$6-'$% /*$% f-#"#)% >-33"<<"-#% !$5'"#)=% J"..% O$% 8295/$9% /-%
'$6.$,/%/*$%3-</%,8''$#/%9$1$.-23$#/%2'-)'53(%%
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Figure 1: +"/$%Y-,5/"-#%
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Agency Scoping

4*"<% </89:% "<% "#% 5,,-'95#,$% J"/*% /*$% 0"</'",/% 0$25'/3$#/% -6% 4'5#<2-'/5/"-#% c00F4d% 47+%
M8"9$."#$<(% 4*$% <,-2$=% "#,.89"#)% </89:% 5'$5% ."3"/<% 5#9% '$e8"'$9% '$2-'/% <$,/"-#<=% J$'$%
,--'9"#5/$9%J"/*%/*$%5)$#,:%5/%/*$%6-..-J"#)%3$$/"#)<`%
%
x 0$,$3O$'%CA=%@BCB%% %
0$1$.-23$#/%F1$'1"$J%?$$/"#)%%
x
x

&5#85':%CT=%@BCC% %
+$2/$3O$'%@B=%@BCC% %

4J-XH*5<$%+8O3"//5.%M8"9$."#$<%E$1"$J%?$$/"#)%%
H'$."3"#5':%f-#"#)%E$1"$J%?$$/"#)%cHfE?d%

%
4*$% 522.",5#/% 5.<-% 25'/","25/$9% "#% /J-% 3$$/"#)<% J"/*% /*$% F66",$% -6% H.5##"#)% cFHd% J*$'$%
00F4%J5<%"#%5//$#95#,$(%%%
%
4*$% H*5<$% 7% 7#"/"5.% Q15.85/"-#=% 6-'35.% % <,-2"#)% 9-,83$#/=% J5<% <8O3"//$9% /-% /*$% 0"</'",/%
0$25'/3$#/%-6%4'5#<2-'/5/"-#%c00F4d%-#%D-1$3O$'%@C=%@BCC%5#9%J5<%"#,.89$9%5<%25'/%-6%
/*$% D-1$3O$'% HG0% <8O3"<<"-#(% 4*$% 522.",5#/% *5<% '$,$"1$9% 6$$9O5,S% -#% /*$% H*5<$% 7%
Q15.85/"-#%5#9%*5<%"#,-'2-'5/$9%<-3$%,-33$#/<%"#%/*"<%'$1"<$9%47+(%%I99"/"-#5.%,-33$#/<%
J"..%O$%"#,-'2-'5/$9%"#/-%/*$%V"#5.%UNX95:%<8O3"//5.(%%%
%
Community Scoping

+$1$'5.% ,-338#"/:% 3$$/"#)<% J$'$% *$.9% $5'.:% -#% "#% /*$% 2'-,$<<% /-% 2'-1"9$% /*$% 28O.",% J"/*%
5#% -22-'/8#"/:% /-% )"1$% 2'$."3"#5':% 6$$9O5,S% /-% /*$% ,-#<8./5#/% /$53(% % 4*$% 6-..-J"#)%
additional scope items%J$'$%"#,.89$9%/-%/*$%/'5#<2-'/5/"-#%</89:%5<%5%'$<8./%-6%,-338#"/:%
$#)5)$3$#/`%%
%
x QP25#9$9%/'5#<2-'/5/"-#%</89:%5'$5%/-%5#5.:a$%/*'$$%"#/$'<$,/"-#<%-#%]/*%+/'$$/%
x QP25#9$9%J$$S$#9%25'S"#)%</89:%5'$5%
x I99"/"-#5.%J$$S$#9%/'566",%,-8#/<%%
x R/*%+/'$$/%!$51:%[$*",.$%,-8#/%%
+-3$% ,-33$#/<% '$,$"1$9% -#% /*$% V$O'85':% ]/*% 47+% *51$% O$$#% "#,-'2-'5/$9% "#/-% /*"<%
9-,83$#/(%%F/*$'%,-338#"/:%,-33$#/<%J"..%O$%599'$<<$9%"#%/*$%<8O<$e8$#/%1$'<"-#%-6%/*"<%
9-,83$#/%/-%O$%<8O3"//$9%UN%95:%'$2-'/%2'"-'%/-%/*$%f-#"#)%>-33"<<"-#%!$5'"#)(%%
TIS Overview

4*"<%</89:%"#,.89$<%5%,-32'$*$#<"1$%5<<$<<3$#/%-6%/'5#<2-'/5/"-#%"325,/<%5<<-,"5/$9%J"/*%
/*$%'$9$1$.-23$#/%-6%/*$%!"#$%+,*--.%<"/$(%%I%9$<,'"2/"-#%-6%<-3$%-6%/*$%<$,/"-#<%2'$<$#/$9%
"#%/*"<%47+%"<%5<%6-..-J<`%%
%
x
Transportation Network% X% 7#,.89$<% 5#% -1$'1"$J% -6% $P"</"#)% '-59J5:=% /'5#<"/=%
2$9$</'"5#=%O",:,.$%5#9%25'S"#)%65,"."/"$<%J"/*"#%/*$%</89:%5'$5%O-8#95'"$<(%%%
%
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Existing Traffic Conditions% g% F8/."#$<% 6"$.9% -O<$'15/"-#<% 5#9% <8335'"a$<% 95/5%
,-..$,/$9% 5/% /*$% '-59J5:% </89:% 5'$5% "#/$'<$,/"-#<(% H'-1"9$<% 5#% -1$'1"$J% -6% /:2$% -6%
/'566",%5#5.:<$<%,-#98,/$9%5#9%$P"</"#)%/'566",%5#5.:<"<%'$<8./<(%%%
%
Future Background Conditions% X% H'-1"9$<% 5% <8335':% -6% 2.5##$9% 38./"X3-95.%
/'5#<"/=% O",:,.$% 5#9% '-59J5:% "32'-1$3$#/<(% % +8335'"a$<% 68/8'$% O5,S)'-8#9% /'566",%
,-#9"/"-#<%$P,.89"#)%/*$%2'-2-<$9%!"#$%+,*--.%<"/$%9$1$.-23$#/(%%
Site Development and Impacts - 7#,.89$<% 5#% -1$'1"$J% -6% /*$% 2'-2-<$9% <"/$%
9$1$.-23$#/%5#9%<"/$%5,,$<<%5#9%,"',8.5/"-#(%+8335'"a$<%<"/$%"325,/<%-#%1$*",8.5'%5#9%
2$9$</'"5#%,"',8.5/"-#%5#9%25'S"#)(%

x

Future Traffic Conditionsg+8335'"a$<% 2'-^$,/$9% <"/$% /'"2% )$#$'5/"-#=% 68/8'$%
,525,"/:%5#5.:<"<%5#9%-2$'5/"#)%,-#9"/"-#<(%%

x

Loading Management Plan% g% 7#,.89$<% 5% 9$<,'"2/"-#% -6% 9$."1$':% 1$*",.$% 5,,$<<% 5#9%
35#5)$3$#/% 5#9% "#,.89$<% 3$5<8'$<% 6-'% 35#5)"#)% /'5<*% 2",SX82=% 9$."1$'"$<% 5#9% -/*$'%
.-59"#)%5,/"1"/"$<(

x

Transportation Demand Managementg%7#,.89$<%5%."</%-6%</'5/$)"$<%5#9%3$5<8'$<%/*$%
522.",5#/% J"..% $32.-:% /-% '$98,$% 1$*",8.5'% 5#9% 25'S"#)% 9$35#9% 5#9% $#,-8'5)$% 8<$% -6%
38./"X3-95.%/'51$.%3-9$<%%
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BACKGROUND
%
Neighborhood Context

%
4*$% !"#$% +,*--.% <"/$% "<% .-,5/$9% "#% >52"/-.% !"..% "#% /*$% 0"</'",/h<% ;5'9% ](% % >52"/-.% !"..% "<%
)$#$'5..:% O-8#9$9% O:% /*$% !% +/'$$/% >-''"9-'% /-% /*$% #-'/*=% ;5<*"#)/-#% D51:% Z5'9% /-% /*$%
<-8/*=%/*$%I#5,-</"5%E"1$'%/-%/*$%$5</%5#9%/*$%,$#/'5.%O8<"#$<<%9"</'",/%/-%/*$%J$</(%%>52"/-.%
!"..% "<% *-3$% /-% /*$% G#"/$9% +/5/$<% >52"/-.=% +$#5/$% 5#9% !-8<$% -66",$% O8".9"#)% 5#9% *"</-'",%
'$<"9$#/"5.%,-338#"/"$<(%
%
733$9"5/$.:%#-'/*XJ$</%-6%/*$%!"#$%+,*--.%<"/$%"<%/*$%Q5</$'#%?5'S$/(%4*$%Q5</$'#%?5'S$/%
"<%5%>52"/-.%!"..%5//'5,/"-#%-66$'"#)%<$1$'5.%1$#8$<%,-#/5"#"#)%$#/$'/5"#3$#/=%6--9=%5#/"e8$<%
5#9% 5'/<% 5#9% ,'56/<(% 4*$% 1$#8$<% "#,.89$% /*$% 7#9--'% +-8/*% !5..% ?5'S$/% 5#9% /*$% ;$$S$#9%
-8/9--'% 35'S$/% 5#9% ;$$S$#9% V5'3$'<h% Y"#$(% % 4*$% "#9--'% +-8/*% ?5'S$/% "#,.89$<% CU%
2$'35#$#/% 1$#9-'<% -2$'5/"#)% 48$<95:% /*'-8)*% +8#95:(% % 4*$% ;$$S$#9% ?5'S$/% 5#9%
V5'3$'<h% Y"#$@% "#,.89$<% 522'-P"35/$.:% CBB% $P*"O"/-'<% 5#9% 1$#9-'<% J*",*% 5'$% <"/85/$9% "#%
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Figure 4: K8<%+/-2<
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Pedestrian Conditions

%
+"9$J5.S<% 5#9% ,'-<<J5.S<% 2'-1"9$% 5,,$<<% /-% /*$% !"#$% +,*--.% <"/$(% I% <8335':% -6%
-O<$'15/"-#<%5'$%5<%6-..-J<`%%
%
x +"9$J5.S<% 5'$% 2'-1"9$9% 5.-#)% 5..% '-59J5:<% J"/*"#% /*$% </89:% 5'$5(% % I22'-P"35/$%
<"9$J5.S%J"9/*<%5.-#)%<-3$%-6%/*$%'-59J5:<%"<%5<%6-..-J<`%
%
o W/*%+/'$$/`%TX6$$/%J"9$%"#,.89"#)%N%6--/%/'$$%O-PT%
o R/*%+/'$$/`%CCX6$$/%J"9$%"#,.89"#)%N%6--/%/'$$%O-P%
o 0%+/'$$/`%RX6$$/%J"9$%"#,.89"#)%A%6--/%/'$$%O-P%
o H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$`%CRX6$$/%J"9$%"#,.89"#)%N%6--/%/'$$%O-P%%
%
x ?5'S$9%,'-<<J5.S<%5'$%2'-1"9$9%5/%5..%/*$%</89:%5'$5%"#/$'<$,/"-#<(%%+-3$%.-,5/"-#<%
2'-1"9$% *")*% 1"<"O"."/:% ,'-<<J5.S<% <8,*% 5<% /*$% R/*% +/'$$/=% +Q_% >% +/'$$/=% +Q%
"#/$'<$,/"-#%5#9%5.-#)%7#9$2$#9$#,$%I1$#8$=%+Q%5/%W/*%+/'$$/=%+Q(%%
%
x H$9$</'"5#% )$#$'5/-'<% J"/*"#% ,.-<$% 2'-P"3"/:% /-% /*$% !"#$% +,*--.% <"/$% "#,.89$% /*$%
Q5</$'#% ?5'S$/% ?$/'-'5".% +/5/"-#=% Q5</$'#% ?5'S$/=% 0>h<% V.$5% ?5'S$/% c-2$'5/$9%
J"/*"#% !"#$% +,*--.% 2'-2$'/:% -#% J$$S$#9<d=% W/*% +/'$$/% <*-2<% 5#9% K5''5,S<% E-J%
,-33$',"5.%5'$5%-#%R/*%+/'$$/(%%
%
x 4*$% .5')$% 3$9"5#% 5.-#)% H$##<:.15#"5% I1$#8$=% +Q% <$'1$<% 5<% '$68)$% O$/J$$#% /*$%
2$9$</'"5#% 5#9% 3-/-'"</(% % 7/% "<% *-J$1$'% #-/$9=% 2$9$</'"5#<% J$'$% -O<$'1$9% ,'-<<"#)%
H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$%c3"9XO.-,S%O$/J$$#%W/*%+/'$$/%5#9%R/*%+/'$$/d%"#</$59%-6%J"/*"#%
/*$%9$<")#5/$9%,'-<<J5.S(%%4*$%3"9XO.-,S%,'-<<"#)%"<%/*$%3-</%9"'$,/%'-8/$%6-'%<-3$%
2$9$</'"5#<(%%
%
x H$9$</'"5#% ,-8#/<% J$'$% ,-#98,/$9% 5/% 5..% CU% </89:% 5'$5% "#/$'<$,/"-#<% 98'"#)% /*$%
J$$S95:%I?%5#9%H?%2$5S%*-8'<(%%;$$S$#9%2$9$</'"5#%,-8#/<%J$'$%5.<-%,-#98,/$9%
5/%/*$%9$<")#5/$9%J$$S$#9%"#/$'<$,/"-#<(%%I%<8335':%-6%2$5S%*-8'%2$9$</'"5#%,-8#/<%
<8''-8#9"#)%/*$%!"#$%+,*--.%<"/$%"<%5<%6-..-J<`%
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o ;$$S95:%%
 W/*%+/'$$/%c5/%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$d%%g%UW]%I?%5#9%ATC%H?%%
 R/*%+/'$$/%c5/%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$d%g%URN%I?%5#9%UAT%H?%%
 H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$%c%5/%R/*%+/'$$/d%g%A]R%I?%5#9%@NN%H?%%
 >%+/'$$/%c%5/%W/*%+/'$$/d%g%CC]%I?%5#9%@BN%H?%%
%
o ;$$S$#9%
 W/*%+/'$$/%c5/%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$d%%X%ANN]%
 R/*%+/'$$/%c5/%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$d%%X%RUR%
 H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$%c%5/%R/*%+/'$$/d%X%C@UR%
 >%+/'$$/%c%5/%R/*%+/'$$/d%X%NTA%
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Bicycle Facilities Inventory
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4*$% 6-..-J"#)% 9$<")#5/$9% O",:,.$% 65,"."/"$<% 5'$% .-,5/$9% J"/*"#% ,.-<$% 2'-P"3"/:% /-% /*$% !"#$%
+,*--.%<"/$`%
%
x K"S$% Y5#$<% -#% U/*=]/*=% CC/*=% CU/*% 5#9% CN/*% +/'$$/<=% +Q=% D-'/*% >5'-."#5% I1$#8$=% +Q=%
Q5</%>52"/-.%+/'$$/=%+Q%5#9%?5<<5,*8<$//<%I1$#8$=%+Q%
x +")#$9%K"S$%E-8/$%-#%CC/*%+/'$$/=%+Q%%c+-8/*%-6%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$d%%%
x I#5,-</"5%E"1$'J5.S%/'5".%%
%
V")8'$%N%"..8</'5/$<%/*$%5O-1$%."</$9%O",:,.$%65,"."/"$<(%%
%
F#% '-59J5:<% J"/*-8/% 9$<")#5/$9% O",:,.$% 65,"."/"$<=% O",:,."</<% 5'$% $P2$,/$9% /-% $"/*$'% 8/"."a$%
/*$%<"9$J5.S%-'%/*$%1$*",8.5'%/'51$.%.5#$<=%5<%/:2",5..:%-O<$'1$9%/*'-8)*-8/%5'$5<%J"/*"#%/*$%
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#$5'% /*$% ,-'#$'% -6% D-'/*% >5'-."#5% I1$#8$% 5#9% W/*% +/'$$/=% +Q(% % >52"/5.% K"S$<*5'$% *5<% /J-%
$P"</"#)% Q5</$'#% ?5'S$/% O"S$% </5/"-#<=% -#$% 5.-#)% H$##<:.15#"5% I1$#8$=% +Q% #$5'% /*$%
$#/'5#,$%/-%/*$%Q5</$'#%?5'S$/%?$/'-'5".%+/5/"-#%5#9%-#$%5.-#)%D-'/*%>5'-."#5%I1$#8$=%+Q%
5/%W/*%+/'$$/=%+Q(%%Q5,*%</5/"-#%</-'$<%6"6/$$#%O"S$<(%%>52"/5.%K"S$<*5'$%.-,5/"-#<%5'$%<*-J#%
"#%V")8'$%N(%
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!"#$%+,*--.%<"/$%5<%2--'%-#%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$=%+Q(%%4'566",%,-#9"/"-#<%6-'%O",:,."#)%-#%
R/*%+/'$$/=%+Q%5#9%-#%7#9$2$#9$#,$%I1$#8$=%+Q%5'$%'5/$9%5<%65"'(%%
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4*$'$% 5'$% /*'$$% ,5'X<*5'"#)% </5/"-#<% J"/*"#% ,.-<$% 2'-P"3"/:% /-% /*$% !"#$% +,*--.% <"/$(% Q5,*%
.-,5/"-#%5#9%#83O$'%-6%,5'<%2'-1"9$9%"<%<8335'"a$9%O$.-J(%%
%
x CC/*%5#9%>%+/'$$/=%+Q%c%C%,5'd%%
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Figure 5: K",:,.$%V5,"."/"$<
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Hine Existing Parking

%
4*$'$% 5'$% /J-% <8'65,$% 25'S"#)% .-/<% J"/*"#% /*$% !"#$% +,*--.% 2'-2$'/:% O-8#95'"$<(% % 4*$% 6"'</%
.-/% 2'-1"9$<% 522'-P"35/$.:% AB% 2$'3"/% 25'S"#)% <25,$<% J*",*% 5'$% ,8''$#/.:% 8<$9% -#%
;$$S95:<% O:% /*$% >-338#"/:% I,/"-#% M'-82% c>IMd% 5#9% /*$% ?5:-'h<% 0$25'/3$#/% -6%
Q#1"'-#3$#/(% +"#,$% O-/*% /*$% >IM% 5#9% /*$% ?5:-'h<% 0$25'/3$#/% -6% Q#1"'-#3$#/% J"..% #-%
.-#)$'% 8<$% /*$% !"#$% +,*--.% <"/$% $P"</"#)% ;$$S95:% 25'S"#)% 9$35#9% c5<<-,"5/$9% J"/*% >IM%
5#9% /*$% ?5:-'h<% 0$25'/3$#/% -6% Q#1"'-#3$#/d% J"..% O$% '$.-,5/$9% /-% 5#% 5./$'#5/$% <"/$(% 4*$%
<$,-#9%5#9%.5')$'%<8'65,$%.-/%-6%/*$%/J-%*-.9<%522'-P"35/$.:%]U%25'S"#)%<25,$<(%%08'"#)%/*$%
;$$S95:% /*"<% 25'S"#)% .-/% 2'-1"9$<% /$32-'5':% -1$'6.-J% 25'S"#)% 6-'% /*$% .-,5.% ,-338#"/:%
5#9% Q5</$'#% ?5'S$/=% 5#9% -#% ;$$S$#9<% *-8<$<% /*$% V.$5% ?5'S$/(% % QP"</"#)% ;$$S95:%
-O<$'15/"-#<% -6% /*"<% <8'65,$% 25'S"#)% .-/% "#9",5/$9% AC% -6% /*$% ]U% 25'S"#)% <25,$<% c-'% UR%
2$',$#/d% J$'$% -,,82"$9% 5/% @`AB% H?(% % I/% ]`AB% H?=% /*$'$% J$'$% C@% 1$*",.$<% 25'S"#)% "#% /*$%
25'S"#)%.-/(%%;$$S95:%,-338#"/:%8<$%-6%/*$%25'S"#)%.-/%J"..%5.<-%O$%9"<2.5,$9(%
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On-Street Parking
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H5'S"#)% <8'1$:<% J$'$% ,-#98,/$9% /-% 9$/$'3"#$% -#X</'$$/% "#1$#/-':=% -,,825#,:=% 25'S"#)%
'$</'",/"-#<% 5#9% 25'S"#)% ,-#/'-.% J"/*"#% /*$% !"#$% 25'S"#)% </89:% 5'$5(% E-59J5:<% J*$'$%
,8'O<"9$% 25'S"#)% ,-8.9% 2-/$#/"5..:% O$% "325,/$9% O:% /*$% <"/$% 9$<")#% -'% O:% <"/$% /'"2<% J$'$%
"#,.89$9% "#% /*$% 25'S"#)% <8'1$:% 5'$5% c<*-J#% "#% V")8'$% ]d(% % I99"/"-#5..:=% 2$'% ,-338#"/:%
'$e8$</<=% /*$% 25'S"#)% <8'1$:% 5'$5% J5<% $P/$#9$9% #-'/*CB% /-% I% +/'$$/=% +Q% /-% 8#9$'</5#9%
J$$S$#9%25'S"#)%9$35#9%-#%#$")*O-'*--9%</'$$/<%5<<-,"5/$9%J"/*%/*$%Q5</$'#%?5'S$/%5#9%
/*$%V.$5%?5'S$/(%%%
%
;$$S95:% 25'S"#)% -,,825#,:% <8'1$:<% J$'$% ,-#98,/$9% "#% .5/$% &5#85':% @BCC% -#% 5% J$$S95:%
c48$<95:% /*'-8)*% 4*8'<95:d% 98'"#)% /*$% 56/$'#--#% 2$5S% c@`ABH?% /-% A`AB% H?d% 5#9% 98'"#)%
/*$% $1$#"#)% 2$5S% c]`AB% H?% /-% W`AB% H?d(% % ;$$S$#9% 25'S"#)% <8'1$:<% J$'$% ,-#98,/$9% -#% 5%
+5/8'95:% 6'-3% C@% H?% /-% @% H?(% I% <8335':% -6% 25'S"#)% <822.:% 5#9% ,-#/'-.% "<% 2'-1"9$9% "#%
45O.$%@(%%45O.$%A%<8335'"a$<%-,,825#,:%5#9%-O<$'1$9%9$35#9%6-'%$5,*%<8'1$:%2$'"-9(%%
%
F#X</'$$/% 25'S"#)% #$5'% /*$% !"#$% +,*--.% <"/$% <$'1",$<% '$/5".% 5#9% ,-33$',"5.% 8<$<% 5#9%
#$")*O-'"#)%'$<"9$#/<%5#9%1"<"/-'<(%%I9^5,$#/%/-%/*$%2'-2$'/:=%/*$'$%5'$%CN%3$/$'$9%25'S"#)%
<25,$<%5.-#)%/*$%$5</<"9$%-6%W/*% +/'$$/=% +Q=% CN% 3$/$'$9% 25'S"#)%<25,$<%5.-#)%/*$%J$</X<"9$%
-6% R/*+/'$$/=% +Q% 5#9% @% 8#X3$/$'$9% 25'S"#)% <25,$<% 5.-#)% 0% +/'$$/=% +Q% c<-8/*$'#% O-'9$'% -6%
<"/$% O$/J$$#% R/*% +/'$$/=% +Q% 5#9% H$##<:.15#"5% I1$#8$=% +Qd(% % >8'O% 25'S"#)% "<% 2'-*"O"/$9%
5.-#)%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$=%+Q%5.-#)%/*$%6'-#/5)$%-6%/*$%2'-2$'/:(%%
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TABLE 2: Parking Supply and Control
Street
]/*%+/=%+Q%%c0A%+/%/-%I%+/d%
W/*%+/=%+Q%%c0@%+/%/-%I%+/dC@%
R/*%+/=%+Q%%c0@%+/%/-%I%+/d%
T/*%+/=%+Q%%cH$##<:.15#"5%I1$%/-%I%+/d%%
I%+/'$$/%c%]/*%+/%/-%T/*%+/d%
>%+/=%+Q%c%]/*%+/%/-%W/*%+/d%k%c%R/*%+/%/-%T/*%+/d%%
0C%+/=%+Q%%
0@%+/=%+Q%
0A%+/=%+Q%%
7#9$2$#9$#,$%I1$=%+Q%%%c]/*%+/%/-%T/*%+/d%%
D-'/*%>5'-."#5%I1$=%+Q%%c%]/*%+/%/-%R /*%+/d%%

Supply11
TU%
CB@%
RN%
CCA%
CBC%
NW%
@@%
@U%
NB%
WT%
CBU%

H$##<:.15#"5%I1$=%+Q%%c%]/*%+/%/-%T/*%+/d%

U]%

Total

877

Parking Control
EHH%
?$/$'$9j%H5:%/-%25'Sj%EHH
EHHj%?$/$'$9%
EHH%
EHH%
EHH%%
+")#$9j%E$<"9$#/"5.%
H5:%/-%H5'S%
EHH%
EHH%
EHH%
?$/$'$9j%%
H5:%/-%H5'S%%

D 1 one-way westbound section north of Pennsylvania Avenue between 9 th Street and 8 th Street then 8 th
to Pennsylvania Avenue
D 2 one-way eastbound section south of Pennsylvania Avenue between 7 th Street and 8 th Street then 8 th
to Pennsylvania Avenue
D 3 two-way section south of Pennsylvania Avenue between 6th Street and 7th Street
RPP- Residential Permit Parking – Per DC DMV guidelines, a Residential Parking Permit allows
registered vehicle, or a vehicle with reciprocity, to be parked without restriction in the permit area
residential address. RPP restricted streets allow for general parking for no more than two hours.

Street
Street

a DC
of the

I<% <*-J#% "#% 45O.$% @=% /*$'$% 5'$% 5/% /-/5.% -6% RWW% 25'S"#)% <25,$<% J"/*"#% /*$% </89:% 5'$5% -#% 5%
;$$S95:(%%4*"<%25'S"#)%<822.:%"<%'$98,$9%cO:%UC%<25,$<d%-#%/*$%;$$S$#9<%<"#,$%W/*%+/'$$/%
"<% ,.-<$9% cO$/J$$#% >% +/'$$/% 5#9% D-'/*% >5'-."#5% I1$#8$d% 98'"#)% /*$% V.$5% ?5'S$/% *-8'<% -6%
-2$'5/"-#%cCB`BB%I?%/-%N`BB%H?d(%
7/% "<% #-/$9% /*$% .-,5.% ,-338#"/:% "<% ,--'9"#5/"#)% J"/*% 00F4% /-% $P/$#9% $P"</"#)% '$<"9$#/"5.%
2$'3"/%25'S"#)%*-8'<(%%
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TABLE 3: Existing On-Street Parking Supply and Demand
Street

Weekend

Weekday
I6/$'#--#%%

] %+/=%+Q%%%
W /*%+/=%+Q%%%
R /*%+/=%+Q%%%
T /*%+/=%+Q%%%%
I%+/=%+Q%
>%+/=%+Q%%
0C %+/=%+Q%%%
0@ %+/=%+Q%%
0A %+/=%+Q%%
7#9$2$#9$#,$%
I1$=%+Q%%%%
D-'/*%
>5'-."#5%I1$=%
+Q%%%
H$##<:.15#"5%
I1$=%+Q%%%

Total

+5/8'95:%C`BB%H?%

F,,82"$9%

l%

F,,82"$9%

l%

+25,$<%

F,,82"$9%

+25,$<%

F,,82"$9%

TU%
CB@%
RN%
CCA%
CBC%
NW%
@@%
@U%
NB%

WW%
WR%
WB%
CBB%
]T%
NN%
@@%
@B%
UB%

R@l%
W]l%
R@l%
RRl%
]Rl%
T]l%
CBBl%
RAl%
RBl%
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D 1 one-way westbound section north of Pennsylvania Avenue between 9 th Street and 8 th Street then 8 th Street
to Pennsylvania Avenue
D 2 one-way eastbound section south of Pennsylvania Avenue between 7 th Street and 8 th Street then 8 th Street
to Pennsylvania Avenue
D 3 two-way section south of Pennsylvania Avenue between 6th Street and 7th Street
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Off-Street Parking
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ALLEY NETWORK AND OBSERVATIONS
Access and circulation
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Figure 7: QP"</"#)%I..$:%D$/J-'S%5#9%I,,$<<%2-"#/<
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Observations and data collection
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TABLE 4: Summary of Trucks observed in the East-West Alley
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EXISTING TRAFFIC CONDITIONS
%
Roadway Study Area
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Data Collection and Field Observations
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Intersection Analysis
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TABLE 5: Intersection Level of Service Threshold for Delay
Level of Service Threshold for Delay
(seconds/vehicle)
LOS
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Unsignalized
BXCB%<$,%
BXCB%<$,%
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K%
o%CBX@B%<$,%
o%CBXCN%<$,%
>%
o%@BXAN%<$,%
o%CNX@N%<$,%
0%
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o%NB%<$,%
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TABLE 6: Existing Conditions Weekday Level of Service
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CR(A%

K%

C@(B%
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CU(T%

>%

@C(]%
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U@(U%
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R(N%
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R(]%

K%

CU(C%

K%

CU(C%

K%

CN(N%
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CA(T%

>%

@C(U%

>%

@@(]%

K%

C](A%
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@B(W%
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K%
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R(N%

K%

@B(B%

K%

CR(B%

K%

CR(@%
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N@(C%

K%

CA(W%

K%

C@(N%

K%

CN(A%

I%

T(U%

I%

](A%

K%

C@(U%

K%

CR(B%
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TABLE 7: Existing Conditions Weekend Level of Service
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@](C%
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Corridor Analysis
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TABLE 8: Urban Street Class Categories
Urban Street Class
E5#)$%-6%V'$$XV.-J%
+2$$9<%

I
NNXUN%32*%

II
UNXAN%32*%

III
ANXAB%32*%

IV
ANX@N%32*%
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TABLE 9: Existing Corridor Level of Service Criteria
Urban Street Class
LOS
I%
K%
>%
0%
Q%
V%

I
o%U@%
o%AUXU@%
o%@WXAU%
o%@CX@W%
o%C]X@C%
%C]%

II
III
Average Travel Speed (mph)
o%AN%
o%AB%
o%@RXAN%
o%@UXAB%
o%@@X@R%
o%CRX@U%
o%CWX@@%
o%CUXCR%
o%CAXCW%
o%CBXCU%
%CA%
%CB%

IV
o%@N%
o%CTX@N%
o%CAXCT%
o%TXCA%
o%WXT%
%W%

%
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TABLE 10: 8th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue Corridor LOS
%
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>-''"9-'% YF+% DK% R/*% +/'$$/% cO$/J$$#%
H$##<:.15#"5% I1$% 5#9% D-'/*% >5'-."#5%
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>-''"9-'% YF+% +K% % R/*% +/'$$/% cO$/J$$#%
H$##<:.15#"5% I1$% 5#9% D-'/*% >5'-."#5%
I1$d%
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c%O$/J$$#%]/*%+/%5#9%T/*%+/d%
>-''"9-'%YF+%;K%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$%
cO$/J$$#%]/*%+/%5#9%T/*%+/d%

I?%H$5S%%

H?%H$5S%%

YF+%

I'/$'"5.%
+2$$9%
c32*d%

4'51$.%
4"3$%
c<$,d%

YF+%

I'/$'"5.%
+2$$9%
c32*d%

4'51$.%
4"3$%
c<$,d%

V%

N(U%

C@R(]%

V%

N(@%

CAU(U%

V%

N(C%

CAT(R%

V%

A(A%

@CC(C%

>%

CA(B%

TC(T%

>%

CA(B%

TC(]%

0%

C@(B%

TW(A%

0%

CC(W%

CBB(U%
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FUTURE BACKGROUND CONDITONS
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Multi-modal Transportation Projects
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Planned Development Projects
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Future Background Capacity Analysis
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Future Background Intersection Analysis
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Future Background Corridor Analysis
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TABLE 16: Future Total Parking Supply*
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Weekday
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FUTURE TRAFFIC CONDITONS
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TABLE 17: Weekday AM and PM Peak Hour Trip Generation
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TABLE 18: Weekend (Saturday) Peak Hour Trip Generation
Residential
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Figure 14: E$<"9$#/"5.%0"'$,/"-#5.%0"</'"O8/"-#%
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Figure 15: F66",$%0"'$,/"-#5.%0"</'"O8/"-#%
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Future Capacity Analysis
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TABLE 19: Future Conditions Weekday Level of Service
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,-#9"/"-#<% /-% 68/8'$% ,-#9"/"-#<=% 9$.5:% 5/% /*"<% "#/$'<$,/"-#% J-8.9% "#,'$5<$% "#,'$3$#/5..:% O:%
C](R% <$,-#9<% 2$'% 1$*",.$(% % F1$'5..=% /*$% !"#$% 2'-^$,/% J-8.9% #-/% 591$'<$.:% 566$,/% /'566",%
,-#9"/"-#<%98'"#)%/*$%I?%5#9%H?%2$5S%*-8'<%J*$#%,-325'$9%/-%O5,S)'-8#9%,-#9"/"-#<(%
%
TABLE 20: Future Conditions Weekend Level of Service%
H?%H$5S%%

+/89:%I'$5%7#/$'<$,/"-#<%
%
C%

%
YF+%
/*
] % +/'$$/% +Q_% H$##<:.15#"5% I1$% +Q%
;K%
I%
/*
%
] %+/'$$/%+Q_%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$%+Q%QK
K%
/*
@% ] %+/'$$/%+Q_%>%+/'$$/%%
K%
/*
A% ] %+/'$$/%+Q_%D-'/*%>5'-."#5%I1$%%
K%
/*
N% W %+/'$$/%+Q_%>%+/'$$/%+Q%%
I%
/*%
W +/'$$/% +Q_% H$##<:.15#"5% I1$% +Q%
I%
]% ;K%
/*
W +/'$$/%+Q_%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$%+Q%QK%
K%
/*
R
%+/'$$/%+Q_%>%+/'$$/%+Q%
T%
K%
/*%
R +/'$$/% +Q_% H$##<:.15#"5% I1$% +Q%
K%
CC% ;K%
/*
R +/'$$/%+Q_%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$%+Q%QK%
K%
CN% >%+/'$$/=%+Q_%!"#$%+"/$%0'"1$J5:%
I%

0$.5:%
c<$,-#9_1$*",.$d%
R(N%
CT(B%
CA(U%
C](R%
R(C%
R(N%
CW(@%
CN(R%
CT(C%
CW(N%
R(]%

%

%

NR%

%

%

%

%

!"#$%&'(%!")*%+,*--.%+"/$%0$1$.-23$#/%%
;5<*"#)/-#=%0(>(%%%

%
%

4'566",%7325,/%+/89:%%%
?5',*%@A=%%@BC@%

45O.$%@B%"#9",5/$<%5..%-6%/*$%</89:%5'$5%"#/$'<$,/"-#<%J-8.9%-2$'5/$%5/%5#%5,,$2/5O.$%8#9$'%
68/8'$% ,-#9"/"-#<% 98'"#)% /*$% +5/8'95:% 2$5S% *-8'(%% 4*$% !"#$% 2'-^$,/% J-8.9% #-/% 591$'<$.:%
566$,/%/*$%/'566",%,-#9"/"-#<%98'"#)%/*$%J$$S$#9%J*$#%,-325'$9%/-%O5,S)'-8#9%,-#9"/"-#<(%
%
Future Conditions Corridor Analysis

V8/8'$% ;$$S95:% ,-''"9-'% .$1$.% -6% <$'1",$=% 5'/$'"5.% <2$$9% 5#9% /'51$.% /"3$<% 5'$% <*-J#% "#%
45O.$<%@C%5#9%@@(%
TABLE 21: Future Background and Future Conditions 8 th Street and Pennsylvania
Avenue Corridor AM Peak Hour LOS
%

%
>-''"9-'% YF+% DK% R/*% +/'$$/% cO$/J$$#%
H$##<:.15#"5% I1$% 5#9% D-'/*% >5'-."#5%
I1$d%
>-''"9-'% YF+% +K% % R/*% +/'$$/% cO$/J$$#%
H$##<:.15#"5% I1$% 5#9% D-'/*% >5'-."#5%
I1$d%
>-''"9-'%YF+%QK%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$%%
c%O$/J$$#%]/*%+/%5#9%T/*%+/d%
>-''"9-'%YF+%;K%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$%
c%O$/J$$#%]/*%+/%5#9%T/*%+/d%

I?%H$5S%%
%cV8/8'$%K5,S)'-8#9d%%

I?%H$5S%cV8/8'$d%

YF+%

I'/$'"5.%
+2$$9%
c32*d%

4'51$.%
4"3$%
c<$,d%

YF+%

I'/$'"5.%
+2$$9%
c32*d%

4'51$.%
4"3$%
c<$,d%

V%

N(U%

C@R(@%

V%

N(N%

CA@(N%

V%

N(C%

CUB(B%

V%

U(R%

CU](N%

>%

CA(A%

RT(T%

>%

CA(U%

RT(U%

0%

C@(C%

T](R%

0%

C@(B%

TW(N%

%

%

NT%

%

%

%

%

!"#$%&'(%!")*%+,*--.%+"/$%0$1$.-23$#/%%
;5<*"#)/-#=%0(>(%%%

%
%

4'566",%7325,/%+/89:%%%
?5',*%@A=%%@BC@%

TABLE 22: Future Background and Future Conditions 8 th Street and Pennsylvania
Avenue Corridor PM Peak Hour LOS
%

%
>-''"9-'% YF+% DK% R/*% +/'$$/% cO$/J$$#%
H$##<:.15#"5% I1$% 5#9% D-'/*% >5'-."#5%
I1$d%
%
>-''"9-'% YF+% +K% % R/*% +/'$$/% cO$/J$$#%
H$##<:.15#"5% I1$% 5#9% D-'/*% >5'-."#5%
I1$d%
>-''"9-'%YF+%QK%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$%%
c%O$/J$$#%]/*%+/%5#9%T/*%+/d%
>-''"9-'%YF+%;K%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$%
c%O$/J$$#%]/*%+/%5#9%T/*%+/d%

H?%H$5S%%
%cV8/8'$%K5,S)'-8#9d%%

H?%H$5S%cV8/8'$d%

YF+%

I'/$'"5.%
+2$$9%
c32*d%

4'51$.%
4"3$%
c<$,d%

CAB(@%

V%

N(@%

CAU(@%

U(C%

CWC(]%

V%

A(W%

CT@(T%

>%

CA(C%

TB(W%

>%

CA(B%

TC(@%

0%

CC(@%

CBU(U%

0%

CC(A%

CBU(C

YF+%

I'/$'"5.%
+2$$9%
c32*d%

4'51$.%
4"3$%
c<$,d%

V%

N(A%

V%

%
>-''"9-'% 5#5.:<"<% '$<8./<% c<*-J#% "#% 45O.$<% @C% 5#9% @@d% "#9",5/$% /*5/=% 8#9$'% 68/8'$%
,-#9"/"-#<=% R/*% +/'$$/% "<% 2'-^$,/$9% /-% -2$'5/$% 5/% YF+% mVn% 98'"#)% O-/*% I?% 5#9% H?% 2$5S%
*-8'<% 5#9% H$##<:.15#"5% I1$#8$% "<% 2'-^$,/$9% /-% -2$'5/$% 5/% YF+% m>n% "#% /*$% $5</O-8#9%
9"'$,/"-#% 5#9% YF+% m0n% "#% /*$% J$</O-8#9% 98'"#)% O-/*% I?% 5#9% H?% 2$5S% *-8'<(% % 4*$%
5#5.:<"<%'$<8./<%"#9",5/$%/'566",%-#%R/*%+/'$$/%$P2$'"$#,$<%9$.5:<=%J"/*%/'51$.%/"3$<%-6%CA@(N%
<$,-#9<% 5#9% CU](N% <$,-#9<% 6-'% 2-'/"-#<% -6% /*$% I?% 2$5S% *-8'% 5#9% /'51$.% /"3$<% -6% CAU(@%
<$,-#9<%5#9%CT@(T%<$,-#9<%6-'%2-'/"-#<%-6%/*$%H?%2$5S%*-8'(%%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$%J-8.9%
5.<-%,-#/"#8$%/-%$P2$'"$#,$%9$.5:<=%J"/*%/'51$.%/"3$<%-6%RT(U%<$,-#9<%5#9%TW(N%<$,-#9<%6-'%
2-'/"-#<% -6% /*$% I?% 2$5S% *-8'% 5#9% /'51$.% /"3$<% -6% TC(@% <$,-#9<% 5#9% CBU(C% <$,-#9<% 6-'%
2-'/"-#<% -6% /*$% H?% 2$5S% *-8'(% % 4'566",% /'51$."#)% 5.-#)% R/*% +/'$$/% DK% 5/% 6'$$X6.-J% <2$$9%
J-8.9%$#,-8#/$'%5%35P"383%/'51$.%/"3$%-6%U]%<$,-#9<%5#9%/'566",%/'51$."#)%5.-#)%R/*%+/'$$/%
+K% 5/% 6'$$X6.-J% <2$$9% J-8.9% $#,-8#/$'% 5% 35P"383% /'51$.% /"3$% -6% UW% <$,-#9<(% % 4'566",%
/'51$."#)% 5.-#)% H$##<:.15#"5% I1$#8$% QK% 5/% 6'$$X6.-J% <2$$9% J-8.9% $#,-8#/$'% 5% 35P"383%
/'51$.%/"3$%-6%]N%<$,-#9<%5#9%/'566",%/'51$."#)%5.-#)%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$%;K%5/%6'$$X6.-J%
<2$$9%J-8.9%$#,-8#/$'%5%35P"383%/'51$.%/"3$%-6%]A%<$,-#9<(%
%
4*$% /'51$.% /"3$<% -#% R/*% +/'$$/% <.")*/.:% "#,'$5<$% J"/*% /*$% "#/'-98,/"-#% -6% /*$% !"#$%
9$1$.-23$#/% 98'"#)% O-/*% /*$% I?% 5#9% H?% 2$5S% *-8'<(% 4'51$.% /"3$<% -#% H$##<:.15#"5%
I1$#8$%)$#$'5..:%'$35"#%/*$%<53$%5<%/*$%/'51$.%/"3$<%8#9$'%68/8'$%O5,S)'-8#9%,-#9"/"-#<(%%

%

]B%

%

%

%

%

!"#$%&'(%!")*%+,*--.%+"/$%0$1$.-23$#/%%
;5<*"#)/-#=%0(>(%%%

%
%

4'566",%7325,/%+/89:%%%
?5',*%@A=%%@BC@%

Below Grade Retail Uses/Tenant Types Traffic Assessment

4*$'$%5'$%/*'$$%O$.-J%)'59$%'$/5".<%8<$<_/$#5#/%/:2$<%O$"#)%,-#<"9$'$9%6-'%/*$%!"#$%+,*--.%
2'-^$,/(% % Q5,*% 8<$% J-8.9% "#,.89$% 5% 35P"383% -6% @@=CAA% <e85'$% 6$$/% -6% O$.-JX)'59$% '$/5".%
cJ"/*% CU=WAN% <e85'$% 6$$/% "#% /*$% D-'/*% K8".9"#)% 5#9% W=ATR% <e85'$% 6$$/% "#% /*$% +-8/*%
K8".9"#)d(%%4*$%6-..-J"#)%"#9"1"985.%<"#).$%/$#5#/%'$/5".%.5#9%8<$<%5'$%O$"#)%,-#<"9$'$9`%%
Cd M'-,$':%+/-'$%%
@d H*5'35,:%%
Ad !$5./*%>.8O%
4*$% 7#</"/8/$% -6% 4'5#<2-'/5/"-#% Q#)"#$$'% ?5#85.% R/*% Q9"/"-#% J5<% 8<$9% /-% 9$/$'3"#$%
J$$S95:% 5#9% J$$S$#9% 2$5S% *-8'% /'"2<% 5<<-,"5/$9% J"/*% /*$% $5,*% O$.-J% )'59$% '$/5".% -2/"-#(%
4*$%6-..-J"#)%.5#9%8<$%,-9$<%J$'$%8<$9%/-%9$/$'3"#$%<"/$%/'"2%)$#$'5/"-#%6-'%$5,*%-2/"-#`%
x
x
x

Y5#9%G<$%>-9$%RNB%g%+82$'35'S$/%%
Y5#9%G<$%>-9$%RRBX%H*5'35,:%%
Y5#9%G<$%>-9$%UT@%g%!$5./*_V"/#$<<%>.8O%%%

I<% #-/$9% 6-'% /*$% !"#$% D-1$3O$'% @BCC% 9$1$.-23$#/% 2'-)'53=% /'5#<"/% 5#9% J5.S_O"S$%
'$98,/"-#<% 5'$% 5.<-% 522.",5O.$% 6-'% $5,*% -6% /*$% O$.-JX)'59$% -2/"-#<(% % ;$$S$#9% /'5#<"/%
'$98,/"-#<% J$'$% ,5.,8.5/$9% O5<$9% -#% 5% '5/"-% O$/J$$#% *"</-'",5.% J$$S95:% '"9$'<*"2%
c;?I4I% I2'".% @BBR% /-% +$2/$3O$'% @BCB% '"9$'<*"2% 95/5d% 6-'% '5".% 5#9% O8<% 1$'<8<% J$$S$#9%
'"9$'<*"2%6-'%'5".%5#9%O8<(%%
%
45O.$<% @A% 5#9% @U% 2'-1"9$% 5% <8335':% -6% J$$S95:% 5#9% J$$S$#9% 2$5S% *-8'% /'"2% )$#$'5/"-#%
6-'%$5,*%2'-2-<$9%-2/"-#%/-%-,,82:%/*$%599"/"-#5.%@@=CAA%<e85'$%6$$/%-6%O$.-JX)'59$%'$/5".%
<25,$(%%
%
TABLE 23: Below-Grade Retail Weekday Vehicle Trip Generation (net increase)

M'-,$':%+/-'$%
H*5'35,:%%
!$5./*%>.8O%%

AM Peak Hour Trip
Generation

PM Peak Hour Trip
Generation

IN
@U%
CC%
R%

IN
RB%
W%
@U%

OUT
C]%
N%
CC%

TOTAL
UB%
C]%
CT%

OUT
RR%
T%
@B%

TOTAL
C]R%
C]%
U]%





%
%
%
%

*Table represents net increase in traffic associated with each below-grade retail option.

%
;$$S$#9%/'"2%)$#$'5/"-#%6-'%$5,*%2'-2-<$9%-2/"-#%"<%<*-J#%"#%45O.$%@U(%%




%

]C%

%

%

%

%

!"#$%&'(%!")*%+,*--.%+"/$%0$1$.-23$#/%%
;5<*"#)/-#=%0(>(%%%

%
%

4'566",%7325,/%+/89:%%%
?5',*%@A=%%@BC@%

TABLE 24: Below-Grade Retail Weekend (Saturday) Vehicle Trip Generation
Saturday Peak Hour Trip
Generation
M'-,$':%%
H*5'35,:%%
!$5./*%>.8O%%

IN
N@%
N%
CA%

OUT
N@%
U%
CR%



TOTAL
CBU%
T%
AC%

*Table represents net below-grade trips for each retail option.

%

]@%

%

%

%

%

!"#$%&'(%!")*%+,*--.%+"/$%0$1$.-23$#/%%
;5<*"#)/-#=%0(>(%%%

%
%

4'566",%7325,/%+/89:%%%
?5',*%@A=%%@BC@%

SAFETY ASSESSMENT
%
4*$%!"#$%2'-^$,/%J"..%"#/'-98,$%/J-%,8'O%,8/<=%%-#$%5.-#)%W/*%+/'$$/%/*5/%J"..%2'-1"9$%5,,$<<%
/-%/*$%.-59"#)%65,"."/:%5#9%/*$%-/*$'%-#%/*$%'$-2$#$9%>%+/'$$/%/*5/%J"..%2'-1"9$%5,,$<<%/-%/*$%
O$.-J%)'59$%)5'5)$(%%4*$%,8'O%,8/<%5'$%2-/$#/"5.%2$9$</'"5#X1$*",8.5'%,-#6.",/%2-"#/<%c5'$5<%
J*$'$% 2$9$</'"5#% 5#9% O"S$% /'51$.% ,'-<<$<% 25/*% J"/*% 1$*",8.5'% /'51$.d(% % +2$,"6",% <56$/:%
3$5<8'$<%<8,*%5<%2$9$</'"5#%<")#5)$%5#9%35#5)$3$#/%-6%9'"1$J5:%5,,$<<%J"..%O$%2'-2-<$9%
"#%/*$%V"#5.%47+(%%%
%
4*$% 00F4% H$9$</'"5#% ?5</$'% H.5#% 2'-1"9$<% 5% <8335':% -6% 2$9$</'"5#% "#^8':% 95/5% 6'-3%
@BBB% /-% @BB](% 4*$% 352% #-/$<% -#$% 2$9$</'"5#% "#^8':% 5/% /*$% "#/$'<$,/"-#% -6% W/*% +/'$$/% 5#9% >%
+/'$$/=% +Q(% % 4*$% 95/5% 5.<-% "#9",5/$9% /*$'$% J$'$% 5% '5#)$% -6% /J-% /-% 6-8'% 2$9$</'"5#% "#^8'"$<%
O$/J$$#%@BBB%5#9%@BB]%5/%/*$%6-..-J"#)%.-,5/"-#<`%
%
x D-'/*%>5'-."#5%I1$#8$%=%+Q%5#9%7#9$2$#9$#,$%I1$#8$=%+Q%
x W/*%+/'$$/=%+Q%5#9%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$=%+Q%
x R/*%+/'$$/%+Q%5#9%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$=%+Q%
%
4*$%V"#5.%47+%J"..%"#,.89$%5#%5<<$<<3$#/%-6%,'5<*%95/5%5/%/*$%</89:%5'$5%"#/$'<$,/"-#<%5/%/*$%
6-..-J"#)%<2$,"6",%"#/$'<$,/"-#<`%%
%
x W/*%+/'$$/_%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$%%%
x W/*%+/'$$/_%D-'/*%>5'-."#5%I1$#8$%%
x R/*%+/'$$/_%0%+/'$$/%%
x R/*%+/'$$/_%H$##<:.15#"5%I1$#8$%%
x R/*%+/'$$/_%>%+/'$$/%%
%

%

%
%
%
%

]A%

%

%

%

%

!"#$%&'(%!")*%+,*--.%+"/$%0$1$.-23$#/%%
;5<*"#)/-#=%0(>(%%%

%
%

4'566",%7325,/%+/89:%%%
?5',*%@A=%%@BC@%

LOADING MANAGEMENT PLAN
%
4*$%Y-59"#)%?5#5)$3$#/%H.5#%9$<,'"O$<%'$)8.5/"-#<%/*$%2'-2$'/:%35#5)$'%J"..%$32.-:%/-%
35#5)$% /'5<*% 2",SX82=% 9$."1$'"$<% 5#9% -/*$'% .-59"#)% 5,/"1"/"$<% J"/*"#% /*$% <*5'$9%
'$<"9$#/"5._,-33$',"5.%.-59"#)%5'$5<(%%
%
4*$%!"#$%2'-^$,/%J"..%2'-1"9$%6"1$%.-59"#)%O$'/*<%c/*'$$%AB%6--/%5#9%/J-%AU%6--/d%J"/*%/J-%
<$'1",$% 1$*",.$<% <25,$@W%6-'%O-/*%'$<"9$#/"5.%5#9%,-33$',"5.%.-59"#)(%%4*$%.-59"#)%65,"."/:%
J"..%O$%*-8<$9%J"/*"#%/*$%+-8/*%K8".9"#)%5#9%5,,$<<$9%6'-3%W/*%+/'$$/(%%%Y-59"#)%5,/"1"/"$<%
5<<-,"5/$9%J"/*%/*$%D-'/*%K8".9"#)%J-8.9%-,,8'%J"/*"#%/*$%$P"</"#)%$5</XJ$</%5..$:(%%
4*$% 2'-^$,/% J"..% 5.<-% "32.$3$#/% 5% #83O$'% -6% /$32-'5':% -#X</'$$/% .-59"#)% a-#$<% 5.-#)% /*$%
6'-#/5)$<%-#%/*$%2'-2$'/:(%4*$%-#X</'$$/%.-59"#)%a-#$<%J"..%2'-1"9$%/*$%6-..-J"#)%O$#$6"/<`%
x

E$<"9$#/"5.%%
o H'-1"9$%'$<"9$#/"5.%9'-2X-66%_2",S%82%
o H'-1"9$%9'-2X-66_%2",SX82%.-,5/"-#%6-'%I0I%5#9%$.9$'.:%%

x

>-33$',"5.%%
o +822-'/%/$32-'5':%25',$.%9$."1$':%c"($(%GH+d%%
o +822-'/%,-#1$#"$#/%5#9%$P2$9"/$9%9$."1$':%6-'%W/*%+/'$$/%O8<"#$<<$<%%
o +822-'/%/$32-'5':%/'8,S%9$."1$':%

+")#$9% '$<"9$#/"5.% .-59"#)% a-#$<% 5'$% 2'-2-<$9% /-% O$% .-,5/$9% -#% R/*% +/'$$/% "#% 6'-#/% -6% /*$%
2'"35':% '$<"9$#/"5.% $#/'5#,$% 5#9% /J-% -#% >% +/'$$/=% -#$% 6-'% /*$% #-'/*% O8".9"#)% 5#9% -#$% "#%
6'-#/% -6% /*$% 2.5a5% '$<"9$#/"5.% $#/'5#,$(% I% ,-33$',"5.% a-#$% "<% 2'-2-<$9% -#% W/*% +/'$$/% 6-'%
,-#1$#"$#/% 25',$.% 9'-2X-66% /-% /*$% O8<"#$<<$<% 5.-#)% W/*% +/'$$/(% % >-33$',"5.% .-59"#)% a-#$<%
5'$%5.<-%2'-2-<$9%5.-#)%/*$%<35..%2-'/"-#%-6%0%+/'$$/=%+(Q(%/-%/*$%<-8/*%-6%/*$%<"/$(%%%
4*$%Y-59"#)%?5#5)$3$#/%H.5#%"#,.89$<%/*$%6-..-J"#)%$.$3$#/<`%
North Building
x

Alley Management and Loading Zonesg0$."1$':% 5#9% /'5<*% 2",SX82% 6-'% /*$% #-'/*%
O8".9"#)% J-8.9% -,,8'% "#% /*$% $5</XJ$</% 5..$:(% % 4*$% 522.",5#/% 2'-2-<$<% /-% 3-9"6:% /*$%
$P"</"#)% 5,,$<<% <:</$3% 6-'% /*$% Q5</X;$</% H8O.",% 5..$:% /-% "32'-1$% <56$/:% 5#9% *$.2%
5,,-33-95/$% 5..% 5..$:% 8<$'<(% 4*$% $P"</"#)% <:</$3% "<% /J-XJ5:% 5#9% 2$'3"/<%
$#/'5#,$_$P"/%6'-3%O-/*%W/*%5#9%R/*%+/'$$/%6-'%5..%8<$'<(%4*$%2'-2-<$9%<:</$3%J-8.9%
35"#/5"#% /J-XJ5:% ,"',8.5/"-#% 6-'% 1$*",8.5'% /'566",% O8/% J-8.9% '$e8"'$% 5% -#$XJ5:%
J$</O-8#9%<:</$3%6-'%/'8,S%/'566",(%4'8,S<%J-8.9%$#/$'%/*$%5..$:%6'-3%R/*%+/'$$/%5#9%
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EXHIBIT G

LEED® for Core and Shell version 2009

Hine - Office

Project Checklist - Gold Certification targeted

Esocoff & Assoc. Architects
3/26/12

26

1

Y

?Y

1
?N

Y
1
5
1
6
2
3
2

Credit 1
Credit 2
Credit 3
Credit 4.1
Credit 4.2
Credit 4.3
Credit 4.4

1

Credit 5.1
Credit 5.2
Credit 6.1
Credit 6.2
Credit 7.1
Credit 7.2

1
1

Credit 8
Credit 9

6

1

Y

?Y

3
?N

28

7

Construction Activity Pollution Prevention
Site Selection
Development Density & Community Connectivity
Brownfield Redevelopment
Alternative Transportation: Public Transportation Access
Alternative Transportation: Bicycle Storage & Changing Rooms
Alternative Transportation: Low Emitting & Fuel Efficient Vehicles
Alternative Transportation: Parking Capacity
Site Development: Protect or Restore Habitat
Site Development: Maximize Open Space
Stormwater Design: Quantity Control
Stormwater Design: Quality Control
Heat Island Effect: Non-Roof
Heat Island Effect: Roof
Light Pollution Reduction
Tenant Design and Construction Guidelines

Water Efficiency

Possible Points

6
?Y

?N

10

Prereq 1

5
2

Credit 1

2
1

Credit 2
Credit 3

Water Use Reduction: 20% Reduction
Water Efficient Landscaping
Innovative Wastewater Technologies
Water Use Reduction: 30%/ 35%/ 40%

1
2
2
1

Credit 5
Credit 6

9

1

1

1

Y

?Y

?N

N

Y
Y
1
1
1
1
1
1

6

4

18

Y

?Y

?N

N

Y
Y
Y
3

Energy & Atmosphere

Prereq 2
Credit 1
Credit 2
Credit 3
Credit 4.1
Credit 4.2
Credit 4.3

Credit 6

1

Credit 7
7.1
1

1

Credit 8.1

Prereq 2
Prereq 3

2

12
4

2

Credit 1
Credit 2
Credit 3

2
1
3

2

Credit 4
Credit 5.1
Credit 5.2

2

Credit 8.2

37

Credit 6

Fundamental Commissioning of Building Energy Systems
Minimum Energy Performance
Fundamental Refrigerant Management
Opt. Energy Perf., Alt. Compliance: 10.6%(3 pts), 11.9%(4), 13.3%(5), 14 3 to 21
On-Site Renewable Energy
4
Enhanced Commissioning
2
Enhanced Refrigerant Management
2
Measurement & Verification - Base Building
3
Measurement & Verification - Tenant Submetering
3
Green Power
2

Y

?N

Credit 1.2
Credit 1.3
Credit 1.4
Credit 1.5
Credit 2

1

Y

?Y

2
?N

1

Exemplary Perform., SSc4.1, Opt. 2
Exemplary Perform., SSc7.1
tbd: suggested Green Housekeeping
tbd: suggested Least Toxic Pest Mgmt.
tbd: suggest Exemplary MRc5 or Low-merc. Lamping
LEED Accredited Professional

Regional Priority Credits
Credit 1.1
Credit 1.2

5

6

Possible Points

1
1
1
1
1
1

4

N

1

10

Possible Points

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

N
Credit 1.1

1

1 to 5
1 to 2
1
1 to 2
1 to 2
1

Possible Points 12

Minimum IAQ Performance
Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control
Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring
Increased Ventilation
Construction IAQ Management Plan: During Constn.
Low-Emitting Materials: Adhesives & Sealants
Low-Emitting Materials: Paints
Low-Emitting Materials: Carpet
Low-Emitting Materials: Composite Wd. & Agrifiber
Indoor Chemical & Pollutant Source Control
Controllability of Systems: Thermal Comfort
Thermal Comfort: Design
Daylight & Views: Daylight 75% of Spaces
Daylight & Views: Views for 90% of Spaces

Innovation & Design Process
?Y

1
1
1
1
1
1

64

Credit 4.4
Credit 5

1

6
Prereq 1

4

Possible Points

Possible Points 13

Storage & Collection of Recyclables
Building Reuse: Maintain Existing Walls, Floors, and Roof
Construction Waste Management: 50%/ 75%
Materials Reuse: 5%/ 10%
Recycled Content: 10%/ 20%
Regional Materials: 10%/ 20%
Certified Wood

Indoor Environmental Quality
Prereq 1

1
9

Credit 3
Credit 4

1
2 to 4
2
2 to 4

Credit 1.1
Credit 2

1
Prereq 1

Materials & Resources

N

Y
1
5
1
6
2
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

N

Y
4
1

Possible Points

Y
Prereq 1

1
1
1
1
1

2

Sustainable Sites

N

1
1

Credit 1.3

31

Total

Credit 1.4

Certified 40 to 49 points

Reg. Priority: SSc5.1 - Restore Habitat
Reg. Priority: SSc6.1 - Stormwater Quantity
Reg. Priority: WEc2 - Innovative Wastewater Treatmt.
Reg. Priority: EAc2 (1%) - Onsite Renewable Energy

Silver 50 to 59 points

Gold 60 to 79 points

1
1
1
1

Possible Points 110

Platinum 80 to 110 points

LEED® 2009 for New Construction and Major Renovation

Hine - North Residential

Project Checklist - Gold Certification target

Esocoff & Assoc./Architects
3/26/2012

19

4

Y

?Y

3
?N

Y
1
5

Prereq 1
Credit 1
Credit 2

1
6
1

Credit 4.2
Credit 4.3

2
1

Credit 4.4
Credit 5.1

1
1

Credit 5.2
Credit 6.1

1

Credit 6.2

1
1

Credit 7.1
Credit 7.2

6
?Y

Credit 8

1

3

Water Efficiency

?N

N
Credit 1

2

1

11

1

3

20

Y

?Y

?N

N

Credit 2
Credit 3

Prereq 2
Prereq 3

2
2
1
2

1

13
7

Credit 1
Credit 2
Credit 3
Credit 4

2

?Y

1
2

1

?N

Credit 5
Credit 6

Credit 4
Credit 5

1

10

3

Y

?Y

2
?N

Possible Points 35

Fundamental Commissioning of Building Energy Systems
Minimum Energy Performance
Fundamental Refrigerant Management
Opt. Energy Perform.: 12%(1 pt), 14%(2 pts), 16%(3 pts)…
On-Site Renewable Energy: 1%-13%
Enhanced Commissioning
Enhanced Refrigerant Management
Measurement & Verification
Green Power

Y
Y

Prereq 2

1

1

Y

?Y

7
?N

Possible Points 14

1
1
1
1
1

Credit 3.1
Credit 3.2
Credit 4.1
Credit 4.2
Credit 4.3

1

Credit 4.4
Credit 5
Credit 6.1

1
1

Credit 6.2
Credit 7.1

1
1
1

Credit 8.2

?N

Credit 1.2
Credit 1.3
Credit 1.4
Credit 1.5
Credit 2

Prereq 1

3
1
2

Credit 1.1
Credit 1.2
Credit 2

2

Credit 3

Storage & Collection of Recyclables
Building Reuse: Maintain Existing Walls, Floors, and Roof
Building Reuse: Maintain 50% of Interior Non-Structural Eleme
Construction Waste Management: 50%/ 75%
Materials Reuse: 5%/ 10%

2
?N

3
1
2
2

60

Innovation in Design: User Education Plan
Innovation in Design: TBD (suggest Grn. Housekeeping)
Innovation in Design: TBD (suggest SSc2 Exemplary Perf.)
Innovation in Design: Exemplary Perf. SSc4.1
Innovation in Design: TBD (suggest Int. Pest Mgmt.)
LEED Accredited Professional

Regional Priority Credits
Credit 1.2

4

Possible Points

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

6

Possible Points

1
1
1
1
1
1

4

N
Credit 1.1

9

Possible Points 15

N
Credit 1.1

?Y

2
2
1
1

Minimum IAQ Performance
Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control
Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring
Increased Ventilation: 30%
Construction IAQ Mgmnt. Plan: During Construction
Construction IAQ Mgmnt. Plan: Before Occupancy
Low-Emitting Materials: Adhesives & Sealants
Low-Emitting Materials: Paints
Low-Emitting Materials: Carpet
Low-Emitting Materials: Composite Wd. & Agrifiber
Indoor Chemical & Pollutant Source Control
Controllability of Systems: Lighting
Controllability of Systems: Thermal Comfort
Thermal Comfort: Design
Thermal Comfort: Verification
Daylight & Views: Daylight 75% of Spaces
Daylight & Views: Views for 90% of Spaces

Innovation & Design Process
?Y

1
1
1
1
1
1

Y

Credit 7.2
Credit 8.1

1
1

N

Y

LEGEND

Materials & Resources

Credit 1
Credit 2

6

19
7
2
2
3
2

Indoor Environmental Quality
Prereq 1

1

Y

Recycled Content: 10%/ 20%
Regional Materials: 10%/ 20%
Rapidly Renewable Materials: 2.5%
Certified Wood: 50%

N

1
4
2
4

Credit 6
Credit 7

2
6

N

1

Possible Points 10

Water Use Reduction: 20% Reduction
Water Efficient Landscaping
Innovative Wastewater Technologies
Water Use Reduction: 30%/ 35%/ 40%

Energy & Atmosphere
Prereq 1

1

1
5
1
6
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Y

1
Prereq 1

2
1

Materials & Resources, Cont.

Possible Points 26

Construction Activity Pollution Prevention
Site Selection
Development Density & Community Connectivity
Brownfield Redevelopment
Alt. Transport.: Public Transportation Access
Alt. Transport.: Bicycle Storage & Changing Rooms
Alt. Transport.: Low Emitting & Fuel Efficient Vehicles
Alt. Transport.: Parking Capacity
Site Development: Protect or Restore Habitat
Site Development: Maximize Open Space
Stormwater Design: Quantity Control
Stormwater Design: Quality Control
Heat Island Effect: Non-Roof
Heat Island Effect: Roof
Light Pollution Reduction

1

Y
4

Y
Y
Y
4

Credit 3
Credit 4.1

3

Y

Sustainable Sites

N

1
1

Credit 1.3

37

Total

Credit 1.4

Certified 40 to 49 points

Regional Priority: SSc5.1
Regional Priority: SSc6.1
Regional Priority: WEc2
Regional Priority:EAc2, 1%

Silver 50 to 59 points Gold 60 to 79 points

1
1
1
1

Possible Points 110
Platinum 80 to 110 points

LEED® 2009 for New Construction and Major Renovation

Hine - South Residential

Project Checklist - Gold Certification targeted

Esocoff & Assoc./Architects
3/26/12

20
Y

?Y

3

3

?N

N

Y
1
5
1
6
1

Prereq 1
Credit 1
Credit 2
Credit 3
Credit 4.1
Credit 4.2

3

Credit 4.3

2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Credit 5.2
Credit 6.1
Credit 6.2
Credit 7.1
Credit 7.2

?Y

Credit 8

1

3

Water Efficiency

?N

N
Prereq 1
Credit 1

2

1

2
1

9

4

4

18

Y

?Y

?N

N

Credit 2
Credit 3

Prereq 1
Prereq 2
Prereq 3

2

2
2
1

2

11
7

Credit 1
Credit 2
Credit 3
Credit 4

2

Credit 5

2

Credit 6

1
5
1
6
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Y

?Y

1
2

1

4
2
4

Possible Points 35

Fundamental Commissioning of Building Energy Systems
Minimum Energy Performance
Fundamental Refrigerant Management
Opt. Energy Perform.: 12%(1 pt), 14%(2 pts), 16%(3 pts)…
On-Site Renewable Energy: 1%-13%
Enhanced Commissioning
Enhanced Refrigerant Management
Measurement & Verification
Green Power

?N

Credit 4
Credit 5

1

8

5

Y

?Y

2
?N

1

Y

?Y

7
?N

Materials & Resources

Possible Points 14

Prereq 2

1
1

Credit 3.1
Credit 3.2
Credit 4.1
Credit 4.2
Credit 4.3

1
1
1
1

Credit 4.4
Credit 5
Credit 6.1
Credit 6.2

1

Credit 7.1

1
1
1

Prereq 1

3
1
2

Credit 1.1
Credit 1.2
Credit 2

2

Credit 3

Storage & Collection of Recyclables
Bldg. Reuse: Maintain Exist. Walls, Floors, and Roof
Bldg. Reuse: Maintain 50% Interior Non-Structural Elements
Construction Waste Management: 50%/ 75%
Materials Reuse: 5%/ 10%

3
1
2
2

Credit 8.2

?N

Minimum IAQ Performance
Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control
Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring
Increased Ventilation: 30%
Construction IAQ Management Plan: During Construction
Construction IAQ Management Plan: Before Occupancy
Low-Emitting Materials: Adhesives & Sealants
Low-Emitting Materials: Paints
Low-Emitting Materials: Carpet
Low-Emitting Materials: Composite Wd. & Agrifiber
Indoor Chemical & Pollutant Source Control
Controllability of Systems: Lighting
Controllability of Systems: Thermal Comfort
Thermal Comfort: Design
Thermal Comfort: Verification
Daylight & Views: Daylight 75% of Spaces
Daylight & Views: Views for 90% of Spaces

Credit 1.2
Credit 1.3
Credit 1.4
Credit 1.5
Credit 2

2
?N

User Education Plan
tbd (suggest Gr. Housekeeping )
tbd (suggest SSc2 Exemplary Perf.)
Exemplary Perf. SSc4.1
tbd (suggest Exemplary Perf. SSc7.1)
LEED Accredited Professional

Regional Priority Credits
Credit 1.2

8

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

Possible Points

4

N
Credit 1.1

10

Possible Points

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

N
Credit 1.1

?Y

2
2
1
1

Possible Points 15

Innovation & Design Process
?Y

1
1
1
1
1
1

57

Credit 7.2
Credit 8.1

1
1

N

Y

Credit 1
Credit 2

1
1
1
1
1

Y

Indoor Environmental Quality
Prereq 1

6

19
7
2
2
3
2

Recycled Content: 10%/ 20%
Regional Materials: 10%/ 20%
Rapidly Renewable Materials: 2.5%
Certified Wood: 50%

N

Y
Y

Y

Credit 6
Credit 7

2
6

N

1

Possible Points 10

Water Use Reduction: 20% Reduction
Water Efficient Landscaping
Innovative Wastewater Technologies
Water Use Reduction: 30%/ 35%/ 40%

Energy & Atmosphere

Materials & Resources, Cont.

Possible Points 26

Construction Activity Pollution Prevention
Site Selection
Development Density & Community Connectivity
Brownfield Redevelopment
Alt. Transportation: Public Transportation Access
Alt. Transportation: Bicycle Storage & Changing Rooms
Alt. Transportation: Low Emitting & Fuel Efficient Vehicles
Alt. Transportation: Parking Capacity
Site Development: Protect or Restore Habitat (ALT. COMP.)
Site Development: Maximize Open Space
Stormwater Design: Quantity Control
Stormwater Design: Quality Control
Heat Island Effect: Non-Roof
Heat Island Effect: Roof
Light Pollution Reduction

1

Y
4

Y
Y
Y
4

Credit 4.4
Credit 5.1

6
Y

Sustainable Sites

1
1

Credit 1.3

35

Total

Credit 1.4

Certified 40 to 49 points

Reg. Priority: SSc5.1
Reg. Priority: SSc6.1
Reg. Priority: WEc2
Reg. Priority:EAc2, 1%

Silver 50 to 59 points Gold 60 to 79 points

1
1
1
1

Possible Points 110
Platinum 80 to 110 points
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Executive Summary
Acoustical Design Collaborative, Ltd has completed a noise analysis for the Hine Project
at 8 Street, SE in Washington, DC. The Hine Project is a multi-use (residential, office and
retail) development of four to seven stories at the existing Hine School site in Washington, DC.
th

Traffic noise measurements at the existing Hine School were performed. The measured
traffic noise levels were used to calibrate a computer noise model created for the current Hine
School and future Hine Project. Different scenarios for vehicular traffic volumes and building
configurations were created within the computer model to calculate noise levels at the west
facades of the 8th Street, SE residential buildings. Calculations were based on the most recent
2009 Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) volume from the District of Columbia Government,
future 8th Street, SE traffic volume provided by Symmetra Design, dimensions of the 8th Street,
SE road, the 8th Street, SE residential buildings, the existing Hine School, and the future Hine
Project buildings.
Five computer scenarios were created to calculate the existing and future noise levels in
terms of the Day Night Level (DNL) at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings.
Scenario 1 (Existing Conditions) was based on the existing Hine School building and the
2009 AADT volume (10,700 vehicles southbound on 8th Street, SE and 11,900 vehicles
northbound on 8th Street, SE). This scenario provides a baseline to compare the existing noise
levels. The results indicate the DNL levels at the 8th Street, SE residential building façades range
between 72.8 and 75.9 dBA; the average DNL level is 74.4 dBA.
Scenario 2 (Future Build-Out with Future Traffic) was based on the future Hine Project
buildings and the estimated future AADT volume (11,170 vehicles southbound on 8th Street, SE
and 12,900 vehicles northbound on 8th Street, SE) due to the Hine Project. This scenario provides
the change in noise environment due to the future Hine Project buildings and increased vehicular
traffic due to the development. The future AADT volume was derived from the projected Hine
Project residents/tenants (470 daily trips southbound on 8th Street, SE and 1,000 daily trips
northbound on 8th Street, SE) and the 2009 AADT volume. The results indicate the DNL levels
at the 8th Street, SE residential building façades range between 73.3 and 76.3 dBA; the average
DNL level is 74.8 dBA.
Scenario 3 (Future Build-Out with Existing Traffic) was based on the future Hine Project
buildings and the existing AADT volume (10,700 vehicles southbound on 8th Street, SE and
11,900 vehicles northbound on 8th Street, SE). This scenario provides a change in the noise
environment due only to the future Hine Project buildings. The results indicate the DNL levels at
the 8th Street, SE residential building façades range between 73.1 and 75.9 dBA; the average
DNL level is 74.6 dBA.
Scenario 4 (Rooftop Swimming Pool) was based on the future Hine Project buildings and
the estimated swimming pool noise from the 8th Street Component building. This scenario
provides a change in the noise environment due to the swimming pool at the Hine Project
buildings. Traffic noise was omitted from this model. The results indicate the DNL levels at the
8th Street, SE residential building façades range between 48.3 and 57.6 dBA; the average DNL
level is 54.2 dBA.
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Scenario 5 (Rooftop Mechanical Equipment) was based on the future Hine Project
buildings and the estimated mechanical equipment noise from the Hine Project (cooling towers
at 8th Street Component, Plaza Component, and South Buildings and condensing units, fans, and
rooftop unit at the North Building). This scenario provides a change in the noise environment
due to the mechanical equipment at the Hine Project buildings. Traffic noise was omitted from
this model. The results indicate the DNL levels at the 8th Street, SE residential building façades
range between 49.8 and 52.9 dBA; the average DNL level is 51.7 dBA.
The change in the noise environment at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings due to the
Hine Project are summarized below:
•

Difference in future Hine Project buildings and future traffic volume compared to
existing Hine School buildings and existing traffic volume – 0.40 dBA average noise
level increase for 8th Street, SE residential buildings (Scenario 1 compared to Scenario 2);

•

Difference in future Hine Project buildings compared to the existing Hine School
buildings – 0.20 dBA average noise level increase for 8th Street, SE residential buildings
(Scenario 1 compared to Scenario 3);

•

Difference in future Hine Project traffic volume and existing traffic volume along 8th
Street, SE – 0.20 dBA average noise level increase for all 8th Street, SE residential
buildings (Scenario 2 compared to Scenario 3);

•

Swimming pool noise will be less than the current and future traffic noise levels;

•

Mechanical equipment noise will be less than the current and future traffic noise levels.
Noise levels do not include planned screen walls that will further reduce noise emissions.

Noise levels at the 8th Street, SE residences from the future 8th Street, SE traffic volume,
swimming pool, and mechanical equipment will be controlled by the vehicular traffic. Noise
from the swimming pool and mechanical equipment will be considerably less than the traffic
noise. The swimming pool and mechanical equipment sources will contribute very little to the
total future noise level at the 8th Street, SE residences.
The change in noise levels at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings will be less than the
threshold for noise level change humans can perceive, when considering the total noise levels
due to the Hine Project buildings, future traffic volume, swimming pool, and mechanical
equipment. It is anticipated the Hine Project will have a negligible noise impact on the 8th Street,
SE residential buildings.
Additional information on the acoustic analysis is summarized below.

Objective
The objective of this study was to determine effect of the Hine Project buildings, to
include the future façades, rooftop noise sources, and increased traffic volume on the noise
exposure at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings.
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The environmental noise analysis software CADNA-A has been used to analyze and
determine the noise levels at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings due to the Hine Project.
CADNA-A is an internationally recognized program for environmental noise prediction that has
been in continuous development since 2003.

Analysis Concepts
Five different scenarios of possible buildings and noise sources were considered in the
acoustic analysis to determine the change in noise levels at the 8th Street, SE residential
buildings. A key concept in the analysis is the change in noise level is expressed as a differential
between the existing and future site conditions.
Scenario 1 analyzed the current traffic noise at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings due
to the existing Hine School building dimensions and the 2009 AADT traffic volume. This result
was used to calibrate the computer model and served as a baseline to compare with other
acoustic analysis scenarios.
Scenario 2 analyzed the future traffic noise at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings due
to the dimensions of the future Hine Project buildings and the future traffic volume. The 2009
AADT traffic volume and the future vehicle count attributable to the Hine Project travelling both
North and South on 8th Street, SE were used to define the future traffic volume. This result
provides a potentially worst-case noise scenario for both future building dimensions and traffic.
Scenario 3 analyzed the traffic noise at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings due to the
future Hine Project building dimensions and the 2009 AADT traffic volume. This result provides
the noise contribution due to the future Hine Project buildings.
Scenario 4 and Scenario 5, respectively, analyzed the swimming pool and mechanical
equipment noise from the Hine Project.
The site noise levels calculated by the CADNA-A program are reported in terms of Aweighted, single value, DNL noise levels, which is the standard noise metric for environmental
noise evaluation.

Computer Model Assumptions
Assumptions have been made to create the computer models for the different analysis
scenarios, which are described below.
Existing 8th Street, SE Residential Buildings
The majority of the existing 8th Street, SE residential buildings are 2-stories high with an
English basement and sit on raised landscaped berms. From the site inspection, Google Earth
topographical data, and the Hine Project Drawings (dated 23 November 2011), building blocks
were created in the computer model to represent the 8th Street, SE residential buildings. Each
building block is assigned a 33 ft elevation height above curb level.
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Existing Hine School Buildings
The existing Hine School has three main buildings, a connecting building, and a parking
lot at C Street, SE. The building on the corner of 8th and D Streets, SE is a 2-story brick building.
The height of the building is 33 ft at the parapet. The building on 8th Street, SE south of the
parking lot is a 4-story brick building. The height at the building parapet is 51 ft. The building on
the corner of 7th Street, SE and Pennsylvania Avenue, SE is a 4-story, 59 ft high brick building.
The one story connecting building is located between the 2-story and 4-story buildings on 8th
Street, SE. The parking lot is North of these buildings at C Street, SE.
Future Hine Project Buildings
The future Hine Project consists of two main building blocks comprising South and
North Buildings. The South Building includes the 8th Street Component, Plaza Component, and
Office Component. The 8th Street Component is a 4 and 5-story brick residential building with a
partial 6th floor level. The height of the 4th story parapet is 45 ft and the height of the 5th story
parapet is 56 ft. The Plaza Component and North Building includes residential and retail units.
The Plaza Component is a 5-story 59 ft high building. The North Building is a 4-story 50 ft high
building. The Office Component includes office and retail and is a 7-story building with a
parapet height 80 ft at the property line and 102 ft high at the penthouse parapet. The Office
Component parking is located under the South building with the entrance on C Street, SE.
Traffic Noise
The predominant noise at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings is vehicular traffic from
8 Street, SE travelling between D Street, SE and North of C Street, SE that defines the Hine
Project boundary. The 2009 AADT traffic volume of 10,700 vehicles southbound and 11,900
vehicles northbound for this road segment was published in February 2011 by the District of
Columbia Department of Transportation. The mix of automobiles, medium trucks/buses, and
heavy trucks is, respectively, 90 percent, 6 percent, and 4 percent.
th

Based on data provided by Symmetra Design (project Traffic Engineers), the Hine
Project is estimated to generate 470 daily trips southbound on 8th Street, SE and 1,000 daily trips
northbound on 8th Street, SE. The estimated future AADT volume due to the Hine Project
development will be 11,170 vehicles southbound and 12,900 vehicles northbound per day
traveling along 8th Street, SE.
Other Noise Sources
The swimming pool and rooftop mechanical equipment are other noise sources at the
Hine Project. The swimming pool is located on the roof at the Northeast corner of the 8th Street
Component building. To determine the swimming pool noise levels, activity noise levels were
measured at an outdoor swimming pool and adjusted to account for 10 children and adults
assumed to be playing in the 8th Street Component building swimming pool. A noise level of 100
dBA was used at the center of the rooftop swimming pool based on the swimming pool noise
measurements and adjustment for 10 children and adults.
Forty-four condensing units, one air handler unit, two exhaust fans, and two shaft
openings for residential unit dryer and toilet exhaust fans are located on the North Building roof.
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Two exhaust fan openings are at the North Alley building elevation. The typical A-weighted
sound power levels are: 65 dBA (condensing unit), 85 dBA (air handler unit), 77 dBA (kitchen
exhaust fan), 75 dBA rooftop shaft opening, and 72 dBA (North Alley dishwasher exhaust fan).
Cooling towers are located on the roof of the 8th Street Component, Plaza Component and Office
Component buildings. The typical sound power level for each cooling tower is 105 dBA.

Acoustic Calculations and Results
Five CADNA-A noise model scenarios were created to include different combinations of
buildings, traffic volumes, swimming pool, and mechanical equipment noise sources.
Scenario 1 - Existing AADT Traffic Volume and Hine School Building
Scenario 1 analyzes the current traffic noise levels at the 8th Street, SE residential
buildings due to the existing Hine School building and the 2009 AADT traffic volume (10,700
vehicles southbound on 8th Street, SE and 11,900 vehicles northbound on 8th Street, SE).
Table 1 summarizes the calculated noise levels at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings.
The noise levels range from DNL 72.8 to 75.9 dBA at the center of the building depending on
location. The average for all buildings is DNL 74.4 dBA. The calculated DNL noise contours for
this scenario are shown in Figures A1 and A2 in Appendix A.
Table 1. Noise Levels at 8th Street, SE Residential Buildings
(Existing AADT Traffic Volume and Hine School Building)
Building Location
DNL, dBA
340 8th Street, SE
73.7
338 8th Street, SE
74.3
336 8th Street, SE
74.3
334 8th Street, SE
74.2
332 8th Street, SE
73.1
330 8th Street, SE
72.8
328 8th Street, SE
73.6
326 8th Street, SE
73.4
South of C Street, SE
324 8th Street, SE
73.3
322 8th Street, SE
73.5
320 8th Street, SE
74.5
318 8th Street, SE
74.3
316 8th Street, SE
74.3
314 8th Street, SE
74.6
312 8th Street, SE
74.3
310 8th Street, SE
75.2
801 C Street, SE
75.6
258 8th Street, SE
75.6
256 8th Street, SE
75.1
North of C Street, SE
254 8th Street, SE
75.3
252 8th Street, SE
75.3
250 8th Street, SE
75.9
Average
74.4
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Scenario 2 - Future AADT Traffic Volume and Hine Project Buildings
Scenario 2 analyzes the future traffic noise level at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings
due to the future AADT traffic volume along 8th Street, SE and the Hine Project buildings. The
future AADT volume (11,170 vehicles southbound on 8th Street, SE and 12,900 vehicles
northbound on 8th Street, SE) includes projected trips by Hine Project residents/tenants (470
daily trips southbound on 8th Street, SE and 1,000 daily trips northbound on 8th Street, SE) and
the 2009 AADT volume (10,700 vehicles southbound on 8th Street, SE, and 11,900 vehicles
northbound on 8th Street, SE).
Table 2 summarizes the calculated noise levels at the 8th Street SE residential buildings.
The noise levels range from DNL 73.3 to 76.3 dBA at the center of the building depending on
location. The average for all buildings is DNL 74.8 dBA. The calculated DNL noise contours for
this scenario are shown in Figures B1 and B2 in Appendix B.
Table 2 – Noise Levels at 8th Street, SE Residential Buildings
(Future AADT Traffic Volume and Hine Project Buildings)
Building Location
DNL, dBA
340 8th Street, SE
74.2
338 8th Street, SE
74.7
336 8th Street, SE
74.8
334 8th Street, SE
74.7
332 8th Street, SE
73.5
330 8th Street, SE
73.3
328 8th Street, SE
74.1
326 8th Street, SE
73.9
South of C Street, SE
324 8th Street, SE
73.7
322 8th Street, SE
73.9
320 8th Street, SE
74.9
318 8th Street, SE
74.7
316 8th Street, SE
74.6
314 8th Street, SE
75.0
312 8th Street, SE
74.7
310 8th Street, SE
75.6
801 C Street, SE
76.0
258 8th Street, SE
76.0
256 8th Street, SE
75.6
North of C Street, SE
254 8th Street, SE
75.8
252 8th Street, SE
75.7
250 8th Street, SE
76.3
Average
74.8

Comparing Scenario 1 to Scenario 2 indicates the maximum noise level increases 0.40
dBA at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings due to the future Hine Project buildings and traffic
volume attributable to the Hine Project. The noise level increase is insignificant.
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Scenario 3 - Existing AADT Traffic Volume and Hine Project Buildings
Scenario 3 analyzes the traffic noise at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings due to the
future Hine Project buildings and the 2009 AADT volume (10,700 vehicles southbound on 8th
Street, SE and 11,900 vehicles northbound on 8th Street, SE) along 8th Street, SE.
Table 3 summarizes the calculated noise levels at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings.
The noise levels at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings range from DNL 73.1 to 75.9 dBA at
the center of the building depending on location. The average for all buildings is DNL 74.6 dBA.
The calculated DNL noise contours for this scenario are shown in Figures C1 and C2 in
Appendix C.
Table 3 – Noise Level at 8th Street, SE Residential Buildings
(Existing AADT Volume and Hine Project Buildings)
Building Location
DNL, dBA
340 8th Street, SE
74.1
338 8th Street, SE
74.5
336 8th Street, SE
74.6
334 8th Street, SE
74.5
332 8th Street, SE
73.4
330 8th Street, SE
73.1
328 8th Street, SE
73.9
326 8th Street, SE
73.7
South of C Street, SE
324 8th Street, SE
73.5
322 8th Street, SE
73.7
320 8th Street, SE
74.7
318 8th Street, SE
74.5
316 8th Street, SE
74.5
314 8th Street, SE
74.8
312 8th Street, SE
74.5
310 8th Street, SE
75.4
801 C Street, SE
75.8
258 8th Street, SE
75.7
256 8th Street, SE
75.2
North of C Street, SE
254 8th Street, SE
75.4
252 8th Street, SE
75.4
250 8th Street, SE
75.9
Average
74.6

Comparing Scenario 1 to Scenario 3 indicates the maximum noise level increases 0.20
dBA at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings due to the future Hine Project buildings. The noise
level increase is insignificant.
Comparing Scenario 2 to Scenario 3 indicates the maximum noise level increases 0.20
dBA due to the increase in traffic volume attributable to the Hine Project. The noise level
increase is insignificant.
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Scenario 4 - Swimming Pool and Hine Project Buildings
Scenario 4 analyzes the future swimming pool noise at the 8th Street, SE residential
buildings (8th Street Component).
Table 4 summarizes the calculated noise levels at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings.
The noise levels at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings range from DNL 48.3 to 57.6 dBA at
the center of the building depending on location. The average for all buildings is DNL 54.2 dBA.
The calculated DNL noise contours for this scenario are shown in Figures D1 and D2 in
Appendix D.
Table 4 – Noise Level at 8th Street, SE Residential Buildings
(Swimming Pool and Hine Project Buildings)
Building Location
DNL, dBA
340 8th Street, SE
51.0
338 8th Street, SE
48.3
336 8th Street, SE
49.9
334 8th Street, SE
51.4
332 8th Street, SE
52.2
330 8th Street, SE
49.1
328 8th Street, SE
52.0
326 8th Street, SE
54.6
South of C Street, SE
324 8th Street, SE
55.1
322 8th Street, SE
57.6
320 8th Street, SE
56.3
318 8th Street, SE
55.5
316 8th Street, SE
55.7
314 8th Street, SE
55.9
312 8th Street, SE
56.1
310 8th Street, SE
56.2
801 C Street, SE
56.9
258 8th Street, SE
57.3
256 8th Street, SE
55.8
North of C Street, SE
254 8th Street, SE
55.4
252 8th Street, SE
54.1
250 8th Street, SE
54.8
Average
54.2

Comparing Scenario 4 to Scenario 1, the average noise levels due to the swimming pool
at the 8 Street, SE residences will be 20.2 dBA less than the traffic noise levels for all 8th Street,
SE residential buildings. Thus, the swimming pool noise will be an insignificant contributor to
the total noise levels at the 8th Street, SE residences.
th

Scenario 5 - Mechanical Equipment and Hine Project Buildings
Scenario 5 analyzes the future mechanical equipment noise from the South and North
Buildings at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings.
Table 5 summarizes the calculated noise levels at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings.
The noise levels at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings range from DNL 49.8 to 52.9 dBA at
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the center of the building depending on location. The average for all buildings is DNL 51.7 dBA.
The calculated DNL noise contours for this scenario are shown in Figures E1 and E2 in
Appendix E.
Table 5 – Noise Level at 8th Street, SE Residential Buildings
(Mechanical Equipment and Hine Project Buildings)
Building Location
DNL, dBA
340 8th Street, SE
49.8
338 8th Street, SE
49.9
336 8th Street, SE
50.0
334 8th Street, SE
50.7
332 8th Street, SE
51.1
330 8th Street, SE
51.8
328 8th Street, SE
52.1
326 8th Street, SE
51.3
South of C Street, SE
324 8th Street, SE
51.4
322 8th Street, SE
52.3
320 8th Street, SE
52.1
318 8th Street, SE
52.6
316 8th Street, SE
52.0
314 8th Street, SE
52.9
312 8th Street, SE
52.9
310 8th Street, SE
52.6
801 C Street, SE
52.2
258 8th Street, SE
52.4
256 8th Street, SE
51.2
North of C Street, SE
254 8th Street, SE
51.3
252 8th Street, SE
52.1
250 8th Street, SE
52.2
Average
51.7

Comparing Scenario 5 to Scenario 1, the average noise levels due to the mechanical
equipment at the 8th Street, SE residences will be 22.7 dBA less than the traffic noise levels for
all 8th Street, SE residential buildings. Thus, the mechanical equipment noise will be an
insignificant contributor to the total noise levels at the 8th Street, SE residences.

Conclusions
Acoustical Design Collaborative, Ltd has completed a noise analysis for the residences
along 8th Street, SE adjacent to the Hine Project in Washington, DC.
Five computer model scenarios were created to calculate the change in noise levels due to
the Hine Project. The computer model scenarios included the existing conditions, change in
traffic volume, Hine Project building dimensions, rooftop swimming pool, and mechanical
equipment affecting noise levels at the 8th Street, SE residences.
The calculations indicate small changes in the noise levels at the 8th Street, SE residences
due to the Hine Project. Noise levels are calculated to increase 0.20 dBA due to the future Hine
Project buildings and 0.20 dBA due to the increased traffic volume from the Hine Project
travelling on 8th Street, SE. The combined noise level increase is 0.40 dBA, a negligible change.
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Noise from the rooftop swimming pool and mechanical equipment will be less than the
current and future traffic noise levels at the 8th Street, SE residences and will not significantly
add to the total noise exposure at the residences.
The change in noise levels at the 8th Street, SE residential buildings will be less than the
threshold for noise level change humans can perceive when considering the total noise levels due
to the Hine Project buildings, future traffic volume, swimming pool, and mechanical equipment.
It is anticipated the Hine Project will have a negligible noise impact on the 8th Street, SE
residential buildings.
Please contact me at 410.821.5930 or email at nts@akustx.com if you have any questions
regarding the results of this analysis or our conclusions.
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APPENDIX A
Scenario 1 Noise Contours
2009 AADT and Hine School

Figure A1. Scenario 1 – Existing 3D DNL noise contours at 8th Street, SE residential buildings.

Figure A2. Scenario 1 – Existing 2D DNL noise contours at 8th Street, SE residential buildings.
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APPENDIX B
Scenario 2 Noise Contours
Future AADT and Hine Project Buildings

Figure B1. Scenario 2 – Future 3D DNL noise contours at 8th Street, SE residential buildings.

Figure B2. Scenario 2 – Future 2D DNL noise contours for 8th Street, SE residential buildings.
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APPENDIX C
Scenario 3 Noise Contours
2009 AADT and Hine Project Buildings

Figure C1. Scenario 3 – Future 3D DNL noise contours at 8th Street, SE residential buildings.

Figure C2. Scenario 3 – Future 2D DNL noise contours for 8th Street, SE residential buildings.
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APPENDIX D
Scenario 4 Noise Contours
Rooftop Swimming Pool

Figure D1. Scenario 4 – Future 3D DNL noise contours at 8th Street, SE residential buildings.
(Blue mark at 8th Street Component building is the swimming pool.)

Figure D2. Scenario 4 – Future 2D DNL noise contours for 8th Street, SE residential buildings.
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APPENDIX E
Scenario 5 Noise Contours
Rooftop Mechanical Equipment

Figure E1. Scenario 5 – Future 3D DNL noise contours at 8th Street, SE residential buildings.
(Blue marks at Hine Project buildings are mechanical equipment.)

Figure E2. Scenario 5 – Future 2D DNL noise contours for 8th Street, SE residential buildings.
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EXHIBIT J

EXHIBIT J
SECTION 2403.12 ANNOTATED TABLE*
Public Benefit
Urban Design/Architecture

In Excess of Matter-of-Right
C-2-B Development
High-quality mixed-use design with sustainable
development;
Design relates architecturally with and respects massing
and height of immediately adjacent building.

Site Planning

Effective use of D.C. surplus property;
Vibrant transit oriented mix of residential, office and retail
uses;
Creation of a new urban plaza and the reopening of
historic C Street;
Proposed scale and density are appropriate for the
Property and neighborhood.

Transportation

Effective and safe vehicular and pedestrian access;
199 bicycle parking spaces, 2 Zip Car Spaces and 3
Electric Car Charging Stations within the below-grade
parking garage;
As part of the initial welcome package, first time moveins will receive: 1 year membership to the ZipCar Car
Share Program, 1 year membership to Capital Bikeshare
and a $50 WMATA SmarTrip Card;
Showers/Changing area and lockers for office and
residential employees who bike to work;
Parking management by experienced professionals.

Historic Preservation

Restoration and reopening of C Street between 7th and 8th
Streets will physically and visually restore the L’Enfant
street grid in this location;
Project is undergoing extensive review by the Historic
Preservation Review Board.
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Public Benefit
First Source Employment
Program

In Excess of Matter-of-Right
C-2-B Development
Participation in the Department of Employment First
Source Program;
Utilization of Certified Business Enterprises (“CBEs”)
through a Certified Business Enterprise Utilization and
Participation Agreement;
One City – One Hire Initiative;
Apprenticeship Program.

Housing

Provision of 158 new residential units with twenty-nine
percent (29%) of the total devoted to affordable housing;
17 are affordable senior housing units.

Environmental

Project will be designed in accordance with the LEED
standards for a goal of LEED Gold for the South
Building;
The Applicant will also attempt to design to a LEED Gold
standard, and commits to nothing less than the LEED
Silver standard, for the North Building;
Courtyards and roof planted with native or adapted
vegetation.

Revenue

Additional revenue to the district from the addition of
approximately 158 new households and 206,720 square
feet of commercial uses;
Recordation, transfer, property, income, sales, use, and
employment tax revenue.

Special Neighborhood Value

Employment, retail and housing opportunities;
"green" design;
Redevelopment of a D.C. surplus property;
Creation of 68 Eastern Market vendor tents along the
reopened C Street as well as garage parking spaces and
access to the freight elevators for the vendors.

*
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The full scope and importance of the public benefits of the Project are more fully
articulated in Section IV of the PUD Statement.

